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FOREWORD 

People in the Weet who uke 

up the etudy of Zen Buddhiem cnihusiaiticelly often dieeover, eftcr the 
initial faKiination Ku worn off, that the conaecutive atepj required for 
iia serlouj pursuit turn out to be disappointing and fruiUcB. Wonderful 
indeed U the experience of Enlightenmcnti but the crudal question 
is, how can one get intc it? The problem of catching this tanl^iaing 
‘Zen witch* remains unsolved for most of the Zen enthusiasts in the 

West. 
This is because Zen studies in the West arc stiU in their beginnings, 
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10 FOREWORD 

and its studenu arc still lingering in that shadowy region between 

'being iateraied in’ and 'understanding* Zen. Most of titem have not 

yet come to a point of maturity in their studies at which they can 

actuaUy practise Zen, rcaliae it, and make it thdr own innermost 

pouesdoo. 
Since Zen is not, in its essence and on its higher levels, a philosophy 

but a direct experience that one must enter into with one’s whole 

being, the primary aim should be at the attainment and realization 

of the Zen experience. To realize this supreme experience, known as 

the *Wu insight* or 'Enlightenment’, one needs either to rely com* 

pletely on an accomplished Zen Master, or to struggle on alone 

through study and actual practice. 

In the hope of furtliering an undentanding of Zen and making 

things easier for those wlio have been searching for practical instruc¬ 

tion, 1 selected, translated, and presented herein a num1>er of short 

autobiographies and discourses of the great Zen Masters, from both 

ancient and modern sources, which, although very popular in the 

East, are generally unknown in the West. From these documenu 

one may obuin a picture of the lives and works of the Zen Masters, 

thixs getting a clearer idea of how Zen work is actually done. For 

none is better qualified than these accomplished Masters to deal with 

the subject of practical Zen. To follow their example and instruction 

is, therefore, the best and safest way to practise it. It is for this reason 

that the discourses of the four celebrat^ Chinese Zen Masters, Ksn 

Yun, Tsung Kao, Po Shan, and Han Shan, are introduced. 

In addition to my own suggestions and comments on Zen practice, 

which may be found in the beginning of the second chapter, a survey 

of the essential aspects of Zen Buddhism is also pven at the outset of 

this book. It is hoped chat, ailer reading the first chapter, the reader 

may gain a further insight into Zen Buddhism, and thus be able to 

pursue his studies with greater ease than before. The new-comer to 

Buddhism, however, may meet with some difficulties. Although as a 

whole this book is of an introductory nature, it is perhaps more specific 

on certain problems and in certain fields of Zen study than other 

books of its kind available in the English language. 

Chapter 3, 'The Four Problems of Zen Buddhism’, was originally 

an essay on 'The Nature of Ch’an Buddhism’ appearing in the January 

1957 issue of Philosophy Ecst and Wsst, published by the University of 
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Hawaii. With some minor changes, it has now been incorporated inio 

this booh. ! believe chat the four problems discussed therein arc of great 

importance for Zen studies. 

Chapter 4, ‘Buddha and MediUtion', was originally a lecture, 

given in a seminar at Columbia Univeraty in 1954, at che invitation 

of Dr. Jean Mahler. It gives some basic teachings of Buddhism and 

some essendal principles underlying Buddhisc meditation pracciee 

which have not yet beta fully introduced to the West. 

As many Zen phrases and expressions are extremely diiliculC if not 

impossible to translate, even being eon^dered by some scholars as 

utterly untranslauble, 1 have had to resort, in a few instances, to fi'ce 

translation. Some of the Japanese terms such as 'koan’ for kung an. 

‘Satori* for I/u, CA'tfn, etc., have now become citablbhed 

and are widely used in the West, and they are also employed in this 

book, concurrently with the original Chinese terms. The romanba- 

tion of the Chinese character! used is based upon che Wade«GUes 

system. AU die diaeritieai marks in romanieed Chinese and Sanskrit 

words used in the text have been left out, since they would only be 

confusing to the general reader and are unnecessary for Chinese and 

Sanskrit scholars, who will at once recognize the original Chinese 

characters and Devanagari script. 

1 wish to express my deep gratitude to Mr. Qeorge Currier, Miss 

Gwendolyn Winser, Mrs. Dorothy Donath, and to my wife, Hsiang 

Hsiang, all of whom have rendered great assistance in helping me 

with my English, In preparing, editing, and typing the manuscript, 

and in making valuable suggestions and comments on the work. I 

also wish to thank my old friend, Mr- P. J. Gruber, for his constant 

assistance and encouragement. 
As a refugee from China, I wish also to thsjik aU of my American 

friends, and both the Bollingen Foundation and the Oriental Study 

Foundation, fbr their generous aaristaoce in providing me with the 

opportunity to continue my work and study in the field of Buddhism 

here in the United States. To them all I am grateful beyond measure. 

Chano GH2K-CH( 

U<w fori City 
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THE NATURE OF ZEN 

Wbae is Z«n? ‘Zen* is the 

Japanese prominoation of tbo word ‘Ch’an’» and 'Oh'an* 

the abbreviation of the origina] p^tfase ‘Gb*an Na' - a corruption 

the pronundadoQ of the Sanskrit word or die Pali, JhoTui. 

In other words, 'Zen’ is a mispronunciation of another znispro- 

nunaadon! 'Rus, however, is less imponant than the £ict that Zen 

repreents a tfa»‘hir>g whkh may well be considered as the pinnacle 

of all Buddhist thought, a teaching that is most direct, profound, and 

>3 



TH6 PRACTICE OF ZEN 

practical - capable of bringing one to thorough liberation and perfect 

Enlightenment. But it is very difficult to give a clear account of it. 

Zen is, as one of Che Chinese expres^ons puts it, something 'round and 

rolling, slippery and slick’ - something ungraspable and indescribable, 

which cannot be explained or interpreted. Nevertheless, it is worth 

while trying to overcome this difficulty in order to present a clearer 

picture of Zen. 

ZEN STYLE AND ZEN ART 

Zen is a school of Mahayana Buddhism, originated and developed 

in China. Its philosophy and practice are not essentially difTerent 

from chose of other Mahayana schools. Zen does not possess any 

unique or exclusive teachings that are not included in over-all 

Mahayana Buddhism. The difference is solely in the imconventional 

style and in the unusual forms of expression adopted by the Zen 

Buddhists. This ‘Zen style’ or ‘tradidon’, formed an the later period 

of Zen history, Is so outstanding and unusual that it has made Zen a 

remarkable and extraordinary form of Buddhist teaching unparalleled 

in any other held of philosophy or religion. 

What, then, is this *Zen style'? Put briefly, it consists of the puzzling 

language, baffiing attitudes, and surprising methods that Zen Buddhists 

employ in their teachings and practice. 

For example, a monk asked, ‘What is the meaning of Bodhi- 

dhanna’s coming from the West?* (That is to say, ‘What is the Truth?’) 

The Master answered, 'The cypress tree in the courtyard.* The same 

question, put before another Master, was answered by, The teeth of 

the board grow hair.’ One may interpret these answers as implying the 

ubiquitousness of Reality; for truth is everywhere and all-pervading: 

the cypress tree or the bbwing wind, the howling dog or even the 

board that grows hair are all vibrantly alive in the present ‘here and 

now*. The purport of Bodhidharma’s coming from the West is to 

elucidate this universal Truth. One may also interpret the real purpose 

of the reply The teeth of the board grow hair* as an intention on the 

part of the Master to knock the disciple off the track of his habituated, 

sequential thinking and to bring him directly to the ‘state<f-beyond’ 

by means of an apparently illogical and irrelevant answer. One may 
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go even further and say that the Zen Master had no intention of 

answering the question; he was merely maVing a plain and straight¬ 

forward statement of what be saw and felt at the moment the question 

was put. In this down-to-earth 'plain foiling’ in its primordial, genuine, 

and natural state lies the whole secret of Zen. Plain, yet marvellous, 

this feeling is the most cherished keystone of Zen - sometimes described 

as the teng hsui i nun, or instaneansous tfioug^i.* Because it is instantaneous, 

no ardliciality, conceptualization, or dualistic idea could ever arise 

from it. In it there is no room for such things. It is only through the 

realization of (his ‘instantaneous mind* (hat one is freed from all 

bondage and su^ering. Never departing from this eternal ‘instan¬ 

taneousness*, die Zen Master sees ev^thing as the great Tao - from 

the cypress tree to a stick of dry dung. Thus the Master made no effort 

to give a relevant answer; he just plainly stated what he saw smd felt 

at that moment. 

No matter what these Zen Masters meant by their answers, or 

bow one interprets them, this indisputable fact remains: the anssvers 

given in many Zen koans are of an uncozzunon nature. Therefore the 

&rst lesson is to become acquainted with this Zen manner or strange 

‘style of expression’. Otherwise, Zen will only mystify and confuse 

one's ‘innocent inquiry*, all to no purpose. One should remember 

that no matter how mysterious or bow senseless a koan^ appears to 

be, there is always something deep behind it - the strange remarks 

always imply sffrrutAtng. Fully to decode these riddles, however, requires 

not only a complete mastery of Zen idiom and traditions (which is a 

task solely for the professionai), but some direct peraonal ej^srwue in 

tUflf. If one lacks ritber one, Zen is, indeed, difficult to grasp. In 

any case, and for anyone, the first task is to become fomiliar with the 

‘Zen styles’ and traditions. 

The second important lesson is to learn of the difficulties and 

obstacles one can expect to meet in one*s Zen studies. For Zen is not 

a subject that may be understood through superficial efforts. It presents 

a formidable challenge; in fact, it is the most difficult subject in 

Buddhism. One would be foolish to cherish a hope of understanding 

Zen by reading one or two books, or by sitting for a few hours in 

mentation. Some yean of hard work, at least, are needed to achieve 

the goal. In any case, it is fitting and wise for both serious and casual 

0. L«rta9 refer U> Appendix p. B*. 
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ZCQ sfudcnts to know what difficuJties they arc up ^nst at the very 

outset of their studies. 
The first difScully is the apparent uj^ra^aWlity and the indefinite 

nature of Zen. There seems to be no c^aniacd s>siem to Jblbw, nor 

any definite philosophy to learn. ConoadictJODS and Inconsiateocics 

abound everywhere- Although these may be explained away by the 

so<alled illogical logic of Zen, the ‘slippery indcfiniieness’ so frequently 

encountered remains to conibusai and puzzle one. For instancx:, the 

question raised by that most common koan already mentioned, ‘Wiut 

is the meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming from the West?’ Ixas more 

than two hundred different answenl Here are several more of 

them: 
A monk asked H&ang Un: ‘What is the meaning of Bodhidharma’s 

coming from the West?' Hsiang Un replied; 'Sitting hr too long, one 

becomes exhausted.’ To the same question Chiu Feng answered: ‘An 

inch of a turtle’s hair weighs nine pounds.’ On the other hand, Tung 

Shan’s reply to Lung Ya was: T will leii you when the mountain 

stream fiows back.’ 
There are three reasons Ibr this uj^raspability or indefinitgness 

of Zen: 

s. The ultimate Fni^Tnith that Zen trio to illustrate is, itself, 

ungraspable and indefinable in nature. 

a. Zen is a very practical teaching in that its main object is to 

bring individuals to Eclightenment* by the quickest and most direct 

route; and as each disciple differs in di^Kairion, capacity, and state 

of advancement, a Zen Master must ^ve his instruction in different 

ways and from diffoent levels of approach in order to make his Zen 

practical and effective. This fretor has been responsble for the great 

varieties of expression, which further complicate the matter and make 

Zen more difficult to understand. 

3. After the period of the Sixth Patriarch, Hui Neng (630-713), 

Zen gradually an ^-a unique art for transmitting the 

^e^Triich - refusing, as all great arts do, to follow any set form, 

pattern, or system in expressing ioelt This excepdonalJy liberal atti' 

tude gave birth to those radical and sometimes ‘udld’ Zen expressions, 

which also contrihute so greatly to the complcxxcy and incomprehen' 

sibility of the subject 
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Some brief expleoadons of these three poiots m&y be helpful 

here. 
The first point: Why is the uldmate A^AS-Truth that Zen trie 

to illustrate so indefinable »riA imgraspable? *To define* means to 

settle the limits or to declare the exact of a certain thing. 

*To grasp’, in the used here, means m comprehend the import 

of a thing retain iL Since the very act of defining is to confine 

something within a certain boundary, it cannot be otherwise than 

finite, narrow, anrf exclusive in its nature; and again, since ‘to com¬ 

prehend’ means mentally to grasp sometfaitg, but not it must 

also be restrictive and thus limitative in its nature. But the ultimate 

/V^'ne-Truth that Zen tries to convey cannot be a thing that is narrow, 

finite, or exclusive; it must be something vast, universal, and Infinite • 

all-inclusive and all-embradng - def^ng definition and designation. 

How, then, can Zen-Truth be othowise than indefinable and un- 

graspable? The very word 'defining* suggests a finger pointing to a 

particular object, and the word ‘grasping’, a hand holding something 

tightly and not letdng it go. These two pictures vividly portray the 

narrow, tight, and nature of the human mind. With this 

deplorable limitation and tiiktiuts deeply rooted in the human way 

of thinking, no wonder the fi^ and all-indusive fV^an-Truth becomes 

an evasive shadow forever eluding one’s grasp. This indefinable and 

ungraspable nature of Zen-Truth is well illustrated in the following 

two koans: 

A. The Sixth Patriarch asked Hui Jang, ‘From whence do 

you come?’ 
Hui Jang replied, ‘1 come fix>m Mount Su.* 

The Patriarch then IVhat is it and how does it come?* 

And Hui Jang answered, ‘Anythii^ I say would miss the point.* 

B. Fu Ta Shih in his &nious stanza: 

‘Bmpey-handed I go, but a ^ade is m my hands; 
I walk on my feet, yet I am ridz^catbe back of a bull; 

When X pass over (he bridge, 

The brk^ but not the wattr, flows!’ 

The second pcont: With what different instructions and from what 
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dlAerent levels Kss Zea applied its practical teachings to bring 

individual disciples directly to Enl^hteoment? 

This is a very difficult quesuoa to answer because it includes all 

aspects o£ Zen Buddhism. A satis&ctory reply would demand a full 

review of the whole field, which is beyond the scope of this book. 

In fact, many Zen Masters and scholars have tried this very task, 

attempting to assign the different Zen instructions and the numerous 

Zen koans to various groups and levels, with accompanying cxplana* 

tions and comments, but iroae of them has been very successful. There 

are two reasons for first, the undiaseccable and unclassifiable 

nature of Zen itself, and second, the dearth of qualified persons wliu 

are not only capable of such a classtficahon, but willing as 

well to run against the tradition and spirit of Zen by so doing. 

Zen can be orplained in numerous ways because there are no 

definite 'instruction^ lor Zen to follow. The great Zen Masters seldom 

followed any set pattern in expressing themselves or in teachir^ their 

Students. However, in order to make Zea a little easier to understand, 

let us temporarily and arbitrarily allocate the numerous kinds of Zen 

expression found in the koans into the following three groups: 

1. Koans that illustrate Zen-Truth riirough plain and direct 

statements, i.e. the 'explidt-affinnative* type. 

2. Koans that illustrate Zmt-Truth through a nesting approach, 

t.e. the 'implidt-n^ative* type. 

g. Koans that may be described as somewhat beyond, between, 

or eccompassii^ typo t ^tid 2. 

Some examples of group i iblfow: 

A. Chao Chou asked Nan Ghuao, 'What is the Tao?’ Nan 

Ghuan answered, 'The ordinary nynA i$ Tao.* Chao Chou then 

asked, ‘How can one approach it?* Nan Ch»fln replied, 'If you 

want to approach it, yon. will certainly mm II* *lf you do not 

approach it, how do you know it is the Tao?' Hhe Tao is not a 

matter of knowing, ttor a matter of not knowing. To know is a 

delusory way of thinkii^ and not to know is a matter of insensibility. 

If one can realize the Tan umnistakably, {his mind will be like] 

the great space vast, void, and clear. How, then, can one regard, 
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thiB » right Rod that as itntigV Upon heariog this rtmari^ Chao 

Chou was immediatdy awakened. 

Wu Men made the following ixiterestmg comment on the above 

koan: ^Even though Chao Chou became enlightened, he should still 

work for another thirty yea» to graduate/ 

B. Master Huang Po in his sermon, *Ali the Buddhas and 

sentient bongs are nothing hut one's mind. From the time of 

n^beginning this Mind never arises and is not extinguuhed. It is 

neither blue nor yellow. It has no form or shape. It is neither existent 

nor non-odstent, old or new, long or short, or small. It is beyond 

all limiudon and measurejneot, beyond all words and names, 

transccndii^ all traces and relativity. It is here now! But as soon 

as any thought arises [in your mind] you miss it right away! It is 

like space, having no edges, inuneasurable and unthinkable. Buddha 

is nothix^ else but dus, your very mind!* 

C. The Second Patriarch asked Bodhidharma, ‘How can one 

get into Tao?* Bodhidharma r^ed: 

^Outwardly, all activities cease; 
lowsudly, the mind stops is paating. 
When ooe's has become a well. 
Then he may [begin to] mter into the Tao-’ 

This highly significant stanza is one of the esoteric type of koans 

that the Zen Masters are disinclined to discuss or elaborate. Despite 

its apparent ‘mystic’ flavour and profound significance, it is very 

explidt and straigheforward- It describes plainly the actual caeperience 

of the prc-Bnlightcnment state. Thk ko^ therefore, belongs to the 

first group. 

D. Zen Master Shen Tban gained his enlightenment through 

Pai Chang. He then returned to the monastery in which he had 

been ordained by his ‘first teacher*, the monk who had brought 

him up from childhood and who, at that time, was a very eld man. 

One day Shen Tsan was hel(ang bis old teacher to bathe. While 

washing the old man’s back, he said to hhn, ‘This is such a fine 
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temple, but the Buddha in jl is not at all holy!’ His old teacher 

then turned round and looked at him, whereupon Shen Tsan 

commented, Though the Buddha is not holy, he can still radiate 

the light.’ Again, one day, while the old man was readif^ a svira 

near a paper>covered window, a bee tried desperately, with all its 

strength, to By out of the room throt^h the papor but was unable 

to get through. Shen Tsan, seeing this, said, ’The world Is so vtat 

and wide that you may easQy set yowaelf free in it Why, clien, do 

you foolishly bore into old, rotten paper? 

*While the empty door is open wide 
How Ibrdish it h to try to get out 
By thrustic^ against the ¥ni>dow! 
Alas! How can you tMasto] 
Raise your bead above the slough 
By puRug your ooee agaiost dd, rotten paper 
For a hundred )^aR?' 

Hearing this remark, the old man laid down his book and said to 

Shen Tsan, 'For quite a iew tunes now, you have made unusal 

remarks. Prom whom did you gain your Imowledge ^^dule you were 

away from home?’ Shen Tsan replied, 'I have reached the state of 

peaceful ret through the grace Master Pal Chang. Now I have 

come back home to pay my debt of gratitude to you.’ The old teacher 

Chen prepared a great festival in his young disciple’s honour, 

summoned the in the monastery to the assembly haU, and 

besought Shen T^an to preach the Dhanna to all. Whereupon 

Shen Tsan ascended to the high seat and, following the tradition 

of Fai CSiaag, preached as follows: 

‘Sifigulariy radiadng a the wcodrous Light 
Free from the boodage maoer aod the semes. 
Not bisdiag by wttds and letters, 
The Easesee a nahedly ea>><acd ai ib pure eternity. 
Never defiled a the Mind-nature; 
It «ats IB perfredoa from the very begmaieg. 
By merely eastmg away your defudom 
The Suehoeas of Budd^ood is reaHaed’ 

As soon as the old teacher beard t2us stanza, he was immediately 

awakened. 
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E. The Sixth PatriEFch*ft remart is aw>ther good example: 

'It you have oomt here ior Dharma, you should firrt east aside ah 

mental actzvicy and let no thoi^hts whatsoever arise. Thea 1 shall 

preach the Dhazma for you.' After a loi^ time of silence, the 

Sixth Patriarch contmued, ^ot thinlring of good, not thinking of 

evil, right at tids wy mmunt, ikat is your real face.' Hiu was 

immediately enlightened. 

If the phrase, 'Not tHobng of good, not thinking of evil,' is con¬ 

sidered by itself this koan is easily zmsinterpreted as beizig negative 

or nullifying. But the real pcwt of the Sixth Patriarch's remark Is in 

the words that follow: 'right at tMs aaj momaly that is your real face.* 

Nothing could be more direct and affirmative than this. 

Now let us coD^der a few hfl^ging to our second group, 

the 'implicit-negative’ type, that is, those which illustrate Zen-Tmth 

through 'nullifying* or abr^atis^ expressions. 

A. Said a Zen Master, “If you have a staff, 1 will give you 

one; if you do not have a staff, I will take one away from you.* 

B. Te Shan said, 'If you cannot answer I shall give you thirty 

blows; if you answer, 1 shall also pve you thirty blows.' 

C. ‘What is the Buddha?’ ‘A stick of dry dung.' 

D. A fp‘^nk asked nhan CShou, ‘What is Chao Chou?* Chao 

Chou answered,‘The east gate, west gate, south gate, and north gate.* 

£. A monk asked Ttmg Shan, ‘When the cold winter and the 

hot summer cone, how can you avoid them?* Tung Shan answered, 

'Why don’t you escape to a place where there is no cold winter and 

no hot summer?’ The mort asked, ‘Where is that place without 

winter and summer?' Tung Shan replied, ‘In the winter the Master 

is frozen, and in the summer is scorched to death.’ 

F. One day 1 Shas, Wu Feng, and some other monks were all 

attending Pai Chang. Pai Qiang asked I Shan, ‘How can you 
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spealc without your throat, Ups, and tongue?* I Shan said, 'Well, 

Master, in that case, you say please.’ Pai Chang replied, 'I don't 

mind saying it to you, but I don't want to murder my posterity.’ 

G. A monk asked Kan Qiuan, *ls there any teaching that is 

not to be given to the people?* 'Yo.* 'What is it then?’ ‘It is not 

mind, cot Buddha, and not a thing.* 

H. A monk was recsdng the Diamond Suira-. . if one sees 

tliat forms art not forms^ he then sees Buddha.' The Master was 

passing by and heard it. He then said to the monk, 'You recite 

wrongly. It goes like this: “If one secs that forms art forms^ lie then 

sees Buddha.’’' The monk exclaimed, ‘What you have said is just 

oppovte to the words of the The Master then replied, ‘How 

can a blind man read the 

I. One day when TJr> Qhi saw a monk approaching him, be 

raised \dafo tot [duster]; the monk then bowed before him, but 

Un Chi beat him. Aller a while »nMV,i>r monk came by. Lin Chi 

again raised his^ to*. When this monk showed no sign of respect, 

Lin Chi beat him as welL 

J. One day Lin Chi was invited by his patron to give a sermon. 

When be ascended to his seat and was about to preach, Ma Ku 

came forward and asked him: 'The AU-merdful One [Avalokites* 

vara] has a thousand arms and a eyes. Which is the main 

eye?’ Lin Chi answered, 'The AU^nercLful One has a thousand 

arms and a thousand eyes. Which is the main eye? Say itl Say it I' 

Ma K.U then dragged Lin Chi down ibreibiy from the seat and 

sat upon it himself. Lin Chi walked up to Ma Ku and said very 

hiombly, ‘1 do not understand. Sir.’ Ku was about to reply, 

when Lin Chi dragged him down from the seat and sac on it again 

himself. Ma Ku then walked out of the hall, Afrer Ma Ku had 

walked out, Lin Chi also descended from the seat, and no sermon 

was given. (See Chapter g, *Thc Four Problems of Zen Buddhism*, 

pp. 196^.) 

K. The nxth Patriarch said In thi« frmous stanza: 
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*The Bodki b M like a tree; 
The minor bright b aowiiere stuping; 

From the begumii^ not a ihing eneta. 

Where oae ujy dun c^lecticg?* 

from the very bc^nning, not a thing ever i#, how can we accuse 
the Zen Masters of bang negatory? Eaec is, they did not n^au 
anything. What they have done is to point out our delusions in thinking 
of the noa'existent as existent, and Che existent as nonexistent. 

This rather arbitrary classifkatson of these two types of Zen 
oepres^ons Is neither definite nor irrevocable and does not imply 
that they are either wholly affirmative or wholly negative. For the 
afBrmative type of koan also eoncains a negative elemeot, and the 
negahve type an afiinnatxve one. No Zen koan is absolutely one type 
or the othCT. The 2en-Truth that both types try to convey has not 
been modified or mutilated, despite the outward difrerence of 

presentation. 

The k^?r»« in our third group are somewhat difficult to under^ 
stand and explain. Zen monks described them as the 'impenetrable 
type’, like ‘diver mountains and iron walls’. They can, strictly speaking, 
only be understood by advanced persons whose profound intuitions 
match those of the acton, thus enablii^ them to discern directly and 
clearly the meaning of the koan without resorting to guesses or analysis. 
If one is vnlling to risk ■"■♦ring the point, these koans may not be 
absolutely or unexplainable, but the desirahUity of such 

an approach is abo very doubt^. Nevertheless, a few examples arc 
given here for the reader to interpret according to his own under¬ 

standing and insight. 

A. One day, in the monastery of Kan Ghuan, the monks of the 
east and wot wing had a dispute over the possession of a cat. They 
all came to Kan <^»an for arbitratsoiL Holding a knife in one 
hand and the cat in the other. Nan Chuansaid, 'If any one of you 

can say the right thing, this cat will be saved; otherwise it will be 
cut into two pieces I* None of the monks could say anyching, so 
Nan Ghuan then the cat. In the evening, when Chao CDiou 
returned to the monastery, Nan asked him what he would 
have said had he been there at the time. Chao Ciou took off Ws 
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Straw sandab» put them on his head^ and walked out. Whereupon 

Nan Ghuan commented, 'Oh, if >'ou had oniy been here, the cat 

would have been saved!’ 

B- Teng Yin Feng was a dUciplc of Ma Tsu. One day he decided 

to visit Master Shih Tou [meaning stone, or rock]. When he men¬ 

tioned this to Ma Tsu, the Master said, ‘Well, you can go there, 

but the way of Shih Tou is very slippery V Teng Yin Peng replied, 

‘I am taking my staff with me. I can play my role in any drama 

that befalls me.’ Whereupon he went to the abode of Shih Tou. 

Coming into the room, he circled the meditation bed on which 

Shih Tou was sitting, struck the ground with his staff, and asked, 

‘What is the meaning of this?’ Shih Tou exclaimed, 'Alas, Heaven! 

Alas, Heaven!' Yin Feng said nothing, and returned to Ma Tsu 

to ask lus advice. Ma Tsu suggested, 'Go to him ag^n and say 

exactly the same thing. After he gives you an answer, Immediately 

[and forcefully] exhale your breath with a sound of "Whew, 

whew!” ’ Keeping this advice in mind, Yin Feng went to Shih Tou 

for the second time and asked him the same question. But unex¬ 

pectedly Shih Tou did not give him any answer. Instead, he blew 

out his breath twice, whistling 'Whew, whew’ [before Yin Feng 

had a chance to do the same]. Failing to find any answer to this 

unexpected situation, Yin Feng again returned to Ma Tsu and told 

him what had happened. Ma Tsu then said, 'Well, I told you before, 

the way of Shih Tou is very slippery!’ 

G. A monk called Tien Jan went to visit the Koyal Master, 

Hui Chung. [Upon arrivir^ there] he asked the attendant monk 

whether the Royal Master was at home. The monk replied, 'Yes, 

but he won't receive any guests.’ Tien Jan satd, 'Oh, that Is too 

profound and remorel’ The attendant monk answered, 'Even the 

Buddha’s eyes cannot see him.' Said Tien Jan, The dragon gives 

birth to a baby dragon and the pheenix gives birth to a baby 

phceoix!'^ He then left. Later, when Hui Chung got up from his 

sleep and learned what had happened, he beat the attendant monk. 

When Tien Jan heard about this he commented, 'This old man 

deserves to be called “the Royal Master”!’ The liext day Tien 

Jan went to visit Hui Chung again. As soon as he saw the Royal 
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Master, Kc spread Ws ‘sittmg shawl’ [nisidana] cn the ground [as 

if he were going to sit down]. Hui Chung remarked) 'This is not 

necessary> ^s is not necessary.’ Tien Jan then retreated a few 

sieps» upon which the RoyaJ Master said, ‘All right» all right.* 

Bui suddenly Tien Jan moved a few paces forward again- The 

Royal Master then said, *No, no.’ Whereupon Tien Jan circled 

the Master and left. Afterwards, the Master commented: ‘It Is a 

long time since the days of the Holy Ones. People are now very lazy. 

Thirty years hence It will be hard to find a man like him.’ 

D. Chao Chou went to visit Huang Po. When Huang Po saw 

him coming, he closed the door. Chao Chou tlien picked up a 

torch and shouted loudly in the coi^cgation hall, ‘Fircl Fire! 

Help! Help!’ Hearing this cry, Huang Po opened the door and 

came out. As soon as he saw Chao Chou he caught his arm and 

said, ‘Say it! Say it!’ Chao Chou replied, ‘You begin to draw the 

bow after the thief has left.’ 

Now we come to the third point in our discussion: Why Is Zen a 

special Buddhist ‘art' of expressing the FV<yfla-Truth? The answer 

should now be more obvious. Zen is an ‘art’ in the sense that, to 

express itself, it follows its own intuition and inspirations, but not 

dogmas and rules- At times it appears to be very grave and solemn, 

at others trivial and gay, plain and direct, or enigmatic and ‘round¬ 

about’. When Zen Masters preach they do not always do so with 

their mouths, but with their hands and legs, with symbolic signals, 

or with concrete action. They shout, strike, and push, and when 

questioned they sometimes run away, or simply keep their mouths 

shut and pretend to be dumb. Such antics have no place in rhetoric, 

philosophy, or religion, and can best be described as *art’. 

This unorthodox and radical ‘Zen art* is applied, roughly spcakii^ 

for four different purposes: 

1, To bring the individual disciple to direct Eoiightenment. 

2. To illustrate a certain BuddhUt teaching. 

3. To express the Zen humour and wit. 

4, To test the depth and genuineness of the disciple’s under¬ 

standing and realization. 
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Some examples of the fiist group am given below: 

A. One night Te Shan was attending Master Lung Tan, who 

said: ‘It is now Ute. VOxy don’t you go back to your room and 

retire?’ Te Shan then said good n^t to ha Master, and went 

out But immediately he returned, saying: Tt is very dark out^de.’ 

Lung Tan bt a candle and handed il to Te Shan, then suddenly 

blew it out At once Te Sban was awakened. 

B. A monk called Hung Chou came to visit Ma Tsu and asked: 

*What is the meaning of Bodhidhanna's coming from the West?’ 

Ma Tsu said: ‘Bow down to me, first* As the monk was prostrating 

himself, Ma Tsu gave him a vigorous kick in the ch«t The monk 

was at once enlightened- He stood up, clapped his hands and, 

laughing loudly, cried: ‘Oh, how wonderful this is, how marvellous 

this is! Hundreds and thousands of Smodhis and infinite wonders of 

the Truth are now ea^ rcabsed on the tip of a single hairl’ He 

then m?d^ obosance to Ma Tsu. Afterwards he said to people: 

'Since 1 received that kick fiom Ma Tsu, I have always been cheerful 

and laughing.* 

C. Lin Chi once lived in the menastery of Huang Po. One day 

he was urged by the Chief Monk m raise some queation belbre the 

Master, Huang Po. Lin Chi asked: ‘What is the gist of Buddhism?* 

As soon as he spoke, Huang Po beat him. Lio Chi raised this ques¬ 

tion three and was beaten three times. Thereupon he decided 

to leave the monastery. Before his departure, he said to the Chief 

Monk: ‘Because of your request I was beaten three times. I am 

now g^g elsewhere to learn Zen.* Tlic Chief Monk replied: ‘You 

had better say good-bye H> the Master before you leave.' Then, 

going to Huang Po privately, be said: The man who asked the 

question yeter^y is a novice, but he seems to be a very good and 

sincere fellow. If he comes and says good-bye to you. please give 

him some instructioo.* The n«t day Vitoi Lin Chi came to say 

ferewell to Huang Po, he was told to visit Ta Yu. Upon Lin Chi’s 

arrival at the residence of Ta Yu, the latter asked him: ‘From 

whence do you come?* Trom Huang Po-* ‘What does Huang Po 

teach?* T a^ed him three rfpv* to give me the gist of Buddhism, 
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but was beaten 1 do not know what is wror^ with my 

question.’ Ta Yu replied: ‘Huang Bo is kind, like a mother. What 

he intended to do was to awaken you thonH^y. How stupid of 

you to come here and a^ me these sUly questions!’ Hearing this> 

Lin Chi [was immediately awakened, and] exclaimed: ‘Oh, now 

I know that ailer ah there isn’t very much in Huaz^ Po’s Buddhisnl’ 

Ta Yu caught his arm and cried: ‘You ghost who makes water in 

his own bed! Just now you asked me what your fiiuli was. Now 

you denounce Huang Po’s Buddhism. VVhat truth have you seen 

that you dare to make such a statement?’ Lin Ou immediately 

hit Ta Yu with his fists three times. Ta Yu fended him off, saying: 

*Your master is Huang Po; this has nothii^ to do with me-* Lin 

Chi then returned to Huang Po. As soon as Huang Po saw him 

coming, he remarked; ‘Come and go, come and go, when will 

all this end?' Lin Chi replied: This is all because of your kind- 

n» to me.’ Huang Po then cried s|»mfuhy: 'Conibtmd that long- 

tongued Ta Yu! The next time I see him I will beat him soundly 

for this!’ ‘You don’t have to wait until you see him,’ said Lin Chi. 

‘You can beat him right now!’ Huat^ Po commented; ‘This crazy 

man now dares to come here and beard the lion in its deni’ Lin 

Chi then shouted at Hoang Po, who told him to go away. 

The above show that there is no definite method that the 

Zen Master must use to bring his disciplm to Enlightenment. A kick, 

a blow, a simple remark - anything will do if the state of mind of 

the disciple is ripe and ready to receive this final push. It goes with¬ 

out saying', however, that Zen lais, blows, and ‘jargon’ are not 

what they seem. If Enlightenment could be reached rimply in this 

way, the world’s slave camps and prisons would have become fectories 

constantly turning out hundreds of enlighcened beings I Again, if, 

merely by listening to a certain Zen remark anyone could easily be 

raised to the state of Enl^htenment, as some people hap^y believe, 

it would be well to preserve on a few loi^-playing records the well- 

known remarks that have been effective in bringing Enlightenment, 

and to listen to until we ourselves are enlightened. 

Now we come to the second group: How is this 'Zen art’ applied 

to illustrate certain Buddhist rrarhii^? 
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A. An old mm attended Pai Chants sermons a number of 

times. One day after a particular senziou, all (he other listeners 

left» but this old mao stayed on. Pai CSiang then asked him: 

are you?’ The old rn»n replied: am not a human bdng. 

When living on this mountain during the last katpoy I was once 

asked by one of my students: "Are the great yogis still bound by 

the law of cause and effect?” 1 ans¥rcrcd: “No, they are not so 

bound." Because of this misleat^ng reply I created much bad 

Kanna which caused me to become a fox fcr fr\'C hundred suc¬ 

cessive lives. Now I beseech you to give me a correct answer, so 

that I may be set free from continoed births as a fox.* Pai Clung 

said to him; ‘AU right Now yoo ask me the original question.’ 

The old man then s^: ‘Are the great yogis still bound by cause 

and effect?' Whereupon, Pai Ghuig answered: The great yogis 

are nal btind to the law of cause and effect!’ Hearing this, the old 

man was at once awakened. He prostrated himself before 

fThj'Pg axid : ‘1 am now freed from my bad Karma.’ 

No matter whether this is true or symbolic, it reflects typically the 

Zen attitude towards Karma, or the Law of Causation. For it points 

out that Zen does not disavow the baric teaching of this law which 

is accepted by all Buddhist schools as one of the paramount doc¬ 

trines of Buddhist teaching. This shows that Zen is not nihilistic or 

'out-of-harness' as some people think it to be. Contrary to the belief 

of outsiders, Zen followers are often snore earnest in performing 

their religious duties more rigid in thrir moral conduct than 

Others. Ihey are not, in any sense, unscrupulous people. Zen brings 

freedom, but not corruption and dissoluteness. Bnlightenment does 

net make one to karmic laws, nor does it produce evildoers and 

tran^ressors. 

B- Prime Munster Kuo Tze I of the Tang Dynasty was an out¬ 

standing statesman as well as a dis^^ulrived general. His success 

in both political and military sendee made him the most admired 

national hero of bis day. But Eune. pourer, wealth, and success 

could not distract the prime minister from his keen interest in 

and devotion to Buddhism. R^ardlt^ himself as a plain, humble, 

and devoted Buddhist, he often visited his favourite Zen Master 
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to Study uxulor He aod the Zen Master seemed to get along 

very well. The iaet that he held the pobticn of prime minister, 

an grafted status is those days of old CSiina, seaned to have qo 

influence on their assodatioii. Apparently no noticeable trace of 

politeness on the Zen Master’s part or of vain loftiness on the part 

of the minister esostcd in their relationship, vdnch seemed to be 

the purely religious one of a revered Master and an obedient 

disciple. One day, however, when Kuo Tze I, as usual, paid a visit 

to the Zen Master, he the following question: ‘Your 

Reverence, how does Buddhism explain egotism?’ The Zen Master’s 

face suddenly turned blue, and in an ortremely haughty and con¬ 

temptuous manner he addressed the premier as foQows: 'What are 

you saying, you numb^uU?’ This unreasonable and unexpected 

defiance so hurt the feelings of the prime minister that a slight 

sullen expresrion of anger began to show on his &ce. The Zen 

Master then smiled and said: *Your Excellency, this is egotisml’ 

The third group under discussion illustntes the manner in which 

the 'an of Zen* may be applied to the expresnon of humour and wit. 

A. Su Tung Po, the celebrated poet of the Sung Dynasty, was 

a devout BuddhhL He had a very dose friend named Fo Ying, a 

very brilliant Zen teacher. Po ^ng’s temple was on the west bank 

of the Yang Tse River, while Su Tung Po’s house stood on the 

east bank. One day Su Tung Po pdd a viat to Fo Ymg and, finding 

him absent, sat down in his study to awmt his return. Becoming 

bored with waitii^, he began at length to scribble on a sheet of 

paper that he found lying on the d<^ the last words being: *Su 

Tung Po, the great Buddhist who cannot be moved, even by the 

combined forces of the Eight Worldly Winds.’* After waiting a 

little longer, Su Tung Po got tired and left for heme. When Fo 

Ying returned and saw Su Tung Po’s compodrion on the desk, 

he added the following line: ‘RubWshI What you have said is no 

better than breaking windl* and seat it to Su Tung Po. When Su 

Tung Po read this outrageous ^*^*"^*1 he was so furious that he 

at once took a boat, crooed the river, and burned to the temple 

again. Catching hold of Po Ying’s aim, he cried: 'What right have 

you to denounce me in such language? Am I not a devout Buddhist 
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who caws only for the Dharma? Are you so blind after koov/Ing 

me for so long?* Fo Ying looked ac him quietly for a few seconds, 

then smiled and said slowly: *Su Tung Po, the great Buddliist who 

claims that the combined forces of the Eight Winds can hardly 

move an inch, is now carried all the way to the other side of 

the Vang Tse River by a single puff of wind from the anus!** 

B. One day the King of Yen visited the Master Chao Chou, 

who did not even get up when he saw him coming. Tlic king asked: 

‘Which is lugher, a worldly king, or the “King of Dliarma”?* Chao 

C2iou replied: ‘Among human kings I am higher; among the kings 

of Dharma, I am also higher.* Hearing this surprising answer, the 

king was very pleased. The next day a general came to visit Chao 

Chou, who not only got up from his seat when he saw the general 

coming, but also showed him mow hospitality in every way than 

he had shown to the king. After the general had left, Cltao Chou’s 

attendant monks asked him: ‘Why did you get up from your seat 

when a person of lower rank came to see you, yet did not do so for 

one of Ae highest rank?’ Chao Chou replied: ‘You don’t under¬ 

stand- When people of the highest quality come to see me, I do 

not get up from my seat; when they arc of middle quality, I do; 

but when they are of the lowest quality, I go outside of the gate 

CO receive them.’ 

G. One day Chao Chou and Wen Yuan played a debating 

game. They agreed that whoever won the a^umenC would be the 

loser, and whoever lost the argument would be the winner. As a 

prize, the loser should give the winner some fruit. ‘You speak first,’ 

said Wen Yuan to Chao Chou. So the following dialogue ensued: 

Chao Chou: 1 am an ass. Wen Yuan: 1 am Che stomach of that ass. 

Chao Chou: I am the faeces that the ass has dropped. Wen Yuan; 

1 am a worm in the faeces. Chao Chou: What are you doing in the 

faeces? Wen Yuan: I spent my summer vacation thew. Chao Chou: 

All right Now give me the fruit 

The following story is a typical anecdote used by Zen Buddbbts 

to ridicule those &ke ‘Masters' who have no genuine understanding, 

and also Co deride those ignorant students who blindly follow the hocus- 

pocus of Zen imitators. It is an interesting story, illustrating how Zen 
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can become downright senseless folly io the hands of the wrong 

persons, a not uncommon case nowadays. 

D. A monk called lusnself the ^Master of Silence’. He was 

actually a fraud and had no genuine understanding. To sell his 

humbug Zen, he had two eloquent attendant monks to answer 

(questions for him; but he himself never uttered a word, as if to 

show his inscrutable ‘Silent Zen’. One day, during the absence of 

his two attendants, a pilgrim mordt came to him and asked: ’Master, 

what is the Buddha?* Not knowing what to do or to answer, in his 

confusion lie could only look desperately round In all directions - 

east and west, here and there -- for his missing mouthpieces. The 

pilgrim monk, apparently sadshed, then asked him: ’What is the 

Dharma?’ He could not answer this question either, so he first 

looked up at the ceiling and then down at the floor, calling for 

help from heaven and hell. Again the monk asked: ’What is the 

Sangha?’ Now the ‘Master of Silence* could do nothing but close 

his eyes. Finally the monk asked: ‘What is blessing?* Io desperation, 

the ’Master of Silence’ helplessly spread his hands to the questioner 

as a sign of surrender. But the pilgrim monk was very pleased and 

satisfied with this interview. He lefr the ‘Master* and set out ^ain 

on his journey. On the road the pilgrim met the rwo attendant 

monks on the way home, and began telling them enthusiastically 

what an enl^htened being this 'Master of Silence* was. He said: 

‘1 asked him what Buddha is. He Immediately turned lus face to 

the east and then to the west, implying that human beings are 

always looking for Buddha here and there, but actually Buddha is 

not to be found either In the east or in the west. I then asked him 

what the Dharma Is. In answer Co this question he looked up and 

down, meanii^ that the truth of Dharma Is a totality of equalness, 

there being no discrimination between high and low, while both 

purity and impurity can be found therein. In answering my ques¬ 

tion as to what the Sangha was, he simply closed his eyes and said 

nothing. That was a due to the famous saying: 

‘If one can close his eyes and sleep soundly in the deep 

recesses of the cloudy meuntaics, 

He is a great monk Indeed. 
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TinaUy, in answering my last qiicsdon, ‘‘What is the blessing?” 

he stretched out his anus and showed both his hands to me. This 

implied that he was stretching out his helping hands to guide 

sendem beiogi with h» blessags. Oh, what an enlightened Zen 

Master! How profound is his teaching!' When the attendant monks 

returned, the ‘Master of Silence* scoWed them thus: ‘Where have 

you been all this time? A while ago I was embarrassed to death, 

and almost ruined, by an inquisitive ^grim!’ 

The fourth p<wt about the ‘art of Zen' covers llic manner in 

which the Zen Masters test the undentanding of their ^Iplcs. Tlicse 

tesB take many forms, including both die ‘behavioural’ and the 

‘verbal*. 
The behavioural tests are conducted by means of radical and 

unexpected actions, the verbal tests by the so-caiied ‘crucial-verbal- 

conttst’ (Chinese: cM /mg urn Ut)f The latter is pwhaps the ^t 

popular technique, widely applied by all Zen Buddhists. The Chinese 

word wm means ‘questiomn^, and M is ‘answering*, so that a«i la is 

‘quadoning-answeriDg* or loosely ‘convetsatioa*. But the phrase ehi 

/«g is very difficult to translate, because it has manifodd and subtle 

meanings- Literally, efa is ‘crudal’, ‘critical*, or the ‘key point’, etc., 

and /eng is ‘the tip of a sharp weapon*; so that cAi^g means literally 

'crucial-sharp tip (or poinl)*. Hiis proves that the Zen ‘question and 

answer* are sharp and pointed, like the tips cf tvrt> keen weapons 

point to point. CW/«g, therefore, implies that the Zen question is like 

a sharp, needle-pointed r^der cmjsiantiy threatening to pierce to the 

heart without mercy; and that as soon as a poignant quesdon is thrust 

at one, one must parry it and instandy rccuni an answer just as 

pointed. When a Zen question is asked, there is no time for ratiocina¬ 

tion or ‘seeking*. ^ ansuur Lka/if ivtafUofueujfy, spmUaucusly, and 

ifforikssfy giotn is nst aaspUihU to ^ Therefore, as Zen questions are 

often unanswerable and baffling, when the student fails to reply 

immediately because he is tryii^ to find the answer by means 

of logical reasoning, this time-lag immediately exposes his lack of inner 

understanding. Thus, no matter l»w ‘correct his ansvrer may appear 

to be, it will not be accepted by an enlightened Zen Master. This 

'crudal-verbal-cootar*, therefore, is a spedal technique, devised long 

ago by the Zen Masters to test the inner undentanding of thdr 
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studeQU. An enlightened bring &hoij1d be able to answer immediately 

any baiHisg question put to him, caaly and without hesitation. The 

answer should be lightning, lilt^ a sparh struck ihnn a 

scone. There is no romn Ibr ^cultivadon*, no dmfr for 'framing'. 

At this point 1 would IQce to relate one of my own experiences 

to illustrate the importance of the time element in the Zoi style of 

conversation. Not long ago I m^ a theologian, and we began to 

discuss Buddhism, Hinduism, and ether religions. He insisted that all 

religions are, on the highest level, basically identical, the only difference 

being a semantic one. He illustrated his point by saying that Moksha 

is called //inana in Buddhism, while 'Buddhahood' is called Atman in 

Hinduism and 'the Godhead* in Qiristiamty. 'The great tnitli is 

One,’ he said. 'All things ewne from will return to the Great 

One. This may be expounded in different ways, but the central 

Truth retnains the same.' And so on. I did not want to continue an 

argument which could go on endlessly, so I put before him tlie old 

Zen koan of Chao Chou: 'If all thu^ are to be returned m the One, 

to where is this One to be returned?* He was unccpeccedly bafBed, 

and failed to give me an answer. But the next day be came to see me 

and said: 'Now I have the right answer to your question: ’All things 

are to be returned to the One, and this One is to be returned to all 

thingi * I to him: 'According to Zeo, your answer came much 

too late. You should have received thirty blows a long time ago.' He 

replied: 'If I had given you this answer yesterday, immediately after 

the question was raised, what would your comment have been then?’ 

I said: 'AU right; now let us ibUow the Zen tradition and raise the 

question once more.’ Wberex:pon I aAisi him: 'If all dungs are to be 

returned to the One, to where is this One to be returned?’ He 

answered: Tcis to be returned to all things!'To this I merely replied: 

'What dme-wastiog nonssssel’ 

My friend did not any frirth^ comment, aixd the discussion 

of Buddhism oonut other r^Igloiu ended right there. 

A few other stories are selected here to illustrate further how the 

Zen verbal^ontest is used for 'testing*. 

A. Yung Hti^, a scholar of the Tien Tai school, gained his 

realization through riding the Vtouldibrtt 5ia!r0 without a teacher. 

c 
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Iq order to find aa enlightesed Master to certify his undentandiog 

he came to the Sixth Pacriarch [Hui Neog]. As soon as he saw the 

Patriarch, he walked round hon three tu&tt and then stood before 

him without making the customary obeisances. Hui Neng said: 

‘A monk is supposed to obey the rules of the Three Thousand Good 

Manners and the B^cy Thousand Graceful Conducts. Where 

does yoixr P.everence come £om that you show such great pride?’ 

Yung Ghia replied: 'The matter of life and death is great, and 

transiency lays hold of one quickly.* Hui N«g: Wiy, then, don’t 

you get into the Essence of No>faIrth?* Would not that be the 

quickest way to liheiatioa?’ Yung Oiia: 'The Eaence itself is 

No-birth, and liberation is beyond “slow or quick”.’ Hui Neng: 

'Yes- You are right.* Yung Qua then bowed down to the Sixth 

Patriarch, bidding him fkxt¥nJi, and prepared to leave. But Hui 

Neng stopped him and asked: ‘Aren’t you leaving too soon?* Yung 

Chia: '1 have never moved since the b^inaing; how can I be 

leaving too soon or mo late?* Hui Neng: 'Who is the one who 

knows the unmoved?’ Yung Ghia: The sage knows this by lum- 

self * Hm Neng: 'Oh, you are very well acquainted indeed with the 

meaning of No-birth!* Yung Qiia: ‘How is it possible that the 

truth of No-birth could have any “meaning”?’ Hui Neng: ‘If there 

is no meaning, how then can it be understood?’ Yung Chia: ‘To 

understand it is not to get the meaning of it.* Hui Neng: ‘Well 

said, well said. Now please remain In my monastery for one night.’ 

If the reader carefully ponders the above story he will find that 

in every remark the Sixth Patriarch fae Uid a trap for Yung 

Chia; but Yung Ghia, an enlightened being, sensed thee traps and 

immediately changed his podti<m from the attacked to the attacker. 

He was therefore highly praised by the Sixth Patriarch. 

B. Tung Shan went to viat Ming Che. Ming Che asked him: 

‘Whw have you been latdy?’ Tung Shan answered: ‘In Hu Nan 

Province.’ Ming Che: ‘What is the surname of the governor there?’ 

Tung Shan: ‘I do not know.* Ming Qk: ‘What is his fiitt name 

then?’ Tung Shan: ‘I do not know his first na^n^ either.’ Ming 

Che: ‘Doesn’t he administer his office at all?* Tut^ Shan: ‘He 

has plenty of subordinate officets to do the wk.’ Ming Che: 
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'Do«a*t he eome out from and go io to hs office at all?’ Tung 

Shan did not aoswo’, and walked ouL The next day Ming Che 

said to him: ’You did not answer my question yesterday. If you 

can say somefhfng satisfrctory today I’ll Invite you to dizuMr.* 

Tung Shan replied: The governor is too dignified to come out of 

his office.’ Ming Che was satisfied with the answer, and a dinner 
was prepared ibr Tung Shan. 

Outwardly, the conversation between the two was simple and 

plain. It seems to have been without any £xi( 

every remark they made had a double rneaning, alluding to the truth 

of Zen. This story shows bow Zen Buddhists are in the habit of testir^ 

one another daily in smple talks. They are naturally trained experts 

la the Zen art of verbal<oatest. They start to play the game whenever 

they have a chance. It goa vnthout sayi^ that the parddpant in the 

Zen 'contest’ must know the game first in order to matyVi his rival. 

An outsider will either mi« the point, or become bewildered at what 
Is going on. 

The ‘Behavioural Teat’ is often conducted throt^h radical and 

astonishing manceuvres, as shown in the following stories; 

A. A monk went to Te Shan, who closed the door in his free. 

The monk laiocked and Te asked, ‘'Who is it?* The monk 

said, ‘The hon cub.* Te Shan then opened the door and jumped 

on to the neck of the monk as though riding, and cried, ‘You 

beastl Now where do you go?’ The monk tailwl to answer. 

The term ‘lion cub’ is used by Zen Buddhists to denote a disciple 

well able to understand Zen Truth; when the Masters praise or prove 

a disciple’s understanding, this tom is often used. In this case, foe 

monk presumptuously called 'the Hon cub% but when Te Shan 

gave him a test by treadz^ b™ lik^ a real Hon cub - when he rode on 

his neck, and then asked a qucscioQ - the Tnnnlr friled to answer. 

This proved that the mockk lacked die genuine undeismnding he 

claimed to possess. 

B. Chao Gbou was once working as a cook in the moaast^. 
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One day he barred the kitchen door from the inside, and started 

a fire. In a short time the room fUled with smoke and flames. He 

then cried out; ‘Fire! Fire! Help! Help!' All the monks in the 

monastery immediately gathered round, but they could not get in 

because the door was locked. Chao Ghou said: *Say the right word 

and I will open the door. Otherwise, I won’t!* Nobody could give 

an answer. Then Master Pu Yuan handed a lock to Chao Chou 

through the window. Chao Chou opened the door. 

As not one of the monks in the monastery could give a proper 

answer to Chao Chou’s astonishing act, (heir lack of inner under> 

standing was thus fully exposed. But the interesting question here is: 

What should the monks have said to Chao Chou ? What wes the ‘correct’ 

reply to his challenge ? A solution to this koan has been suggested as 

follows: 

The monks might have said to Chao Chou: ‘You answer the 

following question first, then we shall answer yours: “Who can untie 

the bell-string on the neck of a tiger?” * Chao Chou replies: ‘The 

person who first tied it.’ The monks then say: ‘You have answered 

your own silly quesdon. Now open the door!’ 

C. One day Teng Yin Feng was pushing a wheelbarrow along 

a narrow road in the middle of which Ma l^u was sitting with 

one of his legs stretched out, thus blocking the passage of the wheel¬ 

barrow. Tci^ Yin Fci^ said: ‘Master, please retract your leg!’ 

Ma Tsu replied: 'I have already stretched out my leg, so there is 

no retraction.’ Teng Yin Feng then said: ‘I am already pushing 

my wheelbarrow forward, so there is no retraction either.’ Saying 

this, he pushed the wheelbarrow over Ma Tsu's leg and injured it. 

Later, when they met again in the meditation hall of the temple, 

Ma Tsu, who had a huge axe in his hand, raised it, and s^: 

‘The one who injured my leg today, come forward!* Teng Yin 

Feng went up to Ma Tsu and put his neck right under the axe as 

if willing to receive the blow. Ma Tsu then put down his axe. 

« 

This story vividly demonstrates the courage and straightforward¬ 

ness of Zen. However, these symbolic acts and the daring spirit 

shown should not be considered irresponsible behaviour or showing 
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off. Alckougfa. they Hevc •hnrifA many good-hearted people, they 

demonstrate how distinct the Zen tradition is fi«n all other Buddhist 

teaching. This story shows that Teng Yin Feng had passed his Master’s 

test and proved himself to be a worthy disdple, while Ma Tsu demon¬ 

strated true mastership of Zen. 

THE GORE OF ZEN: 

STUDIES IN THE THREE MAIN ASPECTS OF MIND 

The above stories give us a ^impse of some of the important and 

unusual facets of Zen. But we have sdll to survey briefly the basic 

principles underlying the teaching, which cannot be understood intel¬ 

lectually without some oaitung in Mahayana plulosophy in general, 

and an adequate knowledge of the Hua Yen philosophy,* in particular. 

In China O^en (Zen Buddhism) is also known as Aria tMgt 

meaning the Mind Xloctriaes, or 'the teaching of Mind*. This term 

is probably the best summary of all that Zen stands for, for what it 

teaches is the way to a full realization of Enlightenment is 

merely another name for the complete uufoldtr^ of the 'isner’ mind. 

Outside the deep and vast donsain of Mind there is nothii^ to be 

enlightened about. Therefore, jafr mm if ^ is tc encbU otu to 

undgTStmtd, rsoficr, md onds own nand. Mind is the subject matter 

and the keystone of Zen studies. 

Buddhism and modem psychology both tell us that the mind has 

many ‘aspects and strata', of v^iich some are of special interest to the 

field of psychology, and some to the fields of philosophy and religion. 

Zen. hovrever, is interested not in these different ‘fields*, but only in 

penetrating to the Essence, or the innermost core of the mind, for it 

holds that once this core is grasped, all else will become relatively 

ins^nificact, and crystal clear. 

Before ‘inner core*, let us see what Buddhism has 

to say about the general 'features' of the n^d. According to many 

Buddlust scholars, the simplest and most explidt way to delineate 

the ‘structure of mind* is to describe it as having three aspects or 

layers. The first aspect, or the ‘outer* layer, is the manifesting and 

active fltcet (Chinese: This lochides the active mental functions 

(of all the Eight both noedc and emotional, abstract 
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and symbolic, such as love, hace, desire, reason, fantasy, momory, and 

so forch. This is the obvious as]>ect, of which every liuman being has 

had direct experience. It has been a primary study in the general field 

of psychology, but it is a subject in which Zen has little interest. 

liie second aspect, or ‘inner* layer, of the mind is called in Chinese 

hsiengy meanir^ ‘form’ or ‘nature’. Just what is this nature oj mind} 

To put it succindy, ttu nature nj mini is se^-awareness. To be self-aware 

means to be aware of the results of the play of consciousness, or to be 

conscious of the impressions received or the images captured by the 

consciousnesses. To be conscious of this play is an absolute, pui'e 

experience, in which there is no subject ‘Icnowcr’ or object ‘known’, 

the knower and the known having coalesced into one entity of‘pure 

feeling*. In this ‘pure feeling’ there is no room for the dichotomy of 

dualism. Pure self-awareness is intrinsically and experientially non- 

dualisdc, as the Buddhist sages and those of other religions have 

testified over many centuries. Self-awareness (the nature of mind) is 

not the function of knowir^, but the knowing itself in its most intrinsic 

form. He who discovers this self-awareness, finds his whole bcirig 

chatted. While engaging in any activity, he feels as though he were 

transcending the activity; he talks and walks, but he feels that his 

talking and walking is not the same as before he now walks with an 

opened mind. Me actually knows that it tr As who is doing the walking; 

the director - himself - is sitting r^ht in the centre of his mind, con¬ 

trolling all his acdoDS with spontaneity. He walks in bright awareness 

and with illumined spirit. In other words, the man who realizes 

self-awareness feels that he is no more the obedient servant of blind 

impulse, but is Ms awn master^ He then senses that ordinary people, 

blind CO their innate, br^ht awareness, tread the streets like walking 

corpses! 

If this self-awareness can be retained and cultivated, one will 

experience the illuminating aspect of the mind called by many mystics 

Pure Consciousness. When this illurrunadng consciousness is cultivated 

to its fullest extent, the whole universe is clearly seen to be in its 

embrace. Many mystics and Buddhists who have been misled consider 

this to be the highest state - the state of or the final stage 

of unification with the great Universal or ‘Cosmic’ Oonsdousness. 

But, according to Zen, this state is still on the edge of Sangsara. Yogis 

who have reached tlus state are still bound by the deep-rooted monistic 

ft 
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idea, unable co cut off the binding-cord or subtle clinging and release 

themselves for the ‘other shore* of perfect freedom. Therefore, though 

self'Evvareness, or its cultivated form - the iiluxoin&ting consciousness - 

is a key to all inner realizations, basically and qualitatively it is still 

‘clinging'bound’. Buddhist Enlightenment is not gained through 

holding on to or inhactng one’s self-awareness. On the contrary, it is 

gained through killing or crushing any acCaclunent to this illuzninating 

consciousness; only by transcending it may one come to the innermost 

core of Mind-the perfectly free and thoroughly nonsubstaniial 

illiuninating'Voidneas, This illuminating-Void character, empty yet 

dynamic, is the Essence (Chinese: It) of the mind. 

The important point here Is that when the word ‘Essence* is 

mentioned, people immediately think of something quintessentlally 

concretes and when the word ‘Void’ is mentioned, they automatically 

envision a dead and stadc ‘nothingness’. Both of these concepUoss 

miss the meanings of the Chinese word (Essence) and the Sanskrit 

word Smyata (Voidness), and expose the limitation of the finite and 

onC'Sided way of human thinking. The ordinary way of thinking is 

to accept the idea that something is existent or non-existent, but 

never that it is both existent and non-existent at the same time. A h A 

or not A\ but never is it both A and not A simultaneously. In the 

same way, the verdict of common sense on Voidness versus existence 

is: ‘Voidness is not existence, nor is existence Voidness-’ This pattern 

of reasoning, regarded as the correct and rational way of thinking, is 

advocated by logicians as a situ qua nan and is accepted by common 

sense for all practical purposes. But Buddhism does not invariably 

follow this sine qua rum, especially when it deals with the truth of 

Sunyata. It says: ‘Form does not differ from Voidness, and Voidness 

doM not differ from Form; Form is Voidness and Voidness is Form.’ 

Buddhism also says that it is oaring to Voidness that things can exist and, 

because of the very fact that things do exist, they must be Void. It emphasizes 

that Voidness and existence arc complementary to each other and 

not in opposition to each other; they Include and embrace, rather 

than exclude or negate each other. When ordinary seotient beings see 

an object, they see only its existent, not its void, aspect. But an 

enlightened bcit^ sees both aspects at the same time- This non- 

dlsiinguishment, or ‘umfication’ as some people like to call it* of 

Voidnew and existence, is the so<allcd Noaabiding Middle Way 
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Doctrine of MahAyRna Buddhism. Therefore, Voidness, as understood 

in Buddlusm, is not something negative, nor does it mean absence or 

extinction. U sin^fy a term denoting the 7torvu^stantuil and nort’ 

nl/nature 0/beings^ and a pointer indicating the stale of a^roluU nonaUeehmeni 

and freedom. 

Voidness is not easily explained. It is not definable or describable. 

As Zen Master Hul Jang has said: 'Anything that 1 say will miss tlic 

point.' Voidness cannot be described or expressed in words. This is 

because human langu^;e Is created primarily to designate existent 

things and feelir^; it is not adequate to express non-existent things 

and feelings. To attempt to discuss Voidness within ilic limitations of 

a language confined by the pattern of existence is both futile and 

misleading. That is why the Zen Masters shout, cry, kick, and beat. 

For what else can they do to express this indescribable Voidness 

directly and without resorting to words? 

The Buddhist teaching on Voidness is comprehensive and pro¬ 

found, and requires much study before it can be understood. This 

study is an essential preliminary to the understanding of Zen. 

Returning to our original topic, the Essence, or the innermost 

core of the mind, we must first try to de6ne it precisely. The Bssenee 

ff mind is the Illuminating-Void Suehness. An enlightened Zen BuddhUt 

not only knows the illuminating aspect of the consciousness but, most 

important of all, he also knows the void aspect of the mind. Illumina¬ 

tion with attachment is decried by Zen as 'dead water^^ but illumina- 

don without atUchment, or the Illuminating-Voidneas, is praised as 

'the great life’- The stanza* wMch Shen Hsiu wrote to d<^nslratc 

his understanding of Zen to the Fifth Patriarch showed that he knew 

only the illuminating, not the void, aspect of the mind. When his 

'mirroriike bright consciousness' came up against Hui Neng’s 'From 

the beginning not a thing exists!’ it became so pitifully inrignificant 

that it made him lose the race for the title of The Sixth Patriarch of 

2en’. Hui Neng’s ‘From the beginning not a thing exists 1' expresses 

unmistakably the Essence of Mind as well as the innermost core of 

Zen. It was because of this deep underatandir^ that Hui Neng won 

the title of the Sixth Patriarch. 

There are two interesting stories which illustrate the significance 

of realizing the void nature of one’s own mind. 
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A. One dfty an angel, flying back to Heaven, saw below hi&i 

a luxuriant forest envebped in a great, glowing halo of light. 

Having travelled through the sky many, many times before, he 

naturally had seen nuznerous lakes, mountains, and forests, but 

had never paid much aftendon to than. Today, however, be 

noticed something different ~ a forat surrounded by a radiant aura, 

from which beams of light radiated to every part of the firmament. 

He reasoned to himself: *Ah, there must be an enHghcened being 

in this wood! I shall go down and see who it is.’ 

Upon lanchng, the angel saw a Bodhlsattva nttiz^ quietly under 

a tree absorbed in deep meditation. He thought to himself: 'Now 

let me find out what cteditadon he is pracdslng.’ And he opened his 

heavenly eyes to see on what object or idea this yogi had focused his 

mind. Aj^ds usually read the mind of yogis, but In tlus case, 

mudi to his surprise, the aj^el could not find anything at all. He 

circled and circled the yogi, and finally went into Sama^ himself, 

but still could not find anything in the Bodhisartva’s mind. Finally 

the angel transformed into a human being, circumambulated 

the yogi three dmes, prostrated himself, and said: 

*1 make obebasce to the Ai^ksous One; 
1 pay my homage to you, 
O ef aOseatiait bdn^! 
Fkase awake, come out of SmMUd, 
And tdl me upon what you wax medltadag. 
After tJX my miraculous powers, 
I sdll have &iJed to out 
'What was m ywa miod.' 

The yogi smiled. Again the angel cried: '] make obosance to 

you, I pay homage to you! On what arc you meditatii^?’ The 

yogi merely to ”n»ln and remained silent. 

B. Hui Chung, who was Zen Master to the Emperor Su Tsung 

of the Tang Dynasty, was higWy respected by the emperor, as well 

as by all the Zen Buddhists of China. One day a femous Indian 

monk named ‘Great Ear Triintaka' arrived at the Capital, This 

monk was said to be able to read other people's nunds without the 

slightest difficulty or hesitation. 
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Word of 1m accomplishmcnB having reached tho Emperor, the 

Indian monk waa summoned to the royal palace to demonstrate his 

powers before Zen Master Hui Chung. 

[The court and the people haviog assembled], Hui Chung asked 

Great Ear Tripitaka, 'Do you truly have the power of reading 

others’ minds?’ ‘Yes, your Reverence, I have,* he replied, and the 

followii^ dialogue took place: 

Hui Chung: ‘Tell me then, where does my mind go now?’ 

Great Ear iVipicaka: ‘Your Reverence is tltc Zen Master of a 

nation; how can you go to West Ssu Glman to watch the boat 

races?’ 

Hui Chung! ‘Tell me, where docs my mind go now?’ 

Great Ear Tripitaka: 'Your Reverence is the Zen Master of a 

nadon; how can you go to the bri(^ of Tien Clung to watch the 

monkeys at play?’ 

After a moment of silence, Hui Chung asked him: where 

does my mind go?' 

This time Great Ear Tripitaka concentrated with intense effort 

for a long time, but he could not find anywhere a single thought 

of the Zen Master [and had to admit his failure]. Whereupon Hui 

Chung retorted, ‘You ghost of a wild fox I Where is your telepathic 

power now?’ 

These 'aspects’ are only introduced to give the reader a clearer 

comprehension of the matter. 

Before concluding this discussion on 'the three aspects of the mind’, 

1 must make one point very clear. This division of the mind into three 

'aspects’ or ‘layers' should not be taken too literally, because, in Ikct, 

no such ‘aspects’ or ‘layers' exist. Mind is one great Whole, without 

parts or divirions. The manifestating, illuminating, and nonsubstantial 

characterisdes of Mind exist simultaneously and constantly ^ insepar¬ 

able and indivisible in their totality. It is only for the sake of giving 

the reader a clearer comprehension of the matter that these ‘aspects* 

are introduced at all. 
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FOUR VITAL POINTS IN ZEN BUDDHISM 

A great many mlsconceptkHU about Zeo have arisea iu the West 

over several vital points taken for granted In the East but not under' 

stood or appredaced by the Western mind. Firsts in the study of Zen, 

it is important to learn not only the teaching itself but also some* 

tKirtg about the mode of H/e followed by Zen students in Oriental 

countries. Applied inwardly, Zen k an ^experience’ and a ‘realization’, 

or a teaching chat brings one to these states; but ourwardJy Zen is 

mainly a tradition and a of long. Therefore, to understand Zen 

properly, one should stndy not only its doctrine, but also its way of 

iifo. At least a acquaintance with the monastic life of Zen 

is a very valuable aid to a better understanding of Zen. 

When reading Zen we often come across the statement 

that a monk was immediately enlightened after hearing a certain 

remark, or after receiving a blow frMD his Zen Master. For instance, 

when Chao Chou heard Nan Oman say ‘The Tao is not a matter 

of knowing or not knowing . . .* he was at Mice enlightened; when 

Hung Chou was kicked by Ma Tsu, be was at once enlightened; and 

so forth. This may give the impreasioa that ‘Enlighiciunenl’ is very 

easy to come by. But these ‘little’ koans, often consisting of less than 

a hundred words, are mer^ a Jraetim of the whole story. Their back¬ 

ground was seldom sketched in by the Zen monks who first wrote 

them down, because the monks did not think it necessary to mention 

chdr common background to people who were brought up in the 

Zen tradition and knew it ckarly. The monks thought that nobody 

could be so foolish as to regard ‘Enl^tenincnt* as immediately 

attainable merely by hearing a simple remark such as ‘a stick of dry 

dung’ or by receiving a kick or a blow, without previously having 

had the ‘preparedness’ of a ripened mind. To them it was obvious 

that only because the mental state of a Zen student bad reached its 

maturity could he benefit from a Master’s licks or blows, shouw or 

cries. They knew that this maturity of mind was a state not easily 

come by. It was earned with tears and sweat, through many years 

of practice and hard wort Students 9is»uld bear tlus in mind and 

remember that most of the Zeo loans they know tve oniy the kigh- 

lighte ofapl^ end not the drans. These koans tell of the fell of 

ripened ‘apples’, but are not the hiogfot^des of these apples, whose 
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life'SCories are a long tale of delighu and sorrows, pleasures and pains, 

struggles and bitter triaJs. Tlie Zen Master shakes the apple iree and 

she ripened fruit falls > but on the swaying branches die unripened 

fruit will still remain. 

One should always remember also that the majority of Zen students 

in the Orient are monks who have devoted their lives to the work of 

Zen. They have only one aim: to gain Enlightenment; they have 

only one business In life: to practise Zen; the life they lead Is a simple, 

monastic one; and there Is only one way through which they learn 

Zen - by living and practising with their Masters for a very long 

period. Under these circumscances they see, hear, taste, and even 

smell Zen all of the time. Before tliey become Zen 'graditaics', they 

live as ‘apprentices’ with their teachers for many years. I'liey have 

ample dme and opportunity to ask questions and to receive instruc¬ 

tions direedy from their Masters. How can one iail to learn Zen 

when he spends his whole life under such ideal conditions? In addition, 

these student monks can travel at will to visit one Master after another 

until they find the one who can help them most. The celebrated Zen 

Master, Chao Chou, was said, even at the age of eighty, to have 

continued travellii^ zo various places to learn more of Zenl^ 

On the other hand, Hui Ghimg, the national Master of the Tang 

Dynasty, remained in a mountain hermitage for forty years. Chang 

Chin meditated for twenty years, thus wearing out seven meditation 

seats! These are concrete examples of actual Zen lives. These Zen 

Masters were no fools; they knew all the outcry concerning the 'here 

and now’, the 'ordinary mind’, and 'abrupt Enlightenment’. But 

still they persisted in woriung hard at Zen all ihdr lives. Why? Because 

they knew from their direct experience that Zen is like a vast ocean, 

an Inexhaustible treasury full of riches and wonders. One may behold 

this treasury, reach towards it, even take possession of it, and still 

not fully utilize or enjoy it all at once. It usually takes quite a while 

to learn how to use an Immense inheritance wisely, even after being 

in possession of it for some time. This is also true in the work of Zen. 

Zen only btgin: at the moment when one first attains before 

that one merely stands outside and looks at Zen intellectually. In a 

deeper sense, Sstori is only ths htginningy but is not the mi of This is 

shown clearly in the discourses of Master Po Shan, and the discussion 

on *Zen Enlightenment*, in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. 
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There a suiothec important facet which his not yet been fuliy 

explained to the West. In the study o( Zen, it is advisable to under^ 

stand two Chinese terms frequently employed by Zen Buddhists: 

eftim and hsvtg. Used as a verb, (him means *to see’ or *t0 view*; used 

as a noun, it means ‘the vievid, *the undentnodin^’, or ‘the observa¬ 

tion’. Hsing means ‘the practice’, ‘the acdoo*, or ‘the work’. Ic, coo, 

can be used either as a rmun or as a verb. Ckim in its broader sense 

implies the over-all understanding of Buddhist teachixtg; but in Zen 

it wt only denotes the understanding of Zen principlg and truth, 

but often implies also the awakened view that springs from the Wu 

(Satori) experience. CMaty in this sense, can be understood as 'seeing 

realicy’ or ‘a view of rtalicy*. But while it signifies the seeing of reality, 

it docs not imply the ‘possesson*, or ‘mastery* of reality, A Zen proverb 

says: 'Keality (U) can be seen in an abrupt manner, but the matter 

{.r^) should be cultivated st^ by step.' In other words, after one has 

attained Saiori, he should cultivaie it uatQ it reaches its full maturity, 

until he has gained great power and flexibility (la ati to 

ifttT-Satffri cultivation, together with the be&re->Ssi9ri searclung and 

striving, is what Zen Buddhists call Aiwg, ‘the practice’ or ‘the work’. 

Zen Master Yuan Cihln »id: The entire worit of Zen that one may 

accomplish in one’s whole lifetime may be summarized in the fol- 

jrwnng ten stcps, which can be used as a yardstick to measure or 

judge one’s realization and accomplishment. The ten successive steps^ 

ans:/ 

' I. A Zen student should believe that there is a teaching (Zen) 

transmitted outside of die general Buddhist doctrine. 

'a. He should have a definite knowledge of dus teaching. 

‘3. He should understand vdiy bodi the sentient and the insen¬ 

tient being preach the Dhanna. 

‘4. He should be able to see the “Essence” [Reality] as if be¬ 

holding something vivid and dear, right in the palm of his hand; 

and his step should always be firm and steady. 

‘5. He should faave the distingirisfiing “Eye-of-Dharma". 

*6. He should walk on the “Path-of-the-Birds” and the“Road- 

of-the-Beyond” (or “Road-of-Wondcr”). 

‘7. He should be able to play both the pootive and negative 

roles ^ the drama of Zen]. 
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% He should destroy all heretical and misleading teachings and 

point out the correct ones. 

'9. He should ac^qulxe great power and Hexibility. 

‘10. He should lunuelf enter into the action and practice of 

difierenc walks of lUe.* 

Thus Zen work consists of two main aspects> the ‘View’ and the 

‘Action’, and both arc indispensable. A Zen proverb says: To gain 

a view, you should climb to the top of a mountain and look from 

there; to begin the journey [of Zen] you should go down to lixe 

bottom of the sea, and itoai there start walking.’ Although the cdiiice 

of Zen is supported by these two main pillars, the ‘View* and the 

‘Action’, Zen teaching lays most of its stress on the former, ‘fills is 

attested to by the great Master, I Shan, who said: ‘Your view, but not 

yoxir action, is the one thing that I care about.’ That Is why the Zen 

Masters put all their emphasis on Setori and couceotrate thdr elTorts 

on bringii^ their disciples directly to it. Beiag a most practical and 

straightforward teachir^, Zen seeks to brush aside all secondary 

matters and discussions and to point directly to chun - the seeing or 

viewing of Reality. This is shown in the whole tradition of Zen. The 

emphasis on the ‘View’ is witnessed by innumerable Zen koans and 

sayings. Perhaps the most expressive oixe is Master Pai Chang’s 

remark: ‘If the disciple has a view equal to bis Master, he can, at most, 

accomplish but half of what lus Master has achieved. Only when the 

disciple has a view surpassing that of his Master is he deserving of 

the Instruction.’ 

As long as one has this View within himself, he is in Zen; carrying 

wood, fetching water, sleeping, walking—all his daily activities have 

become the miraculous performance of Zen. Thus the plmn and 

ordinary mind is the Buddha’s Mind; ‘here and now’ is the paradise 

of the Pure Land; without bringing the Tritaya^ of Buddhahood into 

bemg, one is equal to Buddha. For the awakened Zen Buddhist holds 

the Essence of God - the Heart of Buddha - in his hand. With this 

invaluable treasure in his possession, what else does he need? This is 

why the outstanding Zen Buddhist, Pang Wen, said: 'Carrying wood 

and fetching water are miracles; and I and all the Buddhas in the 

Three Times breathe through one nostril.’ 'This high-spirited, bold 

Vi4W is truly the piimacle of Zen. 
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The spirit as well as the tradition of Zen is fully reflected in its 

emphasis on thun rather than hsvtg^ Therefore, though Saiori is mirtly 

the bepn^i, it is nevertheless the Bsserue ef His not all ^ it 

tr its Heart. 
Finally, Zen has a mystic or supernatural side which is an essential 

part of its nature. Without this it could not be the religion that basically 

it still is, and it would lose its portion as the most humorous actor in 

the Buddhist play. The hve stories that follow illustrate the Zen way 

of performing miracles and its cynical manner of poking fun at them. 

A. Zen Master Yin Feng of the Yuan Ho period of the Tang 

Dynasty was in the habit of staying at Mount Heng, in Hu Nan 

Province, Central South China, in the winter; and at Mount 

Ching Liang in Shan Hsi Province, North China, in the summer. 

One summer, a revolution broke out as he reached Huai Ssu on 

his way to Motmt Wu Tai [another name ibr Mount Ching Iaang3< 

The insurgent general, Wu Yuan Chi, and his solders were fighting 

the national army. The battles went on, and nether side had as 

yet gained the upper hand. Master Yin Peng then said to himself, 

‘1 think I'll go to the front and Cry to reconcile them.’ So saying, 

he threw his staff up into the sky and, riding upon it, quickly reached 

the battlefield. The soldiers on both sides, awestruck at the fight 

of a flying man, promptly fo^ot about fighting. Their hatreds and 

ill will were thus pacified and as a result the battles came to an end. 

Afler performing this nuracle Yin Feng was afraid that such a 

demonstratbn might lead people into misunderstandings, so he 

went to the Diamond Cave of Mount Wu Tai, and decided to 

l^ve this world. He said to the monks there: ‘On different occa¬ 

sions I have seen many monks die when lying or sitting down; 

have any of you seen a monk who died while stan^ng up?* They 

answered: Tes, we have seen a few people who died in that way.’ 

Yin Feng then asked: ‘Have you ever seen anyone die upidc down?’ 

The monks replied; ‘No, we never did.* Yin Feng then declared: 

‘In that case, I shall ^e upside down.* Saying this, he put his head 

on the earth, raised his legs up towards Heaven, balanced himself 

in an upside-down position, and died. The corpse stood there 

sohdly, with its clothes adhering to it - nothing falling down. 

The monks then held a conference over this embarrassu^ 
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corpse, and finally decided to cremate it. The news spread like 
wildfire, and people from near and fer came to see this unique 
spectacle, all moved to astonishment by such a miracle. But the 
problem of how to take the corpse to the aemation ground still 

remained unsolved, as no one could move it. 
In the mcandme Yin Feng’s sister, who was a nun, happened 

to pass by. Seeing the commotion, she pushed her way forward, 
approached the corpse, and cried: ‘Hey I You good-for-nothing 
scoundrel of a brother! When you were alive you never did behave 
youreelf; now you won’t even die decently, but try to bewilder 
people by all these shenanigans!’ Saying this, she slapped the 
corpse’s face and gave the body a ptuh, and iramct^ately it fell 
to the ground- [From then on, the funeral proceeded without 

interruptioD.] 

B. Tao Tiling was the teacher of the femous Zen Master Yun 

Men. It was he who opened the mind of Yun Men by hurling his 
leg. Later Tao Tsuog returned to his native town of Mu Chow, 
as his mother was very old and needed someone to support her, 
From then on he stayed with his mother and earned a living for 

her and himself by making straw sandals. 
At that time a great rebellion broke out, led by a man called 

Huang Tsao. As the insurgent army approached Mu Chow, Tao 
Tsung went to the city gate and hung a big sandal upon it. When 
Huang Tsao’s army r»chcd the gate they could not force it open, 
no matter how hard they tried. Huang Tsao remarked resignedly 
to his men: ‘There must be a great sage livir^ in this town. We 
had better leave it alone.’ So saying, he led his army away and 
Mu Chow was saved Irom being sacked. 

G. Zen Master Pu Hua had been an assistant to Lin Chi. One 
day he decided it was lime for him to pass away, so he went to 
the market place and asked the people in the street to give him a 
robe as charity. But when some people offered him the robe and 
other dothing, he refused them- Others offered him a quilt and 
blanket, but he refused these also, and went off with his staff in 
his hand. When Lin Chi heard about this, he persuaded some 
people to give Pu Hua a coffin instead. So a coffin was presented 
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to him. He fhi^ aod remarked Co the (k>Dors: ‘This 

feJlow, Lin Chi, is indeed naughty and long'Coogued.* He then 

accepted the coffin, and annftiinr^ to the people: ^Tomorrow I 

«haT1 go out of the mty from the east gate anH dje somewhere in 

the east suburb.’ The next day many townspeople, orrying the 

coffin, escorted him out of the east gate. But suddenly he stopped 

and cried: ‘Oh, no, no! According to geomancy, this is not an 

auspicious day! 1 had beimr die tomorrow in the south suburb.’ 

So the following day they all wenc out of the south gate. But then 

Pu Hun changed hs mind again, and said to the people that he 

would rather die the luxt day in (he west suburb. Far fewer people 

came to escort him the Allowing day; and again Pu Hua changed 

his mind, saying he v^uld rather pos^ne his departure from this 

world (or one more day, and die in the north suburb ihm. By this 

time people had grown tired of the whole buaness, so nobody 

escorted him when the next day came. Pu Hua even had to carry 

the coffin by himself m the rsorth suburb. When he arrived there, 

he sac down inside the coffin, holding his slaffi and waited undl 

he saw some people approaching. He then asked them if they would 

be so good as to nail the up (or him afrer he had died. When 

they agreed, he lay down in it and pagasi away. Ihey then nailed 

the ccfrin up as they had promised to do. 

Word of this event soon reached town, and people began to 

arrive in swarms. Someone then suggested that they open the 

coffin and take a look at the corpse inside. When they did, how¬ 

ever, they (bund, to th^ surprise, nothing m it! Before they had 

recovered from this suddenly, from the sky above, they 

heard the femiliar sound of the bells jinking on the staff 

which Pu Hua had carried with him all his lile. Ac first the jingling 

sound was very loud, as if i( came from dose at hand; then it 

became fitlncer and fiiinter, until finally k feded entirely away. 

Nobody knew where Pu Hua had gone. 

These three >al*( show that Zen is not lacking in 'supernatural’ 

elements, and that it shares 'miracle' stories and tvonder-worldng 

claims with other religions. But Zen never boasts about its achieve¬ 

ments, nor does it earml supexitfiruraJ powers to glorify its teachings. 

On the contrary, the tradidoD of Zen has shown unmistakably its 
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scornful attitude towards miracle working. Zen does not court or care 

about miraculous powers of any sort. What it does care about is the 

understanding and realization of that t^rukr of all wonders-tht 

indescribable which can be found in all places and at 

all tunes. This was clearly demonstrated in the words of Pang Wen 

when he said, ‘To fetch water and carry wood are both miracles.’ 

Many koans prove the disdainful attitude towards supernatural 

powcrt that Zca has adopted. Zen not only discourages its followers 

from seeking these powers, but also tries to demolish such powers if 

it can, because it considers all these ‘powers’, ‘visions*, and ‘revela¬ 

tions’ to be distractions that often lead one astray from the right patlu 

The following story is a good example of this spirit: 

D. Huang Po once met a monk and took a walk with him. 

When they came to a river, Huang Po removed his bamboo hat 

and, putting aside his staff, stood there trying to figure out how 

they could get across. But the other monk walked over the river 

without letting his feet touch the water, and reached the other 

shore at once. When Huang Po saw this miracle he bit his Up and 

said, ‘Oh, I didn’t know he could do this; otherwise X should have 

pushed him right down to the bottom of the river 1’ 

Despite aU their mockery and dislike of wonder-working acts and 

supernatural powers, the accomplished Zen Masters were by no means 

incapable cf performing them. They cotild do so if they deemed it 

necessary for a worlhwlule purpose. These miraeuleits powers are simply 

the nciurd by-produels of tme EnligkUnment. A perfectly enlightened being 

must possess them, otherwise his Enlightenment can at most be 

considered as only partial. 
The last story of this scries is particularly significant, 

£. Chiu Peng was a disciple-attendant of Master Shih Shuang. 

When Shih Shuang died, all the monks in his monastery held a 

conference and decided to nominate the Chief Monk there as the 

new Abbot. But Chiu Feng rose and aid to the assembly: *We must 

know first whether he truly understands the teaching of our late 

Master.’ The Chief Monk then asked; ‘What question have you in 

mind concerning our late Master’s teachings?’ Chiu Feng replied; 
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*Our late Master stud; ‘^Forget evoything, scop doing anything, 

and try to rest completely! Try to pass ten thousand years in one 

thought! Try to be cold ashes and a tree! Try to be near 

the censer in the old temple! Try to be a length of >^te silk.” 1 

do not ask you about the first part of this admonition, but only 

about the last sentence: **7^ to be a length of white silk.” What 

does it mean?’ 'Rte Chief Monk answered: This is only a sentence 

to illustrate the subject matter of che One Form.’^ Chiu Feng 

then cried: *See! I Inew you didn’t understand our late Master’s 

t^rhing at all!’ The Chief Bdonk then asked: ^What understaadiog 

of Tiling ia it that do not accept? Now light a stick of incense 

(or me. If 1 cannot die before it has burned out, iAm 1*11 admit that 

I do not understand what our late Master meant!’ Whereupon the 

incense was lighted and the Chief h^nk assumed his seat, siedng 

straight as a pole. And lo, before che stick of incense was completely 

consumed, the Chief Monk had actually passed away right there 

where he sat! Ghhi Feng then tapped the corpse’s shoulder and said: 

'You can ait down and die immediately all ri^^; but as to the 

mining of our late Masto’s words, you still have not the slightest 

ido!’ 

If Zen is to be considered as the quintessential and supreme 

teaching of Buddhism, a teaching that can actually bring one to 

liberation from the miseries of life and death, and not merely as 

useless babble, good only for a pastime, it must produce concrete 

and indisputable evidence to prove its validity to aH. Mere words 

carmot sustain a rdigton; empty talk cannot convince people nor 

uphold the &ith of believtfs. If Zen had not consistently brought 

forth ‘accomplished bongs* who, on the one har^ realised die Inner 

Truth and, on the otho, gave concrete evidence of their Enlighten^ 

ment, it could never have overshadowed all the other Schools of 

Buddhism in its motherland and survived for over a thousand years. 

Buddhist Enlightenment is not an empty theory or a matter of wishful 

thinldng, It is a concrete &ct that can be tried and proved. In the 

preceding story, when the Quef Monk was challenged by Ghiu Feng, 

he courageously testified to his understanding by actually liberating 

Kis cons^usn&s^ul from hh pbyskaj body within a few rmnutes. 

Who, without having some inner realiation of Zen Truth, could 

■?ff745 
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posdbly perform such a remarkable ieat? But, surprisingly, even this 

outstan^g achievemenc failed to meet the standard of Zeal To be 

able to free oneself from life and death in their literal sense is still far 

from the objeedve of the Zeu Masters* teaching 1 
Judging Zen from this standpoint, how pitiful we hnd the babblings 

of those ‘experts* who know nochii^ but Zen prattle, and who not only 

abhor the existence of this type of koan, but puiposely misinterpret it 

in ther ‘Zen’ preachings and writings - or completely omit it as if it 

had never existed! It is suggested, therefore, that the reader of this 

book look carefully for the differences between genuine and mutation 

Zen - between the Zen which comes from the heart and that which 

comes from the mouth, between the Zen of concrete realization and 

that of mere words, between the Zen of true knowledge and cliat of 

prevarication. Drawing these discriminatory lines, the reader will no 

longer be mystified, or bewildered by false prophets of Zen, 

The above analytical and somewhat conservative approach may 

be said with some truth to 'murder’ Zen. But it is the only way to 

present Zen authentically and at the same tune make it a little clearer 

CO Westerners who, with no other means at hand, must for the most 

part approach the subject mtcUcciually and follow a safer, if slower, 

way than that of the East to find and take the first step on the journey 

towards Enlightenment. 



2 

THE PRACTICE OF ZEN 

A GENERAL REVIEW OF ZEN PRACTICE 

Zen pT&ctice u not a subject 

that uninitiated scholars can deal with competently through mere 

intellection or pedantry. Only those who have had the experienu x\seif 

can discuss this topic with authoritative intimacy. 

It would be felly, therefore, not to follow the advice of the accom¬ 

plished Zen Masters, not to reflect on their life^torles - stories that 

abound with accounts of the actual experience gained during their 

5S 
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8trug;gl«s in Zen. Tlie discourses ftnd autobiographies of these Masters 

have proved, in past centuries, co be invaluable docurrrents for Zen 

students, and they are accepted and cherished by all Zen seekers in 

the Orient as inhUUble guides and companions on the journey towards 

Enlightenment. 

To those who cannot find access to a competent Zen Master - a not 

uncommon case nowadays • these documents should be of inestimable 

value and usefulness. 

1 have Chereibre trambted herein a number of the most popular 

and important discourses and autobiographies of reputable Masters, 

to show the reader in what manner they practised Zen, through what 

eRbrts they gained their Enlighteoment, and, above all, what they 

have to say to us on these vital subjects. 

In order to help the reader to understand these discourses with 

greater case, I shall here give a very brief account of the history of 

Zen, and also point out several important facts concerning is practice. 

Ch’an (Zen) was Hst introduced into China by the Indian monk, 

Bodhidharma (470-543), in the early part of the sixth century, and 

was esublishcd by the Sixth Patriarch, Hui Ncng (638-715), around 

the beginnir^ of the eighth century. Hui Neng had several prominent 

<hscipl«, two of whom, Huai Jang (?-775), and Hsing Ssu (?-74o), 

were extremely influential. Each of them had one oustandir^ disciple, 

namely, hfe t^u (P-788) and Shih Tou (700-790), respectively; and 

they, in turn, had several remarkable kelpies who founded, either 

directly or indirectly, the five major Zen sects existing In those times, 

i.e. Lin Chj, Tsao Tung, I Yang, Yun Men, and Fa Yen. As time 

went on all five of these major sects were coziSoUdated into either the 

Tsao Tung (Japanese: Soto) or the Lin Glu (Japanese: Binzai) sect. 

The Tsao Tung and Lin Chi are thus the only sects of Zen Buddhism 

extant today. 

Zen, after the period of Hui Neng, spread to almost every comer 

of China and gradually became the most popular school of Buddhism 

in that country. It was widely accepted and practised by both monks 

and laymen from all walks of life. Through the efforts of Hui Neng 

and his disciples, the unique styles and traditions of Zen, which 1 have 

outlined briefly in the preceding chapter, gradually emerged. 

The first two hundred years of Zen produced in succession rix 

Patriarchs - Bodhidharma bmg the first and Hui Neng the sixth. 
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During this time Zen kept its pUin ai^ or^inaJ Indian icyle without 

the introducdon of any radical or bizarre elonents such as arc fbuod 

later in its history. lo this eariy period Zai was \meQ^)eLlished, 

understandable, outspokoi, and matter^f-&ct, but because of a lack 

of documcQtadon do not Imow very clearly the cmct manner 

in which Zen was praedsed. We <an only say with assurance that 

there were no koan exercises, anA oo shouting, locking, crying, or 

beating ‘performances’ such as those found at the presenc tune. 

Several thir^ however, happened during this epoch. First, certain 

verbal mstrucdons concerning Zen practice mun have been handed 

down through the succession from Bodhidhanna oo Hui Neng. Second, 

these instructions must have been practical and applicable teachings 

which were qualitatively diffisrent from the ungraspable koan-cype 

exercises characteristic of later times. Third, Zen practice must have 

followed mainly the Indian tradition, largely identical with the 

teaching of Mahamudra,^ which was introduced from India into 

Tibet and has been widely practised in that country since the ninth 

century. At present the Tsao Tung sect k perhaps the only Zen sect 

that still retains some Indian elonents in its teaching, and is probably 

the only source from which we may some infisrmatvm about 

the original praetice of Zen. 

There exists, however, a great dearth of documentadon for the 

practical Instructfois which must have been given by Tsao Tung 

Masters. One of the reasons that nay have contributed to this shortage 

of written material is the 'secret tradition* of the Tsao Tung sect, 'Mhlch 

discourages Its followers from putting verbal Instructions down in 

writing. Thus has erased all traces of many such oral teachings. 

In the old days many Zen Masters of the Tsao Tung sect taught 

their disciples in a most secret way. The phase ‘Enter into the 

Master's room and recmve the secret instruction* {jit tHh mi sfuuy 

was widely used. This practice was much crkicized by the followers of 

the Lin Chi sect, notably by the eloquent Master 'Hung Kao 

(1089-1163). 

For many geneiatioos the T^ao Tung and the Lin Ou have been 

‘rival* sects, each offering, In certam respects, a different approach to 

the Zen practices. Because of these different approaches the individual 

student ma choose the one that suits him best and helps him most. 

The supciionty or prderability of the plain, tai^le, *cxp\idi' Indian 
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approach to Zen, advocated by die Taao Tung sect, over the bewilder- 

jng, ungraspable, and ‘esoteric’ Chinese Ch’an approach represented 

by the Lin Chi sect, has always been a controversial subject. Objec¬ 

tively speaking, both of these approaches possess their meriu and 

demerits, tbeir advantages as well as their disadvantages. If one 

wants to by-pass the recondite and cryptic Zen elements and try to 

grasp directly a plain and tangible instruction that is genuinely 

practical, the Tsao Tung approach is probably the more suitable. 

But if one wants to penetrate more deeply to tlie core of Zen, and is 

willing to accept the initial bard^ps and frustrations, the approach 

of the Llci Chi sect - the most prevalent and popular Zen sect In both 

China and Japan today - is probably preferable. 1 personally do not 

think the Tsao Tung approach is a poor one, although it may not 

produce a realization as deep and as Tree’ as that af the Lin Chi in 

the early stages. However, the plain, tangible approach of Tsao Tung 

may be much better suited to the people of the twentieth century. 

This is mainly because the koan exercise - the mainstay if not tho 

only stay of the Lin Chi practice - is too difficult and too uncongenial 

ibr the modem mind. Besides, in practising Zen by means of thekoan 

exercise, one must constsmtly rely on a competent Zen Master from 

beginniug to end. This again presents a difficult problem. A third 

objection to the koan exercise is that it tends to create a constant 

strain on the mind, which will not relieve, but only Intensify, the 

deadly mental tensions which many people suffer In this atomic agfe. 

Keveriheleas, if one can receive constant guidance under a competent 

Zen Master and Hve In a favourable environment, the koan exercise 

may prove to be a better method in the long run. 

Nowadays, when Zen practice is mentioned, people immediately 

chink of the koan (or kua iou) exercise as though there were no 

ocher way of practising Zen. Noching could be more mistaken. The 

hua ton exercise did not become popular until the latter part of the 

Sung Dynasty in the eleventh century. From Bodhidharma to Hui 

Neng, and from Hui Ncng all the way through tin Chi and Tung 

Shan - a total period of approximately four hundred years - no 

established system of hua tou exercises can be traced. The outstanding 

Zen Masters of this period were great ‘artists’; they were very flexible 

and versatile In their teaching, and never confined themselves to any 

one system. It was mainly through the eloquent Master Tsung Kao 
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(108^1163) that tb« kaa Cm exercise became che more popular, 

i£ not the only, means by which Zeo sRidents have practised during 

the past eight centuries. But what ha|^esed before? How did those 

great figures Hui Neng, Ma Tsu, Huang Po, and Lin Chi practise 

Zen? They must have used the ‘serene reflectioa* type of meditation 

still practhed by the Tsao Tung sect. 

Now precisely v^iat «r# the of both sects, and exactly 

how do their approaches diSer? The Tsao Tung approach to Zen 

practice is to teach the student how te his mnd in tranquiUi^. 

The Lin Ghi approach, on the other hand, is to ptU the sbtdenl's mind to 

work on the *soiiitwf of an maohahU prohUm known as the koan, or 

hia touy exercise. The fenner may be regarded as overt or exoteric, 

the latter as covert or esoteric. 1^ in the be^nning, the student can 

be properly guided by a good teacher, the approach is not too 

diHicuit to practise. If one can get the S'eibal instructions* from an 

experienced Zen Master one wiH soon learn bow to ‘observe the mind 

In tranquillity* or, in Zeo idiom, Eiow to practise the ‘serene-reflecdon* 

type of meditation.* In contrast tn this 'serene^reflection* practice 

of che Tsao Tung the Lin Ghi approach of the koan exercise 

is completely out of the beginner’s rea^ He is put purposely into 

absolute darkness until the light unexpectedly dawns upon him. 

Before discussing koaos in detail, let us comment on the Tsao Tung 

technique of ‘observing one’s mind in tranquillity' • the ori^nal and 

more ‘orthcMhxc* Zen practice which has been neglected for so long 

in the overwhelmic^ attention given to koan exercise. 

Practising ^en tfmvgh Obser^g OnPs Mind ta Trangtaili^ 

The Zen practice of the Tsao Tung School can be summed up in 

two words: ‘serene reflection* (wa chan). TTfcis is clearly shown in the 

poem from the ‘Note on Serene-Reflertion*, by the famous Zen Master, 

Hung Chfri, of the Tsao Tung school: 

In silence and serenity coe foegets all wwds; 
Qerly and vividly Th^ aj^jcars befare one. 
When one realizes ic, k is van and without edges; 
In its EsMDce, oot k eleariy aware. 
Smgulariy reflecting k thk bright awareness. 
Full ^wonder is pure c^cctkMi. 
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Dew And die moon, 

StArs And streAms, 
Snow on pine treo» 

And cloudd on mounlAin peaks - 

From dArkness, they ^low brightly; 

From obscurity, they all tun to resplendent light. 

Lnhnite wonder permeates this serenity; 

In this lUfisttvm all intsnlienal efiris Muh, 

Serenity is the final word [of all teachings]; 

ReSeciioQ is the response to all [manifestations]. 

Devoid of any efiert, this response, 

Is natural and spontaneous. 

Disharmony will arise 

If in reflection there is no serenity; 

All will become wasteful and secondary 

If in serenity there is no reflection, 

The Truth of serene-reflectton 
Is perfect and complete. 

The hundred rivers Bow 

In tumbling torrents 

To the great ocean. 

Without some explaoaiioos and ooraments on this poem, the 

meaning of ‘serene^reBection’ may still be enigmatic to many readers. 

The Chinese word, mo, means ‘sUeot’ or 'serene’; cfuu means ‘to 

reflect’ or ‘to observe’. Afe» ckao may thus be translated as ‘serene- 

refleotloa’ or ’serene'Observation’. Sue both the ’serene’ and the 

’reflection’ have special meaniogs here and should not be understood 

in their common connotatiom. The meaning of 'serene' goes much 

deeper than mere ‘calmness’ or ‘quietude’; it implies transcendency 

over all words and thoi^hts, denoting a state of‘beyond’, of pervasive 

peace. The meaning of ‘reflection’ likewise goes much deeper than 

its ordinary sense of 'contemplation of a problem or an idea’. It has 

no savour of mental activity or of contemplative thought, but is a 

mirror-like clear awareness, ever iUumlnatii^ and bright in its pure 

self-experience. To speak even more concisely, ‘serene’ means the 

tranquillity of no-thought [a« ntn), and ‘reflection’ means vivid 

and clear awareness. Therefore, serene-reflection is eUar awarenw 

in thi tran^iilify of myihot^kt. This is what the Diamond StOra meant 

by ‘not dwelling on any ol^'ect, yet the mind aTises*. The great problem 

here is, how can one put one’s mind into such a state? To do so requires 
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verbal iastruction special training at the hands of a teacher. The 

Visdom eye’ of the disciple must hrst be opened, otherwise he will 

never luow how to bring bis mind to the state of serene^reflection. 

He who knows how to practise this meditation, has already accom¬ 

plished somethij^ In Zen. The uninibated never know how to do this 

woric. This serene-reflection meditation of the Tsao Tung sect, dicrc* 

fore, is not an ordinary exercise of quietism or sdUness. It is the 

meditation of Zen, or ProjnapaTomita. Careful study of the preceding 

poem will show that the intuitive and transcendental 'Zen elements’ 

are unmistakably there. 

The best way to learn this meditation is » train under a com¬ 

petent Zen Master. If, however, you are unable to find one, you 

should try to work through the following ‘Ten Suggestions’- the 

quintessential instructions on Zen practice that the author has learned 

through great difficulties and long yean of Zen study. It is his sinceresc 

hope that they will be valued, cherished, and practised by some serious 

Zen students in the West. 

The Tm Suggestions on Ttae^: 

I. "Look inwardly at your state of mind before any thought arises. 

s. When any thought does rise, cut it off and bring your mind 

back to the work. 

$. Try to bok at the mind all the time. 

4. Try to remember this 'looking-sensadon’ In daily aedvities. 

5. Try to put your mind into a state as though you had just been 

shocked. 
6. Meditate as freq^uently as possible. 

7. Practise with your Zen fiicnds the dicle-running exercise (as 

found in Chapter a, in the ‘Discourses of Master Hsu Yun*). 

8. In the n^t of the most tumultuous activities, stop and look at 

the for a moment. 
9. Meditate br brief periods with the eyes widen^pen. 

10. Read and reread as often as possible the Praj^aramita Sulras, 

such as the DiomimJ and Heart Sutras, the Prajna of Bight Thousaad 

Verses, the Mahoprajnaparamta Sutra, etc. 

Hard work on these ten suggestions should enable anyone to find 

out for himself what ‘serene-reflection’ means. 
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PraiUsing through the Koan Exercise 

What i& the koan exercise? ‘Koan' is the Japanese pronunciation 

of Che Chinese phrase kung an; and the original meaning of kung an 

is the ‘document of an official transaction on the desk’. But the term 

is used by Zen Buddhists in a slightly different manner in that it 

denotes a certain dialogue or event that has taken place between 

a Zen Master and his student. For example, ‘A monk asked Master 

Tung Shan, “Who is Buddha?” [To which the Master replied] “Tliree 

chin [measures] of flax?” ’ or, *A monk asked Master Ouw CIiou, 

“What is tile meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming from the West?" 

“The cypress tree in the courtyard.” * All the Zen swries, both short 

and long, related in die preceding chapter are knans. Jn t/iorl, 'koan' 

means a story, a situation, or a ^en The koan exercise 

usually implies working on the solution of a Zen problem such as 

‘Who is the one who recites the name of Buddha?*; or ‘All things are 

reducible to one; to that is the one reducible?’; or the single woid 

wu (raeaning ‘no’ or ‘nothing’); and the like. Since ‘koan’ has now 

become almost an established term, widely used in the West, it seems 

unnccttsary always to use in its place the original Chinese tenn 

hut tou. Both ‘koan’ and hua tou are, therefore, used here in the 

general and in the specific sense, respectively. In China Zen Buddhbts 

seldom use the term ‘koan exercise'; instead, they say, 'Im tou 

exercise’, or 'Isan hua ftw’* meaning ‘to work on a hua lou\ What 

is this Am Ipw? Hua mttos ‘talking’, ‘remark*, or ‘a sentence’; tou 

means 'ends’, applicable cither in the sense of the beginning or the 

ending of something; hua tou thus means ’the ends of a sentence’. 

For example, ‘Who is the one who recites the name of Buddha?’ is 

a sentence, the first 'end* of which is the single word ‘Who’, To put 

one’s mind into this single word ‘who’, and try to find the solution of 

the original question, is an example of the 'hua tou exercise’, ‘Koan’, 

however, is used in a much wider sense chan hua tou, referring to the 

whole situation or event, while hut tou simply means the ends or, 

more specifically, the cridcal words or point of the quesuon. To give 

another example, ‘A monk asked Master Chao Chou, “Does a dog 

have the Buddha nature?” Chao Chou answered, “li'a.'” [meaning 

"Nol”]-’ This dialogue is called a ‘koan’, but the Zen student who 

is worl^g on this koan should not Chink of both the question and the 

answer. Instead he should put all bis mind into the single svord 
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*wu*^ This ffw w&rd, ‘wx',* is calUd tilt hua tou. There are also o^cr 

mterprecations for the meaning of hua tm, but the above sufficleotiy 

serves our present purpose. 

How is the koan exercise practised? When working at it, what 

should be avoided and what adhered to, what experiences will one 

have, and what will one accomplish thereby?The answers will be found 

in the Zen Masters’ discourses and autobiographies which fbibw, 

They have been carefully selected from many primary Zen sources. 

DISCOURSES OF FOUR ZEN MASTERS 

I. DISCOVKSeS OP MASTER K8U YON 

(Prom the ffsu Tun He Skang Mitn Pu) 

Master Hsu Yun who died in 1959 at the age of lao was the 

most celebrated Zen teacher in China. He gave instruction to thou¬ 

sands of disciples and, in the past few decades, established a great 

many monasteries in different parts of China. His life story was 

full of interesting episodes, and he was regarded as the most exemplary 

authority on Zen in modern China. The following sermons were given 

by him in 1953, when he led a number of Zen disciples in the 

practice of the customary 'Seven Days* Meditation’* at the Jade 

Buddha Monastery in Shanghai. 

The First of the First Period, $ January, 7 p.m.« 

After malcing obeisance to His Reverence Hsu Yun, the super¬ 

vising monks invited him to come to the Medication Hall of the 

monastery. He then stood in the centre of the haU, ^sdiilc the super¬ 

visors, one of whom held a [warning] slapping board, stood m two 

rows on each side of the Master. The disciples in attendance, who 

had vowed to join this Seven Days’ Mentation, and who had come 

from all parts of the country, stood about him in a large circle. Then 

the Revered Master raised his own slapping board and addressed 

the assembled company as follows: ‘This is the new month of the 

New Year, and new, fortunately, we can all join this Seven Days 

Meditation practice. This is the place to learn the teaching of Not- 

Doing {Wu Wei). "Not-Doing” means that there is absolutely nothing 
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to be done or to be learned- Alas! Whatever 1 can say about ‘‘nothing- 

ness" will miss the point. Oh, friends and disciples, if you do not 

attach yourself to the Ten Thousand Things mch your minds, you 

will find that the life-spark will emanate from eoaythhg. 

‘Today is the first day of our Medication, Friends, what do you say? 

Ah-h-hl’ 
Then afrer a long sUcnce, the Master cried: ‘Go!’ Immediately 

all the disciples, responding to his call, followed him, running in a 

large circle. After Aey had run for a number of rounds, a super¬ 

vising monk made the ‘stoppic^ signal’ by suddenly whacking his 

board on a Uble, making a loud slapping noise. Instantly all the 

runners stopped and stood still. After a pause they all sat down on 

their «ate in the cross-legged posture. Then the entire hall became 

deadly quiet; not tht sl^htest sound could be heard, as thou^ they 

were in some deep mountain festness. This silent meditation lasted 

for more than an hour. Then everyone rose from his scat and the 

circling exerdsc started again. After running a few more rounds, all 

suddenly stopped once more when they heard the slapping board 

make the signal. 
Then the Master addr«sed the company as follows: The abbot 

in this monastery is very kind and compassionate. It was through his 

sincere efforts that this Seven Days* Meditation was made possible. 

All the elders in the Order, and you lay-patrons as well, are diligent 

and inspired in the work of Tao, I was requested by all of you to lead 

the group in this Seven Days’ Mediation. I feel greatly honoured and 

inspired on this wonderful occasion, But I have not been too well of 

late; therefore I cannot talk very long. Our Lord Buddha preached 

the Dharma for more than forty years sometimes explicitly, some¬ 

times impUcidy- His teachings are all recorded and expounded in 

the Three Great Canons. [So what is the use of my making more 

talk?] The most I can do, and the best, is to repeat the words of our 

Lord Buddha and the Patriarchs. In any case, we should know that 

the teaching of Zen is transmitted outside the regular Buddhist 

doctrine. [This is illustrated most effectively in the first Zen koan.] 

When Buddha held the flower in his hand and showed it to his disciples, 

no one in the assembly understood his purport except Mahakasyapa, 

who smiled [to indicate that he undentood what Buddha meant]. 

The Buddha then said, "I have a treasure of the righteous Dhanaa, 
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and the mArveUous Mlsd of Ainwu - the true fomi without any 

form, which I r»w imparl lo you,” rThcrdbre you should understand 

that] Zen is a teaching transmitted outside the regular channels of 

Buddhist doctrine, without resorting to many words or cxplanationj. 

[Zen is the highest and. most direct teaching leading to insuintaneous 

Enlightenment, providing one is capabte of grasping it at once.] 

Some people have mistakezdy thought that the twenty odd Ch’ans 

{Dhymas) meatioDed in the MaSa^napatmiic Sutra comprise the 

whole of Qi’an [Zen]. [This is wrong.] These Dhfouu are not the 

supreme ones. The wocit of our “Cai*aa” has no gradual processes 

or succ^ve stage. This Ch’an is the supreme Gh’an of seeing one's 

Buddha-nature instantly. But if this is so, why should one bother to 

practise the so-called Seven Days’ Meditation? [We must understand 

that] people’s capacity to practise the Dhanna is deteriorating all 

the time- Nowadays people have too many distractii^ ihou^ts in 

their minds. Therefcrc the Patriarchs have derigned special methods 

and techniques, [such as the Seven Days’ Mediution Practice, the 

koan exerdses, the circle-running ccerdse, and » forth], to cope with 

this con<^n and to help persons of lesser capacity. From the tune of 

Mahalasyapa until now Zen has spanned »me axty to seventy 

generations. During the Tang and Sung dynasties Zen spread to all 

parts of the country. How great and how gJorioua was Zen in those 

daysl Alas! Compared to them, to what a pitiable state has Zen 

alien now! Only Shan [The Golden Mountain] Monastery, 

Kao Mill [High Heaven] Monastery, Pao Kuan [Th« FW>us 

tight] Monastery, and several ©then still keep up the tradition of 

Zen. Therefore not many outstanding figurm can be found in the 

Zen schools today. 
•Once the [so called] Seventh Patriarch, asked the Sixth Patriarch, 

Hui Neng, “Tbrou^ what practice should one work that one may 

not foil into a •catt^ory'?’* The Sixth Patriarch replied, “What have 

you been doing?” Shea Hui answered. "I do not even practise the 

Holy Truth!” “In Chat case, to what category do you belong?’* “Even 

the Holy Truth does not exist, so how can thoe be any category?" 
Hearing this answer, the «xtb Patriarch was impressed by Hsing Sru’s 

understanding. . . u 
•Now you and T, not bring as highly endowed as the Palnarcns, 

are obliged to devae method, roch as the: Ax. fc. practice, which 
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teach us to work on a specifically chosen koan problem ci'V'sialhzcd 

into a single sentence or hua tou. [After the Sung E>>'nast>'] the 

Pure Land School became increasingly popular, and reciting the name 

of Buddha Anuda became a widespread practice among the Buddhists. 

Under these circumstances, the great Zen Masters urged people to 

work on the hua k>u of “Who is the one who recites the name of 

Buddha?'* This fm tou then became, and still remains, tire most 

popular of all. But there arc still many people who do not under- 

sund how to practise it- Some are foolish enough to recite repeatedly 

the sentence itself! This hua tou practice is not a mailer of luciiing 

the sentence or concentrating on it. It is to tten the very ruiiurc of the 

sentence. Tsan means to look into penetratingly and to observe. In 

the meditation haU of any monastery we usually lind the following 

admonition posted on the walla: “Observe and look into your hua 

IfiB.” Here, “to observe” means to look at in reveree, that is, to look 

backward; and “knik into” means to pul your mind penetratingly 

inU the hua Uru. Our nunds are used to going cutsidt and sensing the 

things in the outer world. Tfoa is to reverse this habit and to look 

intidi. “Who is the one who recites the name of Buddha?” Is the hua, 

the sentence. But before the thought of this sentence ever arises, wc 

have Che tou (the head). As soon as it is uttered we have the 

sentence’s tail or end {hua wi). To isan this hua tou is to look into the 

very idea of “Who?”, to penetrate into the state before the thought 

ever arises, and to see what this state looks like. It is to observe from 

whence the very thought of "Who” comes, to see what it looks like, 

and subtly and very gently to penetrate into it. 

‘During your orde-runnii^ exercise you should hold your neck 

strait 30 that it touches the back of your collar, and follow the 

person ahead of you closely. Keep your mind calm and smooth. Do 

not turn you head to look around, but concentrate your mind on 

the hua tou. When you sit in meditation do not lift your chest too 

far upward [by artificially swelling it]. In breathing, do not pull the 

air up, nor press it down, Let your breath rise and fall in its natural 

rhythm. Collect all your six senses and put aside everything that may 

be in your mind. Think of nothing, but observe your hua tou. Never 

forget your hua tou. Your mind should never be rough or forceful, 

otherwise it will keep wandering, and can never calm down; but 

neither should you allow yoMt mind to become dull and slothful, for 
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Chen you will become drowsy, and «$ a consequence you will ^ 

inco cho sEiaie of the **dead-v(nd”. If can always adhere to your 

hua toUt you will naturally and eaaly master the v«rh. Thus, all 

your habitual (hou^6 will automatically be subdued. It is not easy 

lor beginners to work wel! on the /aie toe, but you should never 

become afraid or dbcoujaged; neither should you cling to any thought 

of attaining Enlightenment, because you are a>w practising the 

Seven Days’ Meditation, whose very purpose is to produce Enlighten^ 

ment. Therefore any additional thought of attaining Enl^htenment 

is as unnecessary and as bolish as to think of adding a head to the 

one you already have! You should not worry about it if at first you 

cannot work well on the kua 1m; what you should do is just to keep 

remembering and observing it continuously. If any distracting thoughts 

arise, do not follow them up, but just recognize them for what they 

are. The proverb says well: 

*Do not worry about the ridng of tbougho, 

But bewan if your recogoidoo of comes too late. 

Tn the beginning everyone feels the distraction of continuously 

arising errant chot^hts, and cannot remember the fme tw very v/eh; 

but gradually, as dme goes on, you will learn to take up the fata Um 

more easily. When that time comes you can take It up with ease and 

it will not escape you once during the entire hour. Then you will 

find the work is not difficult at all. I have talked a lot of oonseose 

today I Now all of you had better go and wo^ hard on your kuA tou.' 

Thi StUTid Doy of tht l^sl Ptriod, 10 Jaatay 

The Master again addressed those in attowlance, as follows: 'The 

Seven Days’ Meditatbn is the best way to attain Enlightenment 

within a definite and predetermined period. In the old days, when 

people were better endowed, many Zen Buddhists did not pay speaal 

attention to this method. But during the Sung Dynasty it began to 

gain popularity. Due espectally to its promotiDn by Emperor Yung 

Cheng during the nhing Dynasty, the method became widespread 

throughout China. This emperor was a very advanced Zen Buddhist, 

and greatly respected and admired the teaching of Zen. In his royal 

palace the Sev^ Days* Meditatwn was carried on fiequently. Under 
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his instruction some ten persons attained Enlightcn^t, For ««mple, 

Che Tien Hui Zen Master of the High Heaven Monastery at Ya.« 

Chou became enlightened under his teachings. This emf^r reformed 

the systems and rules of Zen monasteries, and also the Zen pracuces. 

Through him Zen was greatly revitaliaed, and many outstanding 

Masters flourished during his tunc. . , . ». j - 
■Now we are working on Ch'an. What is Ch’an? It is called, m 

Sanskrit Dfyom, - the practice of deep concentration or contmplation. 

There are many diffctent kinds of it, such as Hinayana and M=hayana 

Ch’ati, Qi'an with Form and witlmut Form, etc. But the Ch an of 

the Ch’an School [of China] is the highest, tlie supreme Ch an, 

different ftom aU theothers,... This hall in whidi we are now s.tung 

is called the Hall ofFns'w, or the Area of Enlightenment. It is here 

that you should penetrate into the "sensation of do^t , and cut 

off the root of life. In this hall only the teaching of Nothingness or the 

Dharma of Not-doing is studied. Because [in reaUty] there is noth.ng 

to be done and nothing to be gained, anything that is subject to 

action or doing is bound to have "arising’' and 

n.rt»d with it. If there is gain there must be loss. All other Dharma 

practices, such as prostrations, penitance, reciting alns, etc., are al 

dcimr something; they are all, therefore, relative means ^d ei^edient 

teadiings. Zen is to teach you to take up [the thing] “Sj" “ 
moment without using any words at all. A monk asked Nan Chuan, 

‘*What ii Tao?” Nan Chuan answered, “The ordinary mind ii Tac. 

TLookt do you all understand this?] In reality we liave alwa>^ been 

in the Tao - eating, walking, dressing, etc. No acdvicy m which we 

arc engaged can ht separated from Tao. Our fault is that we;^ 

to things aU the time; thus we cannot realize that the “ 

Buddha A scholar Ta Mei asked Ma Tsu, “What is Buddha? 

Ma TVu replied, “Themind is Buddha.^’ As soon as heheard the^er 

Ta Mci became enl^htened. He then bowed down to Ma Tsu, t^nk^ 

him, and left. Later, Ta Md resided in a hermitage somewhere m 

Che Chiang Province and had many disciples-His fame came to 

the ears of Ma Tsu. [In order to make sure of the audieniia^ of his 

undentanaj^l Ma Tsu sent a monk to his hermitage «> qu«wn him. 

This monk was given the koan of "Not Mind and Not Budd^ ^^«h 

which to test Ta Md. When the monk arrived at the hetmila^, Ta 

Mei asked him, ‘Where did you. Reverend Monk, come from? 
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‘ “I rarno fix)m the great Master Ma.” 

* "What kind of Buddhism is he teacbii^ now?*’ 

* “Oh, of late his Buddhism has been completely changed!” 

‘ “How did it dunge?" 
‘ “Formerly the great Master Ma always said, ‘The very mind is 

Buddha Itself,* but now he says it is nmther the mind nor the Buddha.” 

Ta Mei [bit his lip and] said, “This old scoundrel is just trying 

to confuse people- Let him have [his] ‘neither the mind nor the 

Buddha-’ I still say the mind is BudcUial” 

‘From this story we know how Zen Masters of old had their decisive 

and unshakable understandings, and how wmply and directly they 

came to their Realization! 
‘Now you and 1 are very, very inferiorly endowed persons. Errant 

thoughts fill our minds to the brim. In their desperafion, the great 

Patriarchs designed this hua tou practice for us, not because the 

AaB is so wonderful in itself, but simply because the Patriarchs 

had no other way to help us except by devising such an expedient 

method. . . . 
‘Master Yuan Miao of Kao Feng said, “When one practises Zen 

he should do so as though he were throwu^ a piece of tile into a deep 

pond; it sinb until it reaches the bottom.” In other words, in our 

tsan exercise we should look into the very bottom of the hua tm 

until we completely break through it Master Kao Feog went ferthcr, 

and made a vow: “If anyone takes up one /ma iau without a second 

thought arising in seven days, and does not attain Enlightenment, I 

I shall fell for ever to the bottom of the ToDguc-cutdng HeLI” 

. When beginners first practise Zen, they always have difficulty 

in subdvung their ever-flowing errant thoughts, and suffer the misery 

of pains in their legs. They do not know how to work these matters 

out_The important thing Is to stick to your Aaa at all tim« - 

when walking, lying, or standing - from morning to mght observing 

the hua tou vividly and clearly, until it appears in your mind like 

the autumn moon reflected in a limpid pool. ... If you practise 

this way, you can be assured of reaching the state of Enl^htenmeaL 

In meditadon, if you feel sleepy, you may open your eyea widely and 

straighten your back; you wiU then feel fresher and more alert than 

before. 
‘When working on the Aw tou, you should be neither too subtle 
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nor too loose. If you are too subtle you may feel very serene and 

comfortable, but you are apt to lose the Aw tm. The consequence 

wUl then be that you will fall into the “dead emptiness”. Right in 

the state of rerenity, if you do m lose the fma l^u, you may then be 

able to progress farther than the top of the hundred-ft)Ot pole you 

have already ascended- ... If you are too loose, too many errant 

thoughts wiU attack you. You will then Hnd it difficult to subdue 

them. In short, the Zen practitioner should be svell adjusted, neither 

too eight nor too loose; in the looseness there should be tightness, and 

in the tightness there should be looseness. Praeiising in such a manner, 

one may then gain improvement, and merge stiUncss and motion Into 

one whole. 
‘I remember in the old days when I practised the citclc-runmng 

cxcrase in Golden Mountain Monastery and other places, the super- 

vising monks made us run like flying birds! [Oh, we monks really 

could ninl] But when the warning board suddenly sounded its stop- 

signal, everybody stopped and stood still like so many dead polos 1 

[Now think)] Under these circumstances, how could any drowsiness 

or distracting thoughts posably arise? 
‘When you are meditating in the sitting posture, you should 

never bring the A«a up coo high; if you bring it up too much, 

you will get a headache. Nor should you place the Aua tcu in your 

chest; if you do, you will fed uncomfortable and suffer a pain there. 

Nor should you press the hua tcu down too low; if you do, you will 

have trouble with your stomach and see delusive visions. What you 

should do is to watch the word “Who” [softly and gently, with a 

smooth mind and calm, steady breath] like a hen as she hatches her 

egg or a cat when she watches a mouse. If you can do this well, you 

will find that one of these days your life-root will suddenly and abruptly 

break off. . . .’ 

The Fourth Day tff the First Peried, /r January 

‘Now three days of the seven have already passed. I am glad you 

arc all working so hard. Some of you have broi^ht me some poems 

and Stanzas you have composed and have asked me to comment on 

them. [Some of you say that you saw Voidness and light, and so on. 

Well, these arc not bad things; but] jm^ng from them, I am sure 
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that you must have fbrgonen aU that I told you in the first two days. 

Last night I cold you that to practise Tao is nothing more than to 

fellow to recognize the Way. What is the Way? ... To look into 

the hua ton which is like a royal sword. With it you kill the Buddha 

when Buddha comes, with it you slaught^ the devil when the devil 

comes. Under this sword not a ungle idea is allowed to remain, not 

a soUtary dharma is pernitted to exist. How is it possible then to 

have » much distracted thought that you compose poems and stanzas, 

and see visions of light and Void? If you keep on doing this sort of 

thing, you will, in time, completely forget your hua tou. . . . Now 

remember, to work on the Aua is to look into it continuously 

without a single moment of interruptiDn. Like a river ever fiowir^ 

on, the mind should always be lucid and aware- All Sangsaric and 

Nirvanic ideas and conceptions should be wiped out! As the great Zen 

Master, Huang Po, said: 

' “Practise the Tao as you would defead the Royal Palace 
Guarding it close and hghciag hard for it. 
If the frecaieg cold has not fiwk to the bone 
How can plum blossoms fragrant be?” 

‘.. . We sentient bnngs all have the [Fundamental Consciousness, 

or the so-called] Eighth Consciousness, which is comparable to the 

king of ail consciousnesses. This Iting is surrounded by the Seventh, the 

Sixth, and all the other Five consciotjsncsses - seeing, hearing, smelling, 

tasting, and touching. These are the five outer thieves- The Sixth 

Consciousness is the mind, the inner thief. The Seventh clings to the 

cognizant feculty of the Ghic£ or Eighth Gonsdousness as its own 

great ego. Under its leadership the Sixth and other five coweiousneases 

attach themselves to colours, sounds, touches, etc.; and thus the 

Chief Consciousness is entwined t^dy by them and has no chance 

to turn itt head round. The Aua tea we are workup on now is like 

a sharp sword with which we may slaughter all these harassing thieves 

and thus transform the Eighth Consdousness into the Wisdom of the 

Great Mirror, the Seventh Gonsdousness into the Wisdom of Equality, 

the Sixth into the Wisdom of Observation, and the five senses into 

the Wisdom of Perfbnnancc. But the most important thing is to 

transform the Sixth and the Seventh Consciousnesses first, because 

it is these two feculties chat take the lead and impose their influence 
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on the rest. Th«r function is to distinguish, to differentiate, to con¬ 

ceptualize, and to febriote. Now the poems and stanzas that you 

have composed, and the light and the Void, etc., that you have 

perceived, were all the fabri<ations of these two consciousnesses. You 

^ould forget all these things and stick to your Aue tou. . . . 

you should know that there is another pidall into which a Zen 

practitioner may eaaUy foil, that is to meditate idly and make his 

mind deadly dull in utter torpidity. This is the worst error of all- 

Now let me tell you a koan: 
The Master who first citablishcd the Hsi Tan Monastery, siucUetl 

Zen under many different Masters, travelling from one place to 

another. He was a very industrious person, working on Im Zen all 

the dme. One night he stayed in an inn and heard a girl, who was 

a bean cake maker, singing the following song in an adjacent room 

while she was making bean cakes; 

‘ *‘B<an curd Chang and bean curd Li,* 

When laying your heads upon foe pillows 

A thousand thoughts rise up, 
Yet tomorrow you wiU make bean curds again. 

‘The Master was absorbed in meditation when die girl sang th^ 

song. Upon hearing it, he suddenly awoke to Realization. Prom this 

story we know that Zen practice need not necessarily be carried out 

in the temples or meiitatioD halls. Anywhere and everywhere one 

can reach Enlightenment if he can concentrate his mind on the woric 

without bring sidetracked by other things. -. 

71u Last £f<^ <if Secend Perud, 23 Janaaty 

The Master addressed the attendant disciples as follows: '[This 

ia the last day of our two periods of Seven Days’ Medilataon.] ... I 

coi^tulace you all on being able to complete the task. Today 1 

shall investigate your Zen work and see whether you have gamed 

any realization or improvement, You should stand up and, in plain 

and honest words, announce your understandings and experiwiccs to 

all. Now, anyone who has become Enlightened, please stand up and 

ay somethii^!' 
A loi^ lime passed, and no one stood up. The Master aid nothing, 

and walked out of the Zen HalL « . • 
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2. DISCOURSES OF MASTER TSUNO KAO 

[From the Td Hid ?’u Chu»h CKan 5za Ska Cftwin] 

To Lti Hsun Chen 

. . Buddha says, ‘He who wants to know the Realm of Buddha, 

should purify his own mind like the void space.’. . . You must 

know that this Realm is not gained throt^h any cacaltcd religious 

practice. What he should do is to cleanse the defilements of passion 

and delusion that have lain ludden in the roots of his own raind from 

the time of no-beginning. His mind should be vast and expansive like 

space itself, far away from mere psychic notions. All wild and dis- 

traedng thoughts are illusory, unreal, and void-like. Practising in this 

manner, the wonder of the effortless mind will then naturally and 

spontaneously react to all condidons without any obstacle. 

To Hmng Po Cheng 

The so-called No-mind [Wu ksin] is not like clay, wood, or stone, 

that is, utterly devoid of consciousness; nor does the term imply that 

the mind stands still without any reaction when it contacts objects 

or circumstances in the world. It does not adhere to anythii^, but u 

natural and spontaneous at aU times and under all orcu^tances. 

There is nothing impure within it; neither docs it remain in a statt 

of impurity. He who observes his body and mind, sees them as mape 

shadows or as a dream- Nor does he abide in this magic and dreamlike 

state. . . . When he reaches this point, then he can be considered as 

having arrived at the true slate of No-mind, 

To Hsu Tun Zi 

Conccplualizadon is a deadly hindrance to Zen yogis, more 

injurious than poisonous snakes or fierce beasts. . . Bnlliant and 

intellectual persons always abide in the cave of coaceptualizauon; 

they can never get away from it in all ihdr activities. As monti^ 

years pass they become more deeply engulfed in it Unknowu^Iy the 

mind and conceptualization gradually become of a piece- Even if one 

wants to get away from it, one finds it is imposrible. Therefore, I say, 
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poisonous snakes and beasts arc avoidable, but there is no way to 

escape from menul conccptualiaation, Intellectuals and noble gentle¬ 

men are apt to search for the nongraspable Dhanna with a ‘grasping 

miewi’. What U this ‘grasping mind’? The grasping mind is the very 

one that is capable of thinking and calculating-the one that is 

intelligent and brilliant. What is the nongraspable Dhanna? It is that 

which cannot be concrived, measured, or comprelicnded intellec¬ 

tually. . . , Yung Qiia says, ‘The real nature of blindness is the real 

nature of Buddha. This illusory [physical] body is the Dharmaka^ 

itself. When one realizes the Dharmeik^, [he secs] that nothing exUts. 

This is called “The Original Primeval Buddhahood“.’ 

With thb underetanding, he who abruptly throws his mind into 

the abyss where mind and thought cannot reach, will then beliold the 

absolute, void Z>}uifmakaya. This is where one emancipates oneself 

from Sangsertt.. . ■ 
People have always been abiding in the cave of thought and 

intellection. As soon as they hear me say ‘Get rid of thinking’, they 

arc dated and lost and do not know where Co go. They should know 

that the moment when this very feeling of loss and stupefaction arises 

is the best time for them to attain realization [literally, for them to 

release their body and life]. 

In answtr ic Lu Sfam Tuan 

There is no definite standard by which one can measure the 

forces of Dhanna and of Karma. The critical point is to see whether 

one can be aware of one’s mind-essence in all activities at all times. 

Here one must know that both the force of Karma and the force of 

Dharma are illusory. If a man Insists on ridding himself of Karma 

and eking up Dharma, 1 would say that this man docs not under¬ 

stand Buddhism. If he can really destroy Karma, he will find that 

the Dhanoa is also unreal. Ordinary people are small in courage and 

narrow in perspective; they always infer that this practice is easy, and 

that that one Is diCBcult. They do not know that the discriminating mind 

which deems things to be easy or difficult, whidi attaches itself to 

things or detaches itself from them, is itself the very mind that drags 

us down into Sangsara. If this mind is not uprooted, no liberation is 

possible. 
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To Tseng Tien Tu 

From your letter I know that you can work at 2cn during all 
daily activities and official business without being interrupted or 
entangled by them, Even though you may be submerged in a torrent 
of worldly affairs, you are always able to keep your mindfulness alert. 
This is indeed remarkable. 1 am very pleased with your vigorous 
effort and the increasing strength of your aspiration to Tao, However, 
you must realize that the tumult of Snngfora is like a great fireball; 
there U no cndir^ to it. Therefore, when engaging in any turbulent 
activity, you must riot forget the straw seats and bamboo chairs.* 
The superior work you have done so industriously in quietness should 
be ap^ed when you are submerged in the tumult of your daily 
life. If you find it difficult to do so, it is most likely that you have not 
gained very much from the work in quietude. If you are convinced 
that me^tating in quietness is better than meditating in activity, 
you then [fell into the trap] of scarchk^ for reality through dcsiroyir^ 
manifestations, or of departing from causation to pursue ^inena. The 
very moment when you are craving quiet and abhorrii^: turbulence is 
the best time to put all your strength into the Work. Suddenly the 
realizations for which you have searched so hard in your quiet medi¬ 
tations will break upon you right in the midst of the f orbulcncc. Oh, 
this power, gained from breaking-through, is thousands and millions 
of times greater than that generated by quiet meditation on your 

straw seat and bamboo chair! 

To Huang Po Cheng 

It is easy for Zen to empty [outer] things, but it is difficult for 
them to empty their [inner] minds. If one can only empty the things 
and not the mind, tto proves that his mind is still under the subju¬ 
gation of things- If one can empty his mind, things will be emptied 
automatically. If one thinks he has emptied his mind, but then raises 
the second thought of emptying the things, this proves dearly that 
his mind has never been really emptied; he is still under the subjuga¬ 
tion of outer things. If this mind itsdf is emptied, what things could 

possibly exist outside of It? 
Only after one has utterly and completely broken throi^ is one 
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qualified to say: ‘Passion-desire is Enlightenment and blindness is the 

Great Wisdom’. 
The originally vast, serene, and marvellous mind is all-pure and 

illurmnatingly all-incIusive. Nothing can hinder it; it is free as the 

firmament- Even the name ‘Buddha’ cannot encompass it. How is 

it then posrible to find passion-desires or wrong views in it, in opposidon 

to the idea of‘Buddha’? 
This is like the sun shining in the blue sky-clear and bright, 

vinmovable and immutable, neither increasing nor decreasing. In all 

daily actividcs it illuminates all places and shines out from all things. 

JJyoti wml 10 grasp it, ii runs mayfrmyau hut if you cast away, it owlmw 

Ui b» Ikere all ihs time. 

To Hsu Tttft li 

When woridng at Zen, you should dig into it witli all your mind 

and heart. Whether you are happy or angry, in high or lowly sur¬ 

roundings, drinking tea or eating dinner, at home with y-our wife 

and children, mcedng guests, on duty in the office, attending a party 

or a wedding celebration [or active in any other way], you should 

always be alert and mindful of the Work, because all of these occa¬ 

sions are fint-class opportunities ibr self-awakening. Formerly the 

High CoTnmissioner, Li Wen Hu, gained thorough Enlightenment 

while he was holt^ng this high position in the government. Young 

Wen Kung gained hU Zen awakening while he was woridng in the 

Royal Institute of Study. Chang Wu Yuen gained his while he held 

the office of Ckjmmissioner of Transport in Chiang Hsi Province. 

These three great laymen have indeed set us an example of the 

realbation of TiMth without renouncing the world- Did ih^ struggle 

to shun their wives, resign from their offices and positions, gnaw the 

roots of vegetables, practise ascetism end frugality, avoid disturbance, 

and seek quiet [and seduaon] to gain their enlightenment? 

[The difference between the way that a layman and a monk must 

work at Zen is that] the monk strives to break throi^ from the 

outside CO the inside, while the layman must break through from 

the inride to the outside. Trying to break through from the outside 

requires little, but from the inside great, power, Thus the layman 

requires much more power to get the Work done because of the 
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urt^vourablo conditions under v/hich he must work. . . . The great 

power generated from this difficult struggle enables him to make a 

much more thorough and mighty titmabout than the monk; the monk 

on the other hand, can only make a smaller rum because, working 

under far more favourable conditioiis, he gains less power [in the 

process]. 

To Hsu S/tou Tuan 

To measure the self-mind with inteUeciion and conccptuaheacioa 

is as futile as dreaming. When the consciousness, wholly liberated 

in tranquillity and having no thought whatsoever, moves on, it is 

called ‘r^ht realization’. He who has attained this correct realization 

is then able to become tranquilly natural at all times and in all 

activities - while walking or sitting, standing or sleepu^, talking or 

remaining silent He will never be confused under any circumstance. 

Thought and thoughtlessness both become pure. 

Alas( 1 explaiu [the matter] to you in all these words simply 

because I am helpless 1 If I say literally that there is something to 

work with, I then betray you! 

2n answsr lo Lu Jjmg Li 

Penetrate to the bottom of your mind and ask, ‘Where docs this 

very thought of craving for wealth and glory come from? Where will 

the thinker go afterwards?’ You will find that you cannot answer 

either of these two questions. Then you will feel perplexed, mt is 

the moment to look at the hua toa, ‘Dry Dui^l’ Do not think of 

anything else. Just continue to hold to this hua loa.... Then suddenly 

you will lose all your mental resources and awaken. 

The worst thing is to quote the scriptures and c^laio or elaborate 

to prove your ‘understanding’. No Tnattcr how well you may put 

things together, you are but trying to find a living being amor^ 

ghosts' If you cannot break up the ‘doubt-sensation’, you are bound 

by life and death; if you can break it up, your Songsme mind will 

come to its end- If the Sangsark mind is exhausted, the ideas of Buddha 

and Dhanna will also come to an end. Then, nnee even the id^ of 

Buddha and Dharma are no mote, from whence can arise the ideas 

of pasrion-dedies and sentient brings? 
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To Tu/fg Mao 

If you have made up your mind Co practise Zen> the iirst and most 

important thlr^ is: not Aary/ If you hurry, you will only be 

delayed. Kor shoxild you be Coo lax, for then you wifi become lazy. 

The work should be earned out as a musician adjusts the strings of 

his harp neither Coo tightly nor Coo loosely. 

WhaC you slv^uld do is to look at that which understands and makes 

dedsions and judgments. Just look at it all the time in your daily 

round. With great determination in your heart, try to find out from 

whence ail cliese mental activities come. Sy /ooiirtg at il fure and l/tert, 

now and then, the things with which you art familiar and are in the habit tf 

doii^y gradually bicorne unfamiliar; and the things with which you are not 

familiar H'o/A] gradually become familiar. When you fnd your Work 

coming earilyy you are doing oery well. And by the same token, wheneoer the 

Work is being done loell, you will fui that il is easy for you. A critical stage 

is thus reached. 

To Tseng Ti>a Tu 

The one who distzj^uishes, judges, and makes decisions is sentient 

consciousness. This is the one who forever wanders in Sangsara. Not 

being aware that this sentient consciousness Is a dangerous piifalJ, 

many Zen students nowadays cling to it and deem ic to be die Tao. 

They rise and h\i like [a piece of drifhvoodj in the sea. But if you 

can abruptly put everything down, stripped of all Choi^ht and delib¬ 

eration, suddenly you feel as if you had stumbled over a stone and 

stepped upon your own nose. lostantaneoiuly you realize that this 

sencienc consciousness is the true, void, marvellous Wisdom Itself. 

No ocher wisdom than this can be obtained.... This Is like a man, 

in his confiisioD, mistakenly regarding the east as the west. But when 

he awakens, he realises that the west is the east. There Is no other 

east to be found. This true, void, marvellous Wisdom lives on eternally 

like space. Have you ever seen anything that can impede space? 

Though it is net impeded by anything, neither does it hinder anything 

from moving on in Its embrace. 

To Hsieh Kuo Jan 

He who can instantaneously realize the truth of non«existence 
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without depardiig from lim, hate, and ignorance, can grasp the 

weapons of the X>einon King and use them in an opposite way, He 

can then turn these evil companions into angels protecting the 

Pharma This is not done in an ardhdal or compulsory way. This 

is the nature of the Dharma itself. 

To /fsiio^ ffsu Ta 

If in all your daily activides and contacts you can keep your 

awareness or do away with that which is ‘unaware’, gradually as the 

days and months go by your mind will naturally become smoothed 

out into one continuous whole piece. What exactly do I mean by 

‘contacts*? I mean that when you arc angry or happy, attending to 

your official business, entertaining your guests, sittir^ with your wife 

and children, thinking of good or evil things - all these occasions arc 

good opportunides to bring forth the ‘sudden eruption*. This is of the 

utmost important; bear it in your mind. 

To Hsuh Kuo Jan 

The Eldere in the past ssud, ‘Just put your whole mind to it aad 

work hard. The Dharma wiL never let you dovvn.’ 

To Chm CAi Jon 

When you are involved in turmoils and excitements which you 

have no way of avoiding or eschewing, you should know that this 

1$ the best tunc to work at Zen. If, instead, you make an effort to 

suppress or correct your thoughts, you are getting hr away from Zen. 

The worst thing a student can do is to attempt to correct or suppress 

his thoughts during inescapable circumstance. Masters in ancient 

times have said: 

‘There is no disonctioa. Only the void-illumination 

Reflects all forms within oneself* 

Bear this in mind, bear this in mind! 
If you use one iota of strength to make the slightest effort to 

attain Enlightenment, you will never get it. If you make such an 
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eflbrt, you are trying to grasp space with your hands, which is useless 

and a waste of time I 

3. DISCOURSES OP WASTER PO SHAK 

[From the Po Shan Chin^ 1«) 

When working at Zen, the important thing is to generate the 

i iking^ (doubt-sensation). What is this doubt-sensation? For instance: 

Where did I come from before my birth, and where shall I go after 

my death? Since one does not know the answer to cither qttesUon, a 

strong feeling of ‘doubt' arises in the mind. Stick this ‘doubt-mass’ 

on Go your forehead [and keep it there] all the time until you can 

neither drive it away nor put it down, even if you want to. Then 

suddenly you will discover that the doubt-mass has been crushed, that 

you have broken it into pieces. The Masters of old said: 

'Ihe greater the doubt, the greater the awakening; 

The smaller the doubt, the smaller the awakeniog; 

No doubt, no awakening.’ 

When working at Zen, the worst thing is to become attached to 

guieentts, because this will unknowingly cause you to be engrossed 

in dead stillness. Then you will develop an inordinate fondness for 

quietness and at the same time an aversion for activity of any kind. 

Once those who have lived amidst the noise and restlessness of worldly 

affairs experience the joy of quietness, they become captivated by its 

honey sweet taste, craving it like an exhausted traveller who seeks a 

peaceful den in which to slumber. How can people with such an 

attitude retain thdr awareness ? 

When working at Zen, one does not see the sky when he lifts, nor 

the earth when he bwers, his head. To him a mountain is not a 

moimtain and water is not water. While waDdi^ or sitting he is not 

aware of doing so. Though among a hundred thousand people, he 

sees no one. Without and within his body and mind nothing exists 

but the burden of his doubt-sensation. This feeling can be described 

as ‘turning the whole world into a muddy vortex’. 
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A Zen yogi ^ouJd resolutely vow that he will never stop working 

until this doubt-mass is broken up. This is a most crucial point. 

What docs this ‘turning the whole world into a muddy vortex’ 

mean? It refers to the great Truth, which from the lime of no-beginning 

has existed latent and idle - it has never been brought forth. Therefore 

a Zen yogi should bmdr himself to make the heavens spin and the 

earth and its watcra roll; he will benefit greatly from the rolling surges 

and tossing waves. 

When working at Zen, one should not worry about not being able 

to revive after death what should worry him is whether he can die 

out from the state of Ufis! If he can reaUy wrap himself up tightly in 

i eking, the realm of movement will be vanquished naturally without 

his making any specific effort to vanquish it, and his distracted 

thoughts will be purified spontaneously without effort to purify them. 

In a wholly natural way, he will fed his six senses become spacious 

and vacuous. [When he reaches this state], he will awaken to a mere 

touch and respond to the slightest call. Why then should one worry 

about not being able to revive? 
When working at Zen, one should concentrate on one koan only, 

and not try to understand or explain them all. Even if one were able 

to do 80, this would be merely intellectual undersanding and not 

true realization. The Lotus Sutra says: ‘This Dharma is not understood 

through thinking and intellection.’ The Total EnlighUnmeni Sutta (Yuan 

CSiiao Ghing) declares: ‘To perceive the Realm of Enlightenment of 

the Tathagata with the thinking mind is like attemptu^ to bum 

Mount Sumeru with the light of a firefly; never will one succeed.’ 

When working at Zen, he who works with absorption will fed as 

if he had lifted a thousand-pound load; and even if he wants to put 

it down, he carmot do so. 
In ancient times people could enter into Bhyano while tilling the 

land, picking peaches, or doir^ anything. It was never a matter of 

sifting idly for proloi^ periods, engaged in forcefully suppressing 

one’s thoughts. Does Dkyana mean stopping one’s thoughts? If so, this 

is a debased Dhyana, not the Dhyana of Zen. 
When working at Zen, the most harmfii] thing is to rationalize, 

conceptualize, or intellectualiEe the Tao wifo one’s mind. He who 

does so will never reach Tao, 
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When working at Zen, one knows not whether he Is wlking or 

sitting. Nothing is present to his mind but the hua tm. Before breaking 

through the doubt-mass, he loses all sensation of his body or mind, let 

alone of such states as walking or sitting. 

When working at Zen, one should not just await the comir^ of 

Enl^htcnment with an expectant mind. This is like a traveller who 

sits idly by the road and expects his home to come to him. He will 

never arrive home this way. He must walk to get there. Likewise, 

when working at Zen, one never reaches Enlightenment merely by 

waiting Cor it. One must press forward with all one's mind to gel 

this Enl^htenroent Attainment of the great Enlightenment is like the 

sudden blossoming of the lotus flower or the sudden awakening of the 

dreamer. One cannot by waiting awaken from a dream, but one does 

so automatically when the lime for sleep is over. Flowers cannot bloom 

by waiting, but blossom of themselves when the time has come. 

Likewise Enlightenment is not so attained, but comes on its own 

when conditions are ripe, fn other words, one should exert all one’s 

screi^th to penetrate into the hua pressing one’s mind to die 

utmost in order to achieve realisation, Do not misunderstand what 

I have said and just wait for awakening to come. In the moment of 

awakening, the clouds vanish and the clear sky shines vast and empty; 

nothing can obscure it. In this moment heaven spins and the earth 

somersaults- An entirely different realm appears. 

The Mastcrt of old said: ‘Tao, like the great Void, is all-inclusive. 

It lacks nothing and nothing remains in it,’ He who has really attained 

die sutc of flodbie hoJlown«s” sees no world without and no body 

or mind within. Only then can he be considered as having drawn 

near the entraiice [of Tao], 

When working at Zen, one should know these four important 

points: To work on it with absolute detachment and complete freedom 

in a painstaking, direct, continuous, and flexible-hoUow way. 

Without direcm«s exertion is completely wasted; and without 

exertion, directness is useless because it alone can never bring one to 

the entrance [of Tao]. Once the entrance is reached, however, one 

should maintain an uninterrupted continuity in order to attain a 

slate conforming with Enlightenment Once this state is achieved, one 

should strive to be flexible-hoUow. Only then can one reach the state 

of wonder,** 
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In day? of old people often drew circles of lime [on the ground] 

to sonify determination that, undl they realized the ultimate Truth, 

they would never go outside the circle. Nowadays people irivobusly 

draw circles in wanton folly, pretending they possess a free and lively 

spirit. How laughable this is! 

If, during your work, you experience comfort or lightness, or come 

to some understanding or discovery, you must not asome that these 

tilings consdfute true ‘realization’. Some time^, I, Po Shan, worked 

on the Ferry Monk’s koan, ‘Leaving no Trace*. One day, while reading 

The Traamission of the Lamp, I came upon the story in which Chao 

Qiou cold a monk, ‘You have to meet someone three thousand miles 

away to get it [the Tao]-' Suddenly 1 left as if I had e^pped the 

thousand-pound burden and beheved that I had attained the great 

‘realization’. But when I met Master Pao Fang I soon saw how ^norant 

I was, and I became very ashamed of myself. Thus you should know 

that even after one has attained wu (eatoH) and feels safe and com¬ 

fortable, one still cannot consider the work done undl one has consulted 

a great teacher. 
Zea-work does not consist in merely reciting a koan. What Is die 

use of repeating a sentence again and again? The primary thing is 

to arouse the ‘doubt-sensation’, no matter on wbat koan you arc 

working. 
Wheo working at Zen, it is important not to lose die right thought. 

This is the thought of aun, meaning ‘to bore into’.“ If one loses the 

thought of tsan, one has no alternative but to go astray. Some Zen 

yogis absorb themselves in quiet meditation and cling to the feeling 

of quietness and lucidity- They regard this experience of absolute 

purity, devoid of a speck of dust, as Buddhian. But this is just what I 

mean by tesing the right diought and straying into lucid sereni^. 

Some Zen yogis regard the consciousnes^soul that reads, taUts, sia, 

and moves as the prime concern of Buddhism. This, also, is going 

astray. Some who suppress distracted thought and stop its arising 

consider 4Kf to be Buddhism. They, however, are going ^cray by 

using delusory thought to suppress delusory thought. It is like tryh^ 

to pr«s down the grass witii a rock or to peel the leaves of a plantain 

one after die other - there is no end. Some visualize the body-mind 

as space, or bring the arising thoughts to a complete stop like a 

standing wall, but this, also, is goir^ astray. 
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When working at Zen, merely to arouse the 'doubt sensation* is 

not enough. One must break right through it. If he cannot seem to 

do 80, he must pul forth all his strengili, strain every nerve, and 

keep on trying. 
Chao Chou said, ‘For the past thirty years I have never diverted 

my mind eccept when eating or dressing.* He also said, ‘If you put your 

mind on the principle, sit and look into it for twenty to thirty years, 

and if you still do not understand, come and chop off my headi* 

Yun Men said, ‘There arc two kinds of sickness that prevent the 

“iight”^ from being penctratingly free. First, the yogi feels that it does 

not iilumifiate at ^ places and times, and that something continues 

to appear before him. Second, although he may have penetrated 

through the voidness of all dharmas, yet, hazily and fointly, tliere 

still seems to be something existing. This, also, is a sign that the light 

is not penetratingly free. 

‘There are, likewise, two illnesses of the Dhcmakaya^ First, he who, 

having obtained the Pfuvmakqya, still cannot throw off the clinging 

of Dharroa and who retains the self-view, adheres only to the side 

of tile Dharmakttya~ Second, if he penetrates through the Dhamakaja 

but is not able to let go of it, he should be extremely cautious, and 

carefully examine his realization - if the slightest breathing-trace [of 

an object] remains, this, also, is an illness.* 

My comment on thh is that the foulc stems from the fact that a 

man regards the as tiie Truth. He has not yet completely cut 

off the ‘thing itself' or penetrated through it, nor has he turned his 

body around and exhaled.^* If anyone reaching this state lets in 

diverting thoughts, he will be demon-possessed and, in making a 

vain display of his knowledge, will work more harm than good. 

Hsuan Sha said: ‘Some people claim that the nature of Wisdom 

inheres in the vivid-clear one [consdousness], that that which is 

conscious of seeirig and hearing is the Wisdom itself. They [regard] 

the Five Skhandkas [tiie consciousness group] as the Master. Alas, 

such tochers only lead the people astray! Such are, indeed, mis- 

leaders! Let me now ask you: If you consider this vivid-clear con¬ 

sciousness to be die true being then why, during sleep, do you lose 

this vivid-dear consciousness? Now do you understand? This error 

is called “recognizing the thief as one*s own son”. It is the very root 
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of Sangsara, which generates and sustains ail habitual thinking and 

delusory ideas.’ 

Finally, Hsuan Sha said; ^ . some people begin to collect their 

thoughts, suppress their minds, and merge all dungs into the Empti* 

ness. They close thdr eyelids and hide their eyeballs. As soon as 

distracting thoughts arise, diey push them away. Bven when the 

subtlest thought rises, dicy immediately suppress it. This kind of 

practice and understanding constitutes the very trap of die dead- 

void heredcs. Such practitioners are living dead men. They become 

callous, impassive, senseless, and torpid. They resemble stupid thieves 

who try to steal a bell by stuffing thm earsl' 

AAwnisfurmis to Thost Who Cannot Bring Forth th$ 'BouhuStnsQ^r^ 

When working at 2ea, some people, owii^ to their inability to 

raise the ‘doubt-sensarion’, begin to delve into books and words. 

They try to employ the sayings and teachings of the Buddhas and 

Patriarchs, rationalizing them to explain the koans. They reason 

about Che koans instead of ^boring into’ (tnu) them. They resent being 

asked to answer koans too difficult for them to solve. Such people 

should find good teachers; otherwise, Aey will become demon- 

possessed, and no one will be able to save them. 

When working at Zen, some people, owing to their inability to 

raise the ‘doubt-scosatioD’, begin to suppress the arising of thoughts. 

When all thoughts have been suppressed, they experience a ludd 

and pure serenity, thoroughly dear, without die slightest taint. This, 

however, constitutes the very root-source of the consdousness which 

they cannot break through, This is the consciousness within the realm 

of jJie and death {Sangsati^. It is not Zen. Thdr foulc is that at the 

start of their Zen practice they did not work pcnetradngly enough 

on the hut iou: thus, the doubt-sensation did not arise. As a result 

they either suppress thought and become dead-veid heretics, or, 

pluDging into self-indulgent conedt, they mislead and cheat die 

ignorant, diverting people’s foith and hindering their progress on the 

Bodhi Path. 
When working on Zen, some people, owing to didr inability to 

raise the ‘doubt-sensadon’, begin to indulge themselves in all kinds 

of liberties. They pretend to live and act as ‘free and liberated’ persons. 
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When they meet otheir, they begin to sing and dance, to laugh and eo 

‘carry on’. They compose poems on the river bank and sing hymns 

in the woods. Elsewhere, they chat and tell jokes. Some pace the 

bazaars and market places, declaring themselves 'accomplished men’. 

Whenever they see chariublc Masters building temples, establishing 

orders, medimting, praying, or engaging in any kind of good works, 

dicy clap their hands, laugh, and ridicule them. With pride, vanity, 

and sclf-conc^t, they ridicule the upright. Unable to pracii« Tao 

themsclvtt, they create hindrances &r others. Unable to recite the 

sulras and practise the devotions, they nevertheless impede the efforts 

of others to do so- They themselves cannot ism [bore into Zen], 

but they hinder others in thar ism Z^ Although they cannot 

found temples or preach the Dharma, they oppose others doing so. 

When good Masters deliver public sermons, they come forward and 

pelt them with embarrassing questions, showing ofF before the public 

by asking one more question and demanding one more answer, by 

dappii^ their hands, or by making silly remarks, Wise Masters 

behold these actions as tho*^h watching ghosts at play. If the Master 

pays no attention to their ridiculous antics, these Zen lunatics tell 

everyone that he is an ignoramus. Ah, what a pity I How sad! All 

this happens because these people have been overrun by their Smparu 

thoughts for a long time. Havk^ gone astray on the path of devils, 

they commit innumerable sins. Once their former good Karma is 

exhausted, they wiU go straight to Hell! Oh, what a pitiful burincssl 

AdfwrusApwUs U} Thess Wh Cm Bmg Forth thi ‘I>ouhtSensation' 

When working at Zen, he who can bring forth the ‘doubt-sensation’ 

then conforms with the principle of the Dkarmokoya. He secs the whole 

earth brightly iUiuninated, without die slightest obsadc. But if he 

assumes dmt this is the Tao, and is unwilling to release it, he sits 

only on one side of the Dharmak^ and is unable to cut off the root 

of life. It seems to him that there is still something in die Dfusmah(^a 

to understand, somcdiing that can be taken hold of and enjoyed- He 

does not realize that such thoughts are childish. Because such a person 

has not cut off the lifo-root [the cause of Smgscrc]^ he is rick throv^h 

and through. This is not Zen. He who reaches this state should put 

all of his body and mind into the work and ake up this great matter, 
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Still [knowing that] no one is there to take it up. Tlic Masters of old 

said: 

'Bravely let go 
On the edge of the cliff. 

Throw youraelf into the Abyss 

With decision and courage. 

Vou only revive after death, 

Verily, Aia is the Truth!’ 

When working at Zen, he who can bring forth the ‘doubt- 

sensadon’ then conforms with the principle of the Dhamakqyay and 

the whole world turns into a vortex- Immersed in the lossii^ waves 

and surging billows, he will enjoy himself greatly. However, when 

the Zen yogi readies this state, he is apt to become attached to this 

wonderful experience which so fully absorbs liim. Thus he wU not 

progress foxdicr, even if pushed; nor will he turn back, even if he is 

pulled down. Cbnsequenily, he cannot put all his body and mind 

into the Work. He is like a tramp who has discovered a hill of gold. 

While knowing it clearly to be gold, he nevertheless cannot lake it 

away widi him and enjoy it at wUl. This is what the old Masters 

called ‘the treasure guard’. Such a man is rick through and through. 

This is not Zen. He who reaches this state riiould disregard danger 

and death; only then will he conform with the Dharma. 

As Master Tien Tung said, ‘Tlie whole universe [then] becomes 

like cooked rice. One can dip his nose [in the bowl] and eat as much 

as he likes-’ Therefore, if at this stage he cannot do to, it is as though 

he were sitting beside a rice basket, or floating in the ocean-he 

cannot eat die rice or drink the water. He is hungry and thincy 

unto death I Of what use is this? Therefore the proverip says, ‘Ai^r 

Enlightenment one should visit Zen Masters.’ The sages of the past 

demonstrated the wisdom of this when, after their Enlightenment, 

they visited the Zen Masters and improved themselves greatly. One 

who clings to his realization and is unwilling to visit flie Masten, 

who can pull out his nails and spikes, a a man who cheats himself. 

When working at Zen, he who is able to bring forth the ‘doubt- 

sensation’ in confomrity with the principle of the DhmnaJu^ will 

then sec that mountains arc not mountains and that water is not 
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wawr. The whole «rih becomes suddenly complete, lacking nothing. 

But just as quickly, when a dUcriminatory thought arises in his mind, 

a curtain seems to have been drawn before him, veiling his body and 

mind. When he wants to take up his [realization of the Dharm6kay<t\, 

it refmes to return to him. He attempts to break throt^h it, but it 

cannot be broken up- Sometime, when he takes it up, it seems to be 

there; but when he puts it down, it becomes nothing. I call such a 

man ‘one who cannot open his mouth and exhale, wlxo cannot shift 

his body and change liis pace’. At that moment he can do notlung 

for himself. Wlien one reaches this state, liis entire body becomes 

full of sicknesses. This is not Zen. The point is that people in ancient 

times practised Zen in a singl^minded manner. Their minds were 

^cerely focused. When they b^o»^;ht forth the ‘doubt^nsation’, 

they saw that the mountain was not a mountain and dtat the water 

was not water, but they did not bring up any discriminatory reflex 

tions or arouse any second thoughts. Stubbornly and sieadiasdy they 

pushed forward; and then, suddenly, the ‘doubt^ensation’ was broken 

up and thwp entire bodies became full of eyes. Then they saw that 

the mountain was still a mountain and that the water was still water. 

There was not the slightest trace of voidness to be found. From whence, 

then did all these mountains, rivers, and the great earth itself come? 

Actually, not a thing has ever existed. He who reaches this state must 

go to the Zen Masters; otherwise, he is apt to go astray again. Because 

the wTOi^ path, bebw 'the clUT of decaying trees’, has still one more 

track running foom it. If one reaches this state but sdll continues to 

work hard for advancement and does not scumble over the decaying 

trees, 1, Fo Shan, wUi glady work with him as my companion and 

friend in Zen. 

When worldng at Zen, he who can bring forth the ‘doubt-sensa¬ 

tion’ then cooforms with the principle of the Dhomakeya^ Nevertheless, 

at there seems to be an appearance of something hazy before 

him as cboi^ some concreteness still existed &ere. While clinging to 

this hazy appearance and doubting this and that, he tells bimselT that 

he has understood the tnuh of Dkamak^ and realized the nature of 

the Universe. He is unaware that what he sees is Illusory, a vision 

created by blinking. He is sick through and through. The man who 

has really plunged into the Truth [should fed] like this; 
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Ai the votld siretche$ tea feet, 

The old mirror widens to netch It 
With his fearles body egainst the whole Universe, 

He cannot find the » organs, sense olyects, or the great earth. 

Since in this state the o^ans, sensts, all objects, and even the great 

heaven and earth become empty and nothing exists, where can one 

find any trace of body, objects, materials, and that hary appearance 

of something existing? Master Yun Men also pointed this trap out to 

m. If one can clear up this error, the other ^ults will automatically 

dissolve. I always warn my students that many kinds of ^kness prevail 

in the realm of die J>/uimaA^a. Here tlie important thing is to catch 

the most deadly disease once. Only then will one recogiusc the very 

root of this illness. Even if all sentient beings on this great earth 

practised Zen, none of them would be immune from catchii^ the 

sickness of DAamwfciya. Of course, this does not apply to people M of 

blindness and stupidity. 

When working at Zen, he who can biii^ forth die ‘doubt-seasation’ 

then comforns with the principle of the Thereapon he 

ponders what the old Masters have said: 

The whole earth is but one of my eyes, 

But a spark of my illumioating light; 

The whole earth is in this tiny spark within me. 

He then tx^ins to iniellectuaUze, and quotes sayings from the 

such as, ‘All the truths in the infinite universes are found 

within a dny mote of dust.* With such sayings he tries to concep¬ 

tualize the truth, and is unwilling to make further efforts to progress. 

In feet, he becomes trapped in a situation wherein he can neither 

die nor stay alive. AJthough, with this rationalized understandii^, he 

considers himself an enlightened being, actuaUy, his body is full of 

sickness. He has not yet gained Zen. His experience may accord with 

the Principle [Zxj. but if he cannot pulverize this experience and 

reduce it m nought, all his acquired understanding is only fit to be 

called a ‘hindrance to Zr [Truth]. He has fallen on the very edge of 

the Furthermore, since he has been dragged along by 

his conceptualizing mind, he can never penetrate to the depdi of Li, 
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Unable to strangle thU unwieldy monkey, how can he revive from 

death? A Zen student should know that from die very boning, 

when the ‘douht-sewation’ arises, be should try to bring it into con¬ 

formity with U. ThU achieved, he should try to plumb its very depths. 

Reaching the depths, he should then turn a complete somersault 

from the fop of an right-thousand-foot cliff-plunging down to the 

plain, then springing up out of the Jang River waving his hands. 

This is the way a gieat man should work at Zen. 

Wlien working at Zen, he who can bring ford: the ‘d^mbt-sensation’ 

then confonw with tlie principle of the DhArmakaya. While walking, 

standing, sitting, or sleeping, he always feels ns if enveloped in sun- 

light or living in the glow of a lamp. But sometimes the wliole experi¬ 

ence items flat and tasteless. Then he drops cverytliing completely 

and meditates until he I'eachcs a state as limpid as water, as lucent 

as a pearl, as clear as the wind, and as bright as the moon. At this 

time he feels his body and mind, the earth and the heavens, fuse into 

one pellucid whole-pure, alert, and wide-awake. This, he begins to 

think, U the ultimate Enlightenment. The feet is that he really cannot 

turn bis body about and exhale, or walk through the market with 

his bands at his sides; nor is he wHlii^ to visit Zen teachers for appraisal 

or advice. He may also form some strange ideas about the lUumuiating 

Purity and call hU experience true Enlightenment. As a matter of feet, 

his body reeks with sickness. He has not yet gained Zen. 

When working at Zen, he who brir^ forth the ‘doubt-sensation’, 

eonfbrms with the princifis of the Dharmakaya. He may then consider 

the Dhamekaya as somethii^ supernatural. With this notion in mind, 

he begins to see lights, auras, and all sorts of different visions. He 

believes these to be holy revelations and, with great pride, begins to 

tell people about them, claiirung that he has attained the great 

Enlightenment In feci, however, sickness Infests his body. This is not 

Zen. He should have known that all these visions could only have 

been produced by focalizing his own delusory thoughts; or that they 

were the conjurations of demons taking advantage of the opportunity; 

or, possibly, that they were sent by heavenly beings or gods, such as 

Indra, to test him. The meditation practices of the Pure Land School 

furnish an example of the first case, that is, tiic creatbn of visions 
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through fbcalking delusory thoughts. The practitioners of the Pure 

Land Sdiool meditate on images of the Buddhas, concentrating on 

visuaUzing them untd titey see visions of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, 

as stated in tlie iutm of the Sixteen Observations- All these experiences, 

which accord with the teaching of the Pure Land School, are good, 

but they are not Zen. 
The second case, the opportunity taken by danons to invade the 

mind of the mec^tator to confuse him with delusory visions, is dearly 

described in the Svrmgama S\am\ Tf, while realizing the cmptine» of 

the five aggregates, the mind of tlie yogi is still attach^ to anything, 

demons will conjure up various forms before his ey«-' 

An ocample of the third case is that of the god Indra, who con¬ 

jured up dreadful figures to frighten Gautama Buddha before his 

enlightenment. Wlicn Buddha was not frightened, Indra cali^ up 

forms of beautiful women to allure him, but Buddha had no desire 

towards them. Whereupon Indra appeared before Buddha m his 

original form, made obrisance, and said; ‘The great mountain can 

be moved, the great ocean can be drained, but nothing can shake 

your mind.' A Zen proverb also says: 

The feab of demons are exhaustible, 
But not an old man's mind. 
For how can he exhaust it 
When be sees aod hears nothing? 

A roan who is truly workup on Zen has no time for illusory 

visions or even for a second thought, not though a sharp kmfo be 

pressed against hb throat- If his experience really confoitns to the 

Truth, he realizes that there is no object outride of hb own mind. 

Gan he find a vision apart fiom the mind which mirrors it? 

When working at Zen, he who brings forth the ‘doubt-sensation’ 

confoims with the principle of the Dhamekt^a. He b then apt at aU 

times to feel a lightness and ease of body and mind, fecUng thoroi^wy 

free in all activities and circumstances, and that nothing can hinder 

him Thb, however, b merely the sign of the inidal stage of one s 

meeang with the Tao. It b just the action of the four elements 

harmonizing within the physical body- Temporary and cont^ent, 

it b a state by no means absolute or permanent. When uninlormed 
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persons reach it, they talte it for the great Enlightenment, shrug off 

their doubt*sensatioo, and make no ilirthcr efforts to advance in 

Zen Work. Although to some extent able to enter into the Truth [ii], 

they do not realize that their roots-of-life are not yet cut out. There¬ 

fore, all they have gained still lies within the framework and functioning 

of the inferential oonsciousness. They are sick through and through. 

They have not yet gained Zen. They have failed to reach a deep state 

of ‘truth’ at the outset, and have fumed about too soon. Even though 

tliey may possess a deep understaning, they cannot apply it; even 

tliox^Ii they liavc acquired the ‘live remark’ (Am ehu),^^ they should 

still continue to cultivate and preserve it in quiet retreats near a river 

or in a forest They should never be anxious to become Zen Niters 

at once, or allow conceit and pride to rule them. 

The point is that in the very beginning, when the ‘doubt-sensation’ 

arises, it congeals into a thick, ball-like mass. At this crucial time the 

important thing is to let this doubt-mass break up by itself This U 

the only way to make a profitable gain. Otherwise, if he who under¬ 

stands only a little of the Li principle casts the doubt-mass away 

immediately, he wiU certainly not be able thoroi^hly to tdll and 

really break through the doubt-sensation [» This is not prac- 

tisii^ Zen. Such a one may label himself a Zen Buddhist, but he will 

only fritter bis life away. The course he should take is to vitit the 

great Zen Masters, because they are the great physicians of Zen, 

capable of curing the serious illnesses of students. They also serve as 

generous and wise patrons who may fulfil all his wishes. At this stage 

one should never let contentment or conedt keep him back from 

seeing the Zen TeacKcra. He should recognize that unwillingness to 

see those who know more than he does is the disease of egotism. 

Among all the richnesses of Zen, none is worse than this. 

4. DlSCOUftSB OF KASTBE HAN SHAK 

[From the Han Shan Ta Shih Meng Tu Ch'uan Chx\ 

Concerning this great matter, the Tao, everyone baa possessed it 

from the beginning. It Is always with each of you. The difficulty Is 

that from the time of no-beginning the Wonderful Illumination has 
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been covered over by seeds of pas^a, streams of thought, the flow 

of conceptualization, and deeply rooted habitual thinJung. There¬ 

fore, wc have never been able to grasp the realiaation itself, but 

instead have wandered among the shadows of delusory thoughts about 

mind, body, and the world. This is why we have been ever roaming 

in Soflgsara. 
Previously, the Buddhas and Patriarchs who incarnated m this 

world, through the use of thousands of words and various methods, 

preached cither the Doctrine, or Zen.»“ All their teachir^ wc« but 

instruments to crush the habitual ‘cUngings’ infecting human thought. 

There is no Dharma in the sense cf something real or concr«c m 

that which they have handed down to us. The so^alled pracd« or 

work is merely a method for purifying the shadows of cur habiti^ 

thinking and flowing thoughts. To concentrate all one's efforts to this 

end is called ‘work'. If suddenly the surging thoughts stop, one secs 

dearly that one^s self-mind is originally pure, genuine, vast, illu- 

minatmg, perfect, and devoid of objects. This is caU^ Wu papancM: 

There is nothing oumde of the mind, nothing which can be 

worked upon, and nothing to be enlightened. . . • Howcvct, the 

egotistic passions, long-accumulated and rooted within us, are difficult 

to wipe out. 
Fortunately, in this incarnation, through the help and instrucuon 

of [right] teachers, the Prajna seed within you has had an opjwrtuiuty 

to grow. Thus your reUgious aspirations and your determination have 

been awakened. But you must realise that it is not easy to pull out all 

at once the roots of Sangsara which have been deep within you from 

beginnii^lcss time. TOs task is not trivial I Only men of will 

might, brave enoi^h to shoulder such a burden and to press straight 

forward witiiout the slightest hesitation or timithty, will be aUe «) 

enter into it [the Tao]. For all others the chance is very, very sLght. 

An old proverb says: This matter b like one man against ten 

thousand foes.’ How true this saying is! Generally speakii^, nowadays, 

when Buddhism is in a state of degeneration,*’ there are many yogis 

who practise the Tao, but few of them can come to the aco^ 

Realisation. Gropers and hard workers are many, but bencficianes 

and finders of the Path remain few. Why? This is because most yogis 

do not know how to work, how to enter into the task at the very outat. 

What they do is to fill their minds with the words and ideas that they 
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have formed through thinking, or they measure things by means of 

the discrizmoatii^ miod, or they suppress tlic stream of diought, or 

dazzle themselves with visionary bewildennents. Some of them have 

stuffed themselves with the mysterious words of the old Masters, and 

treated thee instructions or imdcrstandings as their own. They do 

not know that all these things are useless. This is what is meant by the 

saying "To acqvuie understanding at the hands of others is to close the 

gate of Klf-erdightenmcnt.’ The first step you should take in 2cn workis 

to forget about all undeistanding and knowledge and concentrate on 

one thought (* nien). Krmly believe tl.ac your self-mind is originally 

pure and clear, without the slightest trace of any existence - bright, 

perfect, and ubiquitous ihrou^out the whole tmivetse- From the 

bepnning there was no body, mind, or world, nor any erroneous 

thoi^hts or infective passions- Right at this instant [the appearance 

of this] one mind is [in reality] non-existent. All manifestations before 

my eyes are also delusions devoid of substance. They are merely 

shadows within the mind- With this definite understanding, one 

should work in following manner: Seank 9Ui iJu point where ycur 

thoughts vise and disqppev. Su where a ihoughl arias vul where U vanishes. 

Keep this point in mind and try to break right through it; try to 

crush it widi all your mi^t! If you can crush it to pieces, all will 

dissolve and vanish away- At this time, however, one must not follow 

it [the instantaneous experience] nor try to continue it. Master Yung 

Chia once admonished, ‘The thought of continuation should be cut 

short/ This is because floating, delusory thot^hts are virtually rootless 

and unreal. Never treat the distracted thought as a concrete thing- 

Wien it arises, notice it right away but never try to suppress it. Let 

it go and watch it as one watches a leaf floating on the surface of a 

scream. 
What you should do is to take up tiiis awareness as if holding a 

sharp sword in your hand. No matter whether Buddha or devils 

come, just cut them off like a snarl of tarried silk threads- Use all 

your attention and strength patiently to push your mind to the very 

dead end [of consciousness]; just push it on and on. 

Those who detennme to practise the Dharma should believe 

fitroly the teaehii^ of Mind-only. Buddha said, ‘All tiic Three King¬ 

dom^ are mind, all ten thousand Dharmas are consciousness.* All 

Buddhism Is nothing but an exposition of this sentence. Ignorance 
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or Enlighlenmcnt, virtue or wickedness, cause or effect, are nothing 

but one’s own mind. Not one iota of anythii^ exists outside of Mind 

The Zen yogi should, completely cast aside his former knowledge and 

understanding. Here scholarship or cleverness is useless. Rather, he 

should look on the whole world as hallucinatory. What he secs are 

miragts, mirror-images, like the moon reaccfcd in the water. The 

sounds he hears are hymns of the wind blowing through the trees- 

He should sec all manifestations as clouds floatii^ in the - changing 

and unreal. Not only the outer world, but all habitual thoughts, 

passions, distractions, and desires within one’s own miod are, likewise, 

insubstantial, non-concrcte, rootless, and fioatii^. Whenever any 

thot^t arises, you sliould ay to find its source; never let it go easily 

or be cheated ^ it. If you can practise like this, you will be doing 

some solid work- 
There arc many koans which help you to work in the tumult of 

worldly activities, like the one, ‘Who is he \^dlo recites the name of 

Buddha?’ Although this koan is most helpful, you must realize that 

it is merely a stone for knodring upon the door; when the door is 

opened the stone is thrown away. To work on the koan you must 

have firmness, unshakable determination, and solid perseverance. 

You should not have the least he^taiion or irresolution, oor should 

you practise one koan today and another one tomorrow. You should 

not have any doubts about attaining Enlightenment, nor about the 

koan being too deep or mysterious, and so on, All such thoughts 

are hindrances. I point them out to you now, so that you will notice 

them later when they come up. When your work is being done well, 

thir^gs in the outer world will not bother you very much. But the 

trouble is that mental disturbances will arise feverishly inyournund 

without any obvious reason. Sometimes desires and lust up; 

sometimes an indescribable restlessness bursts forth. Numerous other 

hindiances will also appear. All these difficulties will tire you men¬ 

tally and physically, so that you will not know vdiat to do. You must 

then realize that all these harassing cxpcriencea are produced by 

your mediution effort, which has stimulated into activity the seeds 

of habit dc^y hidden in your Store [Alajra] Consciousness from the 

time of no-beginning. At this crudal stage, you must recc^nize them 

thoroughly and break through them. Never take them as real; never 

subject yourself to ihdr control and deceptions. What you should 
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do is to rdirsh your mind. Alert your^r, end with a high spirit 

look r^t at die arisir^ point of the distractiDg thought. !took into 

it to its very bottom; push your mind on and on to the [impenetrable 

state]. Say to yourself, ‘There is no such thing in me; where do you 

come from? I must see your naked body.’ In this manner, exert 

your mind to the very, very end, wipe out all traces [of thoughts], 

kill them and make all the deities and ghosts cry out. If you work 

like this, the good news will soon come to you. If you can break one 

thought into pieces, all thoughts wiU instantaneously be stripped off. 

This will be like the emergence of a clear limpid pond when the 

mists have vanished. After this stage, you will feel comfortable and 

infriuteiy light, frlled with boundless joy. But this is just the beginning 

of knowing how to work; there is nothing wonderful about it Never 

rejoice and wallow in this ravishing experience; if you do, the de^dl 

of joy will possess you. 

Those whose hindrances are too great, whose seeds of pasrion are 

too strong, and whose habitual thoughts are too inveterately rooted 

in their Store Conciousness, not knowing how to observe thdr minds 

or how to work on the koaos, should pracuse the prostrations before 

Buddha, recite the holy mlra;, and confess their wrongdoings. 'Hiese 

persons should also repeat the mantrams [holy incantations]. For 

thren^ the inscrutable symbols of the Buddhas one's hindrances can 

all be overcome. This is because all the holy mantrams are Vajra 

heart-symbols of the Buddhas. Holding them in our hands as 

thunderbolts, we can crush all obstacles. The essence of the esoteric 

instruction of the Buddhas and Patriarchs in the past was contained 

in the mantrams. Ths difftrtnet hgT4 is Utal tfu Buddha Ulls u; plauify, 

whiU thi Masters ktep the maitsr steni and do not talk about U. This 

is only because the Zen Masters are afraid of people becoming attached 

to, or misunderstanding, this practice, and not because they do not 

use It themselves. However, to practise the mantrams, one must do 

so regularly. After a long time one will find them a great help; but 

one should never hope for or expect a miraculous response from the 

Buddhas. 

It is important to know that there are two lands of [Zen] yogis: 

those who attain }Vu first and then practise, and those who 

practise first and then attain Wu.' There are also two kinds of Wut 

the ‘understanding-^^ (<huh tvu) and the ‘realisatlon'Wa’ {chsng 
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jott).* The ‘undersfanding-ofu* means coming to know ihe xtiind 

through the teachings and words of the Buddhas and Patriarchs, 

but here most people fall into conceptualisation and inceUection, 

and cannot feel when they encounter the acrivities and conBicts 

of life. Their minds and outer objects (^*n) axe discrete from each 

other-not Interfused or merged; thus they face obstacles all the 

time. This is called the ‘reserabHng*am’, not the real fVu. The 

‘realization<a«' resulu Irom solid and steadfast work on the problem 

[koan]. Tliose who drive their minds to the very dead end will find 

that their thoughts suddenly stop. Instantaneously they behold their 

self'inind, as if a vagabond son had met his own loving mother at 

the crossroads of the bazaar. Like one drinking water, the yogi btws 

whether it is cold or warm, and there is no room for doubt; nor Is 

he able to express this feeling to anyone else. This is the real ‘ 

Possttsing this ‘ Wu‘ experience, one merges hb mind with all conditions 

of life, cleansing all the present karmas and streams of passion and 

desire. Even doubts and vagaries are fused into die one real Mind. 

TTiis ‘rtalUaiion-wu', however, has di^ermX digrus qf fnofttnSly. If one 

is able to work on the basic principle and brea^ right throi^ the 

nest of the Eight Consciousnesses, to turn over the cave of blindness 

and with one great leap to pass right through, then there is nothing 

more for him to attain. He deserves consideration as a highly endowed 

person. Hb realization is the deepest. Many of those who practise 

through gradual steps gain only shallow realiaacions. The worst thing 

b to be content with small and shallow attairunent. Never allow 

yourself to fall into the hallucinations of fantasy. Why? Because if 

the Eight Consdousneases arc not broken through, whatever won¬ 

derful things one sees or does are merely works of the 

consciousness and senses shtrtg). If one treats all these phenomena 

as real, it b comparable to accepting a thief as one’s son. In the past 

the elders said clearly: 

‘Those ignorant yogb who know not the Truth cling to the 

imagined "absolute spirit", which b in fact the basic cause com¬ 

pelling them to wander in Sangsara from the time of no-beginning. 

Only fools thb "[clinging-bound] absolute spirit" the "Primordial 

Being"^ !* That b the most important gate one nuist break through. 

The so^alled ahrupi adighUnmeni and gradual practice refers to the 

person who has already attained }Vu in a thorough-going manner, 
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buc wLo still cannot cleanse all at once the habitual ihou|[lns within 

him. He should then work on identifyii^ his IVu realaatlon with all 

that is encountered in his daily activity, and should put his under¬ 

standing into actual use by merging it with objective events. As one 

portion of objective maiufcstation is merged with the Wu realization, 

one portion of the Dkarmahiya will be unfolded j and as one portion 

of delusory thought is dissolved, one portion of the Wisdom IPr^na) 

will come to light. 
The crudai point of this practice is continuity and consistency. 
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SHORT AUTOBIOGRAPHIES OF FIVE ZEN MASTERS 

(. SFITOUS 07 ZEN MASTER BAN SHAN’S AUTOSIOCRAPHY 

[From the Han jVVtfs 

I WAS born at Chuan Chiao in the county of Nanking. My mother, 

a pious Buddhist, had been a worshipper of the AJl-merciful Kwan 

Yin all her life. One day she dreamed that the All-merciful Mother 

brought into the house a child which site received with warm embraces. 

As a result, she became pregnane, and on the twelfth of October, 

1545/* I was bom. 

In 1^6, when I was twelve months old, a serious illness brought 

me to the point of death. My mother prayed to the All'merciful One 

and vowed that if 1 recovered she would ofler me to the monastery 

to become a monk. When 1 recovered, she duly entered my name in 

the Monastery of Long Life. 

When I was three years old, 1 preferred to sit alone and did not 

care to play with otJier children. My grandfather would say, ‘This 

child is like a wooden polel’ 

When I was seven years old, my mother sent me to school. At 

that time 1 had an uncle who loved me very much. One day, just 

before I arrived home from school, he died. When I saw him lying 

so still on the bed, my mother tried to deceive me about bis death, 

saying, ‘Your uncle is asleep. You might wake him up.’ Whereupon 

1 called to my imcle a few but he did not answer me. At this 

my aimt, greatly griefstricken, cried out to him, ‘Oh, my Heaven! 

Where have you gone?’ Very puzzled, I said to my mother, ‘My 

uncle’s body lies right here. Why does my aunt say he has gone 

away?* Then my mother said, ‘Your uncle is dead.* ‘If one dies, 

where does one then go?* 1 asked her, and. from that moment this 

question was deeply impressed on my mind. 

After a time, my aunt gave birth to a child. When my mother 

took me to see the new-born baby for the first time, I asked, ‘How 

did this baby get into the belly of my aunt?* My mother patted me 

and said, ‘Foolish child! How id you get into my belly!’ 

From that day on, the big question of life and death obsessed my 

thought. It stuck in my mind and wrighed like lead on my heart. 

When 1 was eight years old, I was boarded with some relatives 
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across the river » that I could be nearer my school My motlier 
forbade me to come home more tliaa once a month. One day, how¬ 
ever, I refused to return to school after my monthly lioliday. When 
1 told my mother that 1 could not bear to leave her, she became 
furious- She slapped me and chased me to the river bank. But titere 
I would not leave her to board the ferry boat. In a rage, she grabbed 

me by the hair, threw me into tlie river, and then turned houwvard 
without once looking back. My grandmother, who was near by, 
called for help and I was saved. Finally, when I reached home, my 
mother exclaimed. ‘What is the use of keeping Uiis trash alive! It 
would be better if he had drowned!* Mcr this site beat me and tried 
to chase me away. Then I decided that my mother was too siera and 
cruel and that, henceforth, I would not go home any more. 

I learned later that my mother many times stood alone on the 

river bank weeping. Wlien my grandmother discovered this, she 
upbraided her. With tears flowing down her cheeks, my mother 
answered, ‘I must make him overcome his too affectionate nature so 

that he can study seriously.* 
When I was nine years old, I entered the monastery to study- One 

day I overheard a monk reciting the Sulra of iht All-rnercful On«. Thus 
I became aware that Kwan Yin could save us from all the sufferings 
of this world, At this realisation, I became very excited and borrowed 

the rufra SO that 1 might read and study it privately. 
On a later occasion, when I had accompanied my motlier while 

she burned incense and n\ade obeisance to Kwan Yin, 1 said, ‘Do you 

know the iutre of the Bodhisattva Kwan Yin?’ 
My mother said 'No', whereupon 1 immediately recited the aitrc 

for her. This pleased her very much and she asked, ‘Where did you 
learn this?' for the manner and voice in which 1 recited the suira 

were just like that of the old monk. 
In I ^5 I was tea. My mother was pressing me to study so hard 

that 1 was unhappy about it. 
'Why should 1 study?’ I asked her. 
'To get a position in the govcrDment,’“ she replied. 
'And what kind exposition can I have later in the government?' 

1 asked. 
Mother said, ‘You can start in a low position and it is possible to 

rise to become Prime Minister.' 
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‘Even if I become Prime Minister,' I said, ‘what then?* 

‘That is as far as one can go.* 

‘What is the use of becoming a high government official? To toil 

all one's life and get nothing is futile. I want to obtain somechiog of 

eternal value.’ 

My mother exclaimed, 'Oh, a useless son like you can be nothing 

but a wanderii^ monk!' 

I asked, ‘What Is the good of becoming a monk?* 

‘A monk/ she said, 'is a disciple of the Buddha and can go any* 

where in the world. Ke is a man of true freedom. Everywhere people 

will give him ofTeringi and serve bim.‘ 

"This seems very good to me. I should like to be a monk.' 

‘I am afraid,’ my mother replied, 'that you have no such 

merits.* 

When I appeared surprised at this, my mother continued, ‘There 

have been many Cfmng Yuan (Champion Scholars)** in this world, but 

Buddhas and Patriarchs do not oAen appear.' 

'1 have such meric/ I insisted, 'but I was afraid you would not 

let me go ahead.’ 

'If you have such merit,’ my mother replied, 'I will let you go 

your way.' 

This promise of hen I cherished in my heart. 

One day In 1559, when I was eleven years old, several people 

wearing bamboo rain-hati, with carrying poles upon their shoulders, 

approached our house. At once I asked my mother, ‘Who are these 

strangers?’ 

‘They are travelling monks,' she replied. T was delighted and 

watched them moat carefully. When they had nearly reached our 

house, they put down their carrying poles and rested under a tree. 

They asked xa where they could find some food. My mother told 

them to wait, and immediately began preparing a meal for them, 

attending and serving them with great respect and veneration. Afier 

eating, the monks stood up and shouldered their poles, but raised 

only one hand to express their thanks. My mother, however, waved 

them off, saying, ‘Please do not thank me.* The monks left without 

uttering a word. I then remarked to my mother, ‘These moulu seem 

impolite! They did not even say “Thank you” but just left!* ‘If they 

had thanked me,’ my mother explained, ‘I would have obtained 
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less ment from this good deed.’ I then said co myself, privately, that 

their action showed the supremacy of the priesthood. This encounter 

encouraged me more strongly than ever in my decision to become a 

monk. TTie only obstacle was that I did not then have the opportumfy. 

In 15571 was twelve. Usxially I did not like to mingle with worldly 

people or take part in thdr affairs. Whenever my father tried to 

arrange a marriage for me, I stopped him at once. One day I heard 

a monk from the Capital say that in the Monastery of Pao En hved 

a great Master named Hsi Lin. Immediately, I wanted to go to see 

him. I asked my father’s permission, but he refused. Tlien 1 asked 

my mother to intercede for me. She reasoned, *It is better to let our 

son follow his own wish and to help him to accomplish it.' That October 

I was sent to the monastery. As soon as the Orand Master saw me, he 

was pleased, remarking, “This boy is not a usual person. It would be 

a pitiable waste if he became an ordinary monk.’ At that time Master 

Wu Chi was preaching on a suits in the monastery. The Grand Master 

brought me to the meeting. When Master Ta Chou Chao saw me, he 

was delighted and exclaimed, *This child will become the master of 

men and Heaven.’’* He then patted me and asked, ‘Would you rather 

be a high officer in the government or a Buddha?’ I answered, *A 

Buddha, of course.* Then he tuned to the others, saying, *We must 

not underrate this child. He should be well educated.’ 

Although I did not understand a word of the lecture while I wu 

listening to It, my heart became eager and fervent u if it knew somC' 

thing but could not express it In words. 

In T564, when I was nineteen, many of my friends gained honour 

by passing the official examination.** They urged me to take the 

examination, also. When Master Yun ICu heard of this, he became 

worried that I might be pemiaded to engage in worldly affain; he, 

therefore, encouraged me to practise religion and to strive for Zen. 

He told me many stories of the Masters of the past, and showed me 

the book called Tht Biegr^kiss of tht Gnot Monks. Before I had ffnished 

reading the Lifr (f Chung Pong, 1 was so moved and exalted that I 

s^hed to myself, saying, ‘Oh, this is whac I would like to do I’ There¬ 

upon I made up my mind to devote my life to Buddhism. I then 

besought the Grand Master to ordain me. 

Discarding all wordly affairs and learning, 1 devoted myself to 

the study of Zen, but could not get anywhere. Then Z concentrated 
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on reciting (he name of BuddJia Amida, day and night, without 

interruption. Before long, Buddiia Amida appeared before me in a 

die&m, »ttlng high in the sky in the direction of the setting sun. 

Seeing his kind face and eyes radiant with compassion, dear and 

vivid, I prostrated myself at hU feet with mixed feelings of love, 

sorrow, and happiness. I said to myself, *Where are the Bodhisactvas 

Kwon Yin and Ta Shih Ghlh? I wish to see them.* Immediately the 

Bodhisattvas Kwan Yin and Ta Shih Ghih displayed the upper 

halves of their bodies. Thus 1 saw dearly the Three Holy Ones and 

was convinced that 1 would be succcMful in my eHbris at devotion. 

Tliat winter our monnslcry invited the Master Wu Chi to lecture 

on the philosophy of Hua Yen. Wlien the lecture come to the point of 

the Ten Mysterious Gates** - the eternal realm of the Ocean Seal -1 
suddenly realized the inilnite and AlUindusive totality of tlte Universe. 

So deeply impressed was I witJ) a profound admi ration for Cbing 

Liang [the founder of the Hua Yen sect} that 1 adopted one of his 

names and called myself Ghing Yin. 1 cUen put my understanding 

before the Master Wu Chi. He said to me, ‘Oh, lo you wish co follow 

the path of Hua Yen! Good) But do you know why he called himself 

Ching Liang [Pure and Cool]? It was because he used to dwell oo 

the Ghing Liang Mountain, eool in summer and icy and frosen in 

winter.’ Prom tliat moment, whetlier walking or sunding, 1 always 

saw before me a fkncaiy world of ice and mow. 1 then made up my 

mind to go and dwell on that mountain; nothing in the world could 

attract me any more. The yearning to renounce this world arose con¬ 

tinuously within me. 

On the sixteen of January, 1565, when I was twenty, my Grand 

Master died. A few days before his death he summoned all the monks 

in the monastery and said, T am now eighty-three years old. Very 

soon I will be leaving this world. I have some eighty disciples, but 

the oz^ who will carry on my work Is Han Shan. Ailer my death, 

you should all obey his orders and not neglect his iojunctioxu just 

because of his age.’ On the seventh day of the New Year my Grand 

Master, wearing his formal dress, called on each monk in hli own room 

to say good-bye- All of us were much surprised by this action. Three 

days later he settled his aHairs and made his will. At the time he 

appeared to have only a slight illness. We took him some medicine, 

but he refused it, saying, T am going away; what is the use of takii^ 
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drugs?' Then, he summoned all the monks in the monastery .uid 

ask^ them to recite the nanvs of Buddha Amida for liim. We prayed 

thus for him five days and n^hts. Kosary in hand, he died in the 

sitting posture, peacefuliy reciting the name of Buddlia Amida. Not 

long after his death the room in which he had lived for thirty yean 

was destroyed by Hre, as if to give an omen to his followers. 

In October of the same year Master Yun Ku opened a ‘Meditation 

Assembly’ [Ck'an Cht\. He called together fifty-three nationally known 

elders in order to reveal and propagate the teadung of mcdltutiun 

clirough its actual practice. Because of the recommendation of Master 

Yun Ku, 1 was able to join the assembly. At fust 1 did not know liow 

to work [meditate] and was greatly disturbed by niy ignorance. After 

burning incense and offering it to die Master, I asked him for insiritc* 

tion. He first uught me how to work on the koan, ‘Who is the one who 

redttt the name of Buddlia Amida?’ I concentrated for the next three 

months on this io:>an without a single distractuig thought. It was as 

if I were absorbed in a dream. During this whole period I was not 

aware of anyone in the assembly or of nnythiog happening around 

me. But in the first few days of my earnest striving 1 was much too 

anxious and impatient. My impatience caused die rapid growth of 

a carbuncle on my back which swelled to a large size and was acutely 

inflamed. My Master was moved with great pity for me. 1 then 

wrapped a stole around my shoulder and prayed mournfully and 

with great sincerity before the fiodhUattva Vatou [one of the 

GuarcUans of the Dharma], making this vow, ‘This affliction must 

be a Kannic debt which I owe from a previous incarnation and 

which I must pay back in this life. But in order that I may complete 

this meditation period, I beg you to postpone it to a later date. Before 

you as witness, I promise to pay this debt after the meditation practice, 

and I also promise to recite the Hua Tin \Avatamsaka\ Sulra ten times 

to show my gratitude and thankfulness to you.’ Thus 1 made my vow. 

Feeling very tired, I went to bed that evening, not even waking when 

the time for meditation was over. The next day the Master asked, 

‘How is your sickness?’ I answered, ‘I do not feel anything wrong 

now.’ He then looked at my back and found that the carbuncle had 

healed. All the monks were moved with admiration and astonishment. 

Thus 1 was able to complete the meditation practice. 

When the Assembly for Mei^tacon ended, 1 still felt as if I were 
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in meditation all the tmie> even while walking through the bazaar or 

on a busy street. 

In 1566 I was twenty-one. Tliat winter I attended lectures on the 

Fa Hua Sutra given by Master Wu Chi. I had made up my mind to 

go far away to meditate and was looking for a suitable companion, 

but had not found the right person. One day, however, I saw a 

tras’elling monk named Miao Feng, who seemed to be an unusual 

and genuine person. But a few days later he left the monastery without 

my knowledge; presumably, he feared tliat a too close association 

with mo might hinder his freedom. 

In 1571 I was twenty-six years old. A very heavy snow had fallen 

that year, and by the time I reached Yang Chow I had become very 

ill. After beii^ sick for some time, I had to beg for food in the street. 

But no one gave me anything. I wondered, asking myself, ‘Why will 

no one give me any food?’ Suddenly, I became aware that I still had 

some silver money in my pocket. I then collected all the Buddhist 

and Taoist monks who were unable to obtain food in the snow, and 

bought them diimcr in an eating-house, spending all the money 1 

had. The next mornb^, when I went to the bazaar again, I experienced 

no difficulty in begging and obtaining food. I was so delighted that I 

said to myself, Now my strer^th is sufficient to counter the wdght of 

hundreds of lonsl' 

In 1574 1 was iweniy-nine. 1 had come across Miao Feng again 

in the capital. Tliat September we journeyed to Ho Tung. The local 

magistrate, Mr. Chen, became our sincere patron. He contributed a 

sum for making a block printing of the Book 0/Shoo Lm. I edited and 

checked the work for liim. 

I had had difficulty in understanding the thesis, ‘On Immuta¬ 

bility’, fay Shao, espedally the part about the Whirlwind and the 

Resting Mountain, on vdiich I had had doubts for some years. 

But this time when I reached the point where the aged Brahmin 

returned home after bis lifetime of priesthood and heard his ne^b« 

bours exclaim, ‘Oh, look, the man of old days still exists 1' to which 

he replied, ‘Oh no, i may look like that old man, but actually I am 

not he,' I suddenly was awakened. Then 1 said to myself, ‘In reality, 

all dharmas have no coming and no going! Oh, how true, how true 

this isl’ I left my seat immediately and prostrated myself before the 

Buddha. As I made my obeisance I felt, ‘Nothing moves or arises,’ 
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I then lifted up the curtain on the door and stood on the platform 

outside. A sudden gust of wind swept the trees m the couri>'ard, 

whirling leaves against the sky. Kevercheless, while I watched the 

flying leaves, 1 did not feel that anything was moving. TJiis/ I thought 

to myself, 'is the meaning of the Whirlwind and the Resting Mounlian. 

Oh, now I understand]* Later, even while passing urine, 1 did not feel 

that there was anything flowing. I said to myself. ‘Oh, this is wlmi is 

meant by the saying that rivers flow all day, but nothing flows.' From 

then on, the problem of life and death - the doubts on the ‘where¬ 

from’ before birth and the 'whereto’ Jiftcr death-was completely 

broken. Thereupon 1 composed the following stanza: 

Lite comes and death goes, 
Water flows and flowers fade. 
Today I know my nostrib downwards (ace. 

The second morning afler this experience, Miao Feng came in. 

As soon as he saw me, he exclaimed delightedly, ‘What have you 

found?' 'Lest evening,’ I uid, 'I saw two Iron oxen fighting with 

each other along the river bank until they both fell into the water. 

Since then, I have net heard anything of them.' Mino Feng smiled. 

'Congratulations!' he said. 'Vou have seised the means by which you 

can alTord to dwell on the mountain from now on.' 

Soon afler thU Zen Master Fa Kuang, whom I liad long greatly 

admired, came. I was pleased to have this opportunity to meet and 

irudy under him. After we had exchanged a few words I was very 

impressed and begged him for instruction. He told me that 1 should 

work at Zen by dissociating from mind, consciousness, and pereq^- 

tioQS, and also that I should keep away from both the holy and the 

mundane paths of learning. I benefited greatly by his instructions. 

When he talked, his voice was like the throbbing of a heavenly drum. 

1 then realised that the speech and behaviour of those who actually 

understood the Truth of Mind are quite different from the speech and 

behaviour of ordinary people. 

One day, after reading some of my poems, Master Fa Kuang 

sighed, ‘This is really beautiful poetry. Where else can one find such 

wonderful lines? Yes, these poems are good, but one hole still remains 

unopened,’ and he laughed. I asked, ‘Master, have you opened that 

hole yet?' He replied, ‘For the past thirty years I have trapped tigers 
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and caught dragons, but today a rabbit came out of the grass and 

frightened me to death T I said, * Master you are not the one who can 

trap tigers anH catch dragons!* The Master raised his staff and was 

about to strike me when I snatched it and grabbed liis long beard, 

saying, ‘You said it was a rabbit, but actually it was a frog!' The 

Master then laughed and let me go. 
One day the Master said to me, ‘It is not necessary for you to go 

far away to seek a Zen teacher. I hope you will stay with this old 

man so that we can work together on subduing the Ox.’** I said to 

him, 'Your wit, eloquence, and uiwlcrsianding of Buddhism are in 

noway inferior to those of Ta Hui. However, there are some peculiarities 

in your manner that puzzle me. 1 am conscious that your liands are 

always waving and your mouth constantly murmuring as if rca^ng 

or chanting something. In short, your manner seems rather like that 

of a lunatic. What is the reason for this?' Muter Fa Kuang replied, 

'This is my Zen-rickness.** When the M'b [Valeri] experience came 

for the Hrtt time, automatically and instantaneously poems and 

stanzas poured from my mouth, like a gushing river flowing day and 

night without ceasing-1 could not stop, and since then I have had this 

Zon-sickncis.’ I asked, ‘What can one do when it appears?’ He replied, 

•When this Zensiickness first appears, one should notice it immediately- 

If he is not aware of it, a Zen Master should correct it for him at once 

by striking him severely and beating it out of him. Then the Muter 

should put him to sleep. When he awakes he will be over the sickness. 

I regret to say that my Master was not alert and severe enough to beat 

it out of me at that time.* 

In 1575 I wu thirty years old. With Miao Feng I went to Wu 

Tai Mountain, We stayed at Lung Men on the north side. On the 

third of March we cleared the snow from an old house of several 

rooms and took residence there. Ranges of mountains completely 

covood with snow and ice surrounded our abode. This wu the place 

I bad dreamed of for a long, long time. I felt u happy as if I had 

entered into a heavenly paradise. Both mind and body felt at ease 

and comfortable. 

After some time Miao Feng went to Yeh Tai, while I remained 

alone. 1 fixed my mind upon one thought and spoke to no one. If 

anyone came to the door I merely looked at him and said nothing. 

After a while, whenever I looked at people, they appeared like dead 
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logs, My mind entered a state in which I could not recognize a single 

word. At the start of this meditation, when I heard the howling of 

storms and the sounds of ice grinding against tJjc mountains, I fell 

very disturbed. The tumult seemed as great as that of thousands of 

soldier* and horse# in battle. fLater] I asked Miao Feng about it. He 

said, ‘All feclit^ and sensations arise from one's own mindj they 

do not come from outside. Have you heard what the monks in the old 

days said - "He who does not allow hU mind to stir when he hear# 

the sound of flowing water for thirty years will realise the Mimoubjus 

Understanding of Avalokiiesvara.” I then went lo sit on a soliltiry 

wooden bridge and meditated there every day. Ac first I heat'd the 

stream flowing very clearly, but as time passed I could hc*ir the sound 

only if I willed it. If I stirred my mind, I could hear it, but if I kept 

my mind still I heard nothing. One day, while sitting on the bridge, 

I suddenly felt that I had no body, It had vanished, together with 

the sound around me. Since then I have never been disturbed by 
any sound. 

My daily food was a gruel of bran, weeds, and rice water. When 

I first came to the mountain someone had given me three pecks of 

rice, which lasted for more than six months. One day, aAcr having 

my gruel, I took a walk. Suddenly 1 stood still, filled with the realiza¬ 

tion that I had no body or mind. All I could see was one great 

illuminating Whole - omnipre#enc, perfect, lucid, and serene. It was 

like an all-embracing mirror from which the mountains and rivers 

of the earth were projected as reflections. When I awoke from this 

experience, 1 felt a# ‘cleor-and-iransparcnt’ as though my body and 

mind did not exist at all, whereupon I composed the following siaoza: 

Suddenly the violence of mlad ceases: 
Inter body and outer world transparent arc and clear. 
After the great overturn the Void is broken through. 
How freely myriad fbnas then come and go. 

From then on, both the Inward and the outward experience 

became lucidly clear. Sounds, voice#, visions, scenes, farms, and 

objects wwe no longer hindrances. All my former doubu dissolved 

iDio nothing. When I relumed to my kitchen, I found the cauldron 

cenwd with dust. Many days had passed during my experience of 
which I, being alone, was luiaware. 
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In cbe summer of chat year Hsuen I^g came from the north to 

visic me, but he stayed only one day, because he could not stand the 

cold and gloom of my isolated hermitage. 

In 1576 I v/ii tliircy-one years old. Although 1 had attained this 

Wu experience, tliere was no Master at hand to certify or approve 

it. Thereibre, 1 read the Ltng Tfn Sulra with the hope of 

testing my Wu experience against it. Since I had never studied this 

sutra with any Master, its contents were not known to me. I decided 

to read ir, using only my intuition, and to stop whenever even the 

sligiitesc inCeUcctual reasoning began to arise. In tliis way 1 read the 

sulra for eight montlu and came thoroughly to understand its meaning. 

In October my patron, Mr. Hu, invited me to stay at his house. 

His friend, Mr. Kao, asked me to write a poem for him. I replied, 

^There is now not a single word in my heart. How can I write you a 

poem?’ However, both he and Mr. Hu earnestly entreated me to 

write a poem. After their repeated insistences, I could not refuse. I 

then glanced over some old and contemporary books of poetry to 

stimulate my thought. In casually turning over the pages, my mind 

suddenly became keyed to Inspiration. Verse poumd from me, so that 

a few minutes later, when Mr. Hu returned, 1 had written some twenty 

poems. Suddenly I became aware of the danger and warned myself: 

’Notice, this is Jiut what that devil^in^wordi, your habitual thought, 

is doing to you!* Immediately I stopped writing. I gave one of the 

poems to Mr. Kao and kept the rest of them secret. Nevertheless, I 

could not seem to stop the creative flood that I had started. It was 

as though all the poems, books, or sayings I had ever learned or seen 

in my life appeared simultaneously before me, cramming the space 

and air. Even had 1 had thousands of mouths all over my body, 1 
could not have exliamted the word*flow. Confused, I could not discern 

which was my body and which my mind. Observing myself, I felt as 

if 1 were about to fly away. I did not know what to do. 

The next morning I thought to myself, ‘This is just what Master 

Fa Kuang calls the Zen-sickness. I am now right in the midst of it. 

Oh, who can cure me? Well, since there is no one here who can do 

so, the only thing for me to do is to sleep as long and soundly as 1 

can. I will be lucky if I can sleep like that I’ I then barred the door 

tightly and tried to force myself to sleep. Not being able to do so 

when reclining, 1 took a siccing posture. Before long I foigot that I 
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was sitting and fell asleep, deeply and wundly. Some lime later, the 

servant boy kiwcked, but could not rouse me to answer. He tried 

10 open the door, but found it lasieacd. When Mr. Hu returned and 

learned of this, he ordered the boy to break in through the window. 

Finally, gaining entrance to the room, they saw me sitting there 

mciionlesa- They called to me, but I did not respond. They tried 

shaking me, but could not move my body. Then Mr. Hu caught sight 

of a small bell which lay on a table. He remembered that 1 had once 

told him It was used in cases of emergency to wake a yogi from a 

deep trance, Iinincdiaicly he held the bell to my car and struck it 

lightly many times. Gradually I began to awakcju WJicn I opened 

my eyes, I <Ud not know where I was or why I was in that positien. 

Mr. Hu said to me, 'Since I left the other morning, your Reverence 

has been sitting in this room. That wot five day* ago)’ I said, *Wliy 

I thought only a single breatli of time liad passed.’ I sat silently and 

began to observe my surroundings, still not sure where 1 was. I then 

recalled my past experiences, and both tJjey and the present ones 

seemed like events in a dream-no bngcr atialoablc or available. 

Whatever had cioubied me had vanished like rain clouds before a 

clear sky. All space seemed as dear and transparent as if it had just 

been thoroughly washed, All images and shadows dropped away into 

the great, all-tranquil Voidness. My mind was so empty, the world 

so serene, my joy so great, that words could not describe it. I tlien 
composed the following poem: 

Where perfect slilineis rcigra Is TVue Illumination. 
Since serene redeetioa includes all that is, I can see 
Once more the world, now full of naught but dreams. 
Now I uadentaod how true and faithful is the Buddha's teaching. 

In 1579 I was thirty-four years old and I devoted myself to copying 

the sutras. During this work, on every stroke of the character and on 

every mark of punctuation, I recited the Buddha's name once. When- 

ever monks or Uymen visited me in the temple, I would talk with 

them while still carrying on my work of copying. If anyone asked a 

question, I answered without he&ubon. Neverthelea, my work was 

never hindered, nor did I make any mistakes in copying because of 

convermdon. I did this every day as a routine, for not a uace of 

activity or quietness existed in my mind. This greatly surprised some 
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neighboun, who were sceptkal about it. So one day they scni many 

people to visit me and to do things puiposely to distract my mind 

from my copying work. After this visit I showed the copy to them; and 

when they failed to find a single mistake, they were all convinced. 

They questioned Miao Feng about my accomplishment. Miao Feng 

said, ‘Oh, this il nothing I It is limply because my friend ia well* 

acquainted with this particular smaM. That is all/ 

When I was in the mountains copying mtras I always had won¬ 

derful dreams. One night I dreamed I entered into a diamond cave. 

On the gale of the cave, made of stone, was carved ‘The Temple of 

Great V\lsdom'. As 1 passed within, an immense space opened. 

Palatial mansions of indescribable magnificence stood before me. In 

the central buUding there was only one liugc seat-bed, on which the 

Great Master Ghing Liang lay, while my friend, Miao Feng, stood 

beside him as hit attendant. At once I prostrated myself before him, 

and then stood on his Id\ side. Great Master Ching Liang tlien 

preached for ui on the Hua Yen doctrine. First he expounded the 

inscrutable realm of the all-embracing Toudity - the teaching of 

‘Entering into the Dharmadhatu*. He explained how the myriad 

fiuddhadandi interpenetrate and how the Prinelpleshlp and Partner¬ 

ship are a mutual ‘ turnlngdnto’** - a state of going forward and coming 

back in iceadfast immutability. As he commented, an actual picture 

illustrating each topic appeared before us. Thereby 1 uiideritood 

how body and mind mutually penetrate each other. After this demon¬ 

stration Miao Feng asked, ‘What realm of experience is this?* The 

Master laughed and said, ‘This Is the realm of No-domain.’ When 

I awoke from that dream I fbimd my mind and body barmonloiu 

and transparent - empty of all hindrances and doubts. 

Another night I dreamed that my body soared Into the sky, 

floating up Co the edgeless height of the Armament. ITien gradually 

I descended to a place where I saw that nothing existed. There the 

ground shone transparent, like a great flat mirror of crystal, I gazed 

into the far, far distance where a huge mansion stood, so large that 

it filled the entire sky. All events and happenings, all peoples and 

their actions, including the trivia of the bazaars, were reflected from, 

and manifested within that vast marmon. In the centre stood a huge 

and high seat, purple in colour. This,’ I said to myself, 'must be the 

precious Vojra-stci.'^ The splendour of that mansion was such that 
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human imagmation could not conceive it. Delighted at beholding 

inch a wonderful scene, I wanted to approach it. Then I though i, 

‘How is it that the impure and trivial things of the world can be 

manifest in this pure and heavenly mansion?' As soon as this thought 

arose, the building moved away from me. Then I said, ‘ “Pure or 

impure" depends entirely on one’s own mind!’ Immediately the 

budding appeared close at hand. 

'After a while I noticed that many attendant monks, all large, 

graceful, and handsome, stood before the Great Seat, A monk sud¬ 

denly came from behind the seat holding the scroll of a sulra in his 

hand and said to me, *The Master is going to preach on this julra. 

He ordered me to give it to you.’ I received the scroll and examined 

it, discovering that it was written in Sanskrit - a language I did not 

understand. I then asked the monk, 'Who is the Master?* He replied, 

‘Maitteya Bodhisattva.'« Following the monk, I climbed the steps 

to a high platform where I stood quietly with my eyes closed, feeling 

both excitement and delight. Hearing a chime ring, I opened my 

eye# to discover Bodhiiactva Miitreya already in the Master's scat. 

1 made my obeisance. His face shone with a golden radiance to whicli 

nothing in this world could compare. It was evident that I was the 

honoured guest and that Bodhisattva Maiireya wm to preach on the 

nlra especially for me, I knelt down and opened the scroll, where¬ 

upon I heard him say, 'That which discriminates is consciousness} 

that which does not discriminate is Wisdom. From relying on con- 

sciouiDcss, defilements come; from relying on Wisdom, purity coma. 

From the defilements arise life-and-death. [If one realiaa the purity] 

there are no Buddhas.' Suddenly both my mind and body felt empty, 

and I awoke with his words still sounding in my ears. Thenceforth I 

understood thoroughly and clearly the differenca between conscious¬ 

ness and ^^^lsdom. I knew I had been visiting the Tushiia Heaven - the 
palace of Maicreya. 

On another night I had this dream ? A monk addressed me, saying, 

‘Bodhisattva Manjusri invites you to attend his bathing party at the 

North Mounuin. Please foUow me.’ I did so, and found myself in 

an immense temple haU filled with the fragrant smoke of incense- 

Ail ^e attendant monks were Indians. Then I was gxuded to the 

bathing quarter. After disrobing I was about to enter the pool when 

I noticed someone already there. Looking at the figure more closely, 
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I thought it w» a womaa. I hesitated in dl^fust, unwilling to enter 

the pool. Tile person in die pool Uien exposed bis bod/ further. I 

now discovered that ibc body was that of a man, not of a woman. 

1 then entered the pool and bathed with him. With bis hand be 

scooped up water and poured it over my head. The water penetrated 

my liead and body, flowing down into all the live viscera and cleansing 

them as one washes fildi from meat and guts before cooking. My body 

was so diorouglily cleansed diat all viscera had vanished; nothing was 

left of me except a frame of dun. My body became radiantly trans¬ 

parent, lucent as crystal. 

Meanwhile the man in die pool had called out, 'Bring me some 

tea.' An Indian monk then appeared, holding half a human skull, 

whicli looked like half a melon but dripped marrow and brains. 

Seeing my repugnance, the monk scooped some of the ituiT from the 

skull with his liand, asking, 'Is this impure?' Immediately he thrust 

the stuff into his mouth and swallowed it. He continued to scoop 

and swallow in this manner, as if drinking some sweet and delicious 

syrup. When only a little fluid and blood were left in the skull, the 

man in the pool said to the monk, 'Now you can give him to drink.’ 

The monk handed me the ikull»cap and I drank from it. It tasted 

like the most delicious nectar. After 1 had drunk it, liquid flowed 

through my whole system, reaching the tip of every hair on my body. 

Wiicn I had finished the nectar, the Indian monk rubbed my ba<^ 

with his hand. Suddenly he gave me a hearty slap on the back and 

1 awoke from the dream. My body was exuding flne sweat as if I 

had just bathed. From then on my mind and body remained so light 

and comfortable that it is difflcult to describe the feeling in words. 

I experienced auspicious dreams and omens very of^en. In these 

dreams I frequently met the holy Sages and heard the Buddhas 

preaching. More and more was I convinced of the truth of what the 

Buddha taught. 

In J561 I was thirty^ years old. 1 vowed to call a great Dharma 

Assembly. In the same year Miao Feng copied the complete Mua 

Ten [Avatansaka] Suira with his blood; he also wanted to form a non- 

discriminating Dharma Assembly. For this purpose he went to the 

capital to raise money. In a short while he had not only secured the 

money and provisions needed, but had also invited five hundred well- 

known Masters and monks from all over the country to attend the 
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Asembly. All adnunlstradve maiKip, such as preparing ilie supplies 

and provisions, the quarters, and so forth, were handled by me alone. 

I was so occupied that I had no chance to sleep for ninety days and 

nights, On a certain day in October Miao Feng arrived with die 

five hundred monks. Altogether, the Assembly, inside and out, 

numbered about a thousand people. Their accommodations, supplies, 

and food were all in good order. No shortage or ^rcpancy occurred 

during this gathering. 

In the first seven days we held a great pmyer-convocaiion for 

sentient beings on land and in the water. During this time I did not 

eat even a single gi^in of rice, but only drank water. Each day I 

took care of changing five hundred tables of olTerlngii to Btiddha, all 

an perfect order. People wondered how I could do it; they believed 

that I must have hsid some magic power. But actually, I knew that 1 
was able to do this through the blessing of Buddlia. 

In 158s I was thirty-seven years old. That spring I preached on 

Hua Yen philosophy for one hundred days. Listeners came from the 

ten directions to hear my talks; every day the audience numbered 

over ten thousand. We all ate at the same time and place, but no one 

made any noise or uttered a sound while eating. Everything in these 

meetings was conducted by me alone, thus exhausting my life energy. 

After the Convention, I checked the treasury. Some ten tliousand pieces 

of money remained, which I lianded over to the temple. I then went 

away with Miao Feng, taking nothing with me but a begging 

bowl. 

In 1586 I was forty-one years old. After a long period of travelling 

and working, I was able to live quietly in a newly constructed medi¬ 

tation lodge of my own. Both my mind and body relaxed so that I 

began to feel wonderfuny happy. One evening during meditation I 

clearly saw the great Illuminating-Whole, pellucid, transparent, void, 

and clear like a limpid ocean - nothing at all existed I Whereupon I 

uttered the following stanza: 

‘Qc&r and void shioa the ocean like moonlight on the snow, 
Ko trace of men or gods can aoywhere be fbund. 
When the eye is opened the mirsge disappears 
And intosdUoess vanbbes the earth.* 

Af^er this experience T returned to my room. Upon my desk lay 
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the Ling Ten {SuTongama} Suira. Casually I opeoed it, and came across 
die foliowii^ sentence: 

'You will then see that both your body and nund, together with 

the mountains, rivere, space, and eanli of the outward world, are all 

within the wonderful, illumined, and true Mind.* 

Suddenly the gist of the whole suira was clearly understood in my 

mind and appeared vividly before my eyes. Wliereupon I dictated a 

thesis called ‘The Mirror of Leng Yen’, within the time measured by 

burning half a candle. I had Just finished when the meditation hall 

opened. Calling the administrative monk in, I let him read aloud 

what I had just written. As 1 listened I felt as if I were hearing words 
from a dream. 

In 1389 I was forty-four years old. In this year I began reading 

the complete Trifiitaka. Also, I lectured on the Lotus Sutra and on 
The Awakening of Faiik. 

Ever since Z left Wu Tai Mountain I had thought of visiting my 

parents, but I was afraid of being blinded by worldly attachments. I 

then carefully examined myself to determine whether I would be 

able to visit my parents. One evening during mentation, I cuually 

uttered the following stanza: 

'Waves and ripples flow 
In the cool sky, 
Fiih and birds swim 
In one mirror 
On and 00, day aAer day. 
Last night the moon fell the heavem. 
Now u the time to niumfne 
The black dragon's pearl. 

At once I called my attendant and said to him, ‘Now I can return 

to my native land to see my parents!’ 

The Temple of Gratitude in my home district had, for some dmc, 

been applying for the gift of a complete set of the Tripilaka. In October 

I went to the capital to make an appeal for my countrymen and the 

Emperor gave a complete set of the Tripitaka. I ewoited the sutras 

from the capital to Lung Chiang, arriving at my home temple in 

November. Before my arrival the pagoda of the temple inexplicably 

and continuously shone with a light for some days. When the sutras 

arrived the mysterious light emanating from the pagoda assumed 
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the shape of a rainbow bridge stretching from the heavens down to 

the ground- The monks who came to welcome the sulraj aQ walked 

through this light. Throughout all the ceremonies and pra)^ for 

installing the suiras, the light shone without interruption. Spectators, 

numbering more ilian ten thousand a day, came from ail directions 

to witness this miracle, All considered it a rare and auspicious sign. 

Meanwhile oiy old mother had heard of my coming, She sent 

messengers to ask me when I would visit my home. In reply 1 said 

that I had been sent by the Court to escort the sulrv» not just to go 

home. However, if my mother could receive me in a pleasant manner 

without grief or sorrow, as if I had never left Iicr, tlicn I would slay 

for two nights. Wlicn my mother heard these words, she cxclnimcd, 

'This is [an unexpected] meeting, like finding someone of yours in 

another incamfltion! Overwhelmed with joy, Iww shall 1 find time 

for sorrow? I shall be qiuic content to see him, if only for a Utile while. 

Two nights at home is far more than I had expected I’ 

When 1 retched home my mother was overjoyed and showed no 

tign of grief. In her I beheld only joy and good cheer. This surprised 

me very much. 
In the evening the elders from among our rclativei came in. 

One of them asked, 'Did you come by boat or by land?’ My mother 

immediately answered him, *What do you mean, "come by boat or 

by land”?’ ‘What I really want to know/ he said, ‘is from w/unct did 

he come home?’ My mother replied, ’From the Void he returns to us.’ 

1 was surprised to hear her so speak, In my aitoniahmeni I said, 

’No wonder this old woman could give me away to monutic life.’ 

I then asked her, ‘Have you thought of me since I left home?’ She 

said, ‘Of course I How could I not think cf you?’ I then asked, ‘But 

how did you console yourself?’ She replied, ‘At first I did not know 

what to i. Then I was cold that you were at the Wu Tai Mounialn. 

I asked a monk where this was, and he told me it was just under the 

North Star and recited the Bodhisattva’s name. After this I felt much 

better and thought of you no more. Later 1 just presumed that you 

were dead - for me no more prostrations, no more thought of you. 

Now I see you as if in another incarnation,’ 

The next morning 1 visited the graves of my ancestors to pay 

my respects. I also chose the rite for the graves of my parents. Ac 

that time my father was eighty years old. I amused him by saying, 
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‘Today I bury you, and so save you the trouble of returning to this 

earth again/ Saying this, I struck the ground with a pick. Imioe- 

diately my mother snatched it away from me and said, 'Let this old 

woman do the grave-digging herself. I do not need anyone to bother 

for me.’ She then began digging up the ground in a lively fashion. 

I remained at home three days. When the time for departure came 

my old mother was still in a very cheerful mood. Not until then did I 

become fully aware that I had a very unusual woman for a mother 1 

2. ZSK UASTBR WU WBN’I STORY 

[From the CA’cn iTvon TV's CAu] 

When I first saw Master Tou Weng he taught me to work on [the 

koan]i 'It is neither mind, nor Buddha, nor any thing.' Later Yun 

Feng and Yueh Sltan and !, with several others, vowed to help each 

other in our striving, for the Ultimate Enlightenment. Still later I 

went to see Huai Shi, who taught me to work on the word. 

Then I journeyed to Chang Lu, where I practised with my com- 

panion. When I met Chin of Huai Shang, he asked me, 'You have 

practised for six or seven years nowj what have you understood,?' I 

answered, 'Every day I just feel that there is nothing in my mind.' 

Seeing that I had no true understanding, he asked, 'From what 

source has your understanding been derived?' I was not sure whether 

I really knew the truth or not, so I dared not answer. He then said 

to me, 'You can hold to your Work in quietness, but you lose it during 

activity.' This alarmed me, for he had hit my weak spot. 'What should 

one do,* 1 inquired, ‘to understand this matter?' Chin answered, 

'Have you never heard what Chung Lao Tze said? 

* *To understand this, 
Face South to see the Dipper." * 

Upon saying this, he left me abruptly. 

As a result I became unconscious of walking when I walked and 

of sitting when I sat. For a week I stopped working on the Aus tm 

of TVu and conccQtrated my mind on trying to understand what in 

heaven's name he had meant by 'facing South to see the Dipper'. 
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One day, wheo I came to the Hall of Service and sal with a group of 

monks, the 'doubt-sensation* stuck with me and refused to disolve. 

The time for dinner came and passed. Suddenly I felt my mind 

become bright, void, light, and transparent; my human thoughts 

broke into pieces like drin peeling, as if 2 bad merged in the Void, 

and I saw nether person nor thing appearing before me. I returned 

to consciousness about half an hour later and found that my body was 

running with sweat. Immediately I understood the meaning of seeing 

the Dipper by facing South. I went » see Chin. Whatever qucslions 

he pul to me I could answer wthout hindrance or di/Rculty; also, 

I could compose stanzas freely and effortlessly. However, I still had 

not stripped myself to the point of reaching the stale of ‘leaping one 

sicp upward’ (from the top of a hundred foot 5>ole]. 

Later 1 went to Hsiang Ven’s place in the rdountalns to spend the 

summer. The mosquitoes which infested the region bit me terribly. 

1 had to move my hands continually to keep them away. Then 1 
thought, 'If the men in ancient times sacrificed their bodies for the 

sake of Dharma, why should I be afraid of mosquitoes?’ Wlh ihis 

in mind I tried to relax and endure the pesis. With fists and teelh 

clenched I concentrated my mind solely on the ff’w word bearing 

the incessant bites of the mosqiutoes with the utmost patience. Soon 

1 felt both my mind and body quietly down like a house whose 

four walls had fallen. This state was like the Void; no attribute can 

be ascribed to it. I had sat down in the early morning, and it was not 

until aitemoon that I rose from this period of meditation. Thereupon 

I knew for certain that Buddhism never misleads us or lets us down. 

Although my understanding was then quite clear, it had not yet 

come to point of full maturity. I scUl possessed slight, subtle, 

hidden, and unnoticeable wrong thoughts which had not been com¬ 

pletely exhausted. Going to the moimtain at Kuung Chou, 1 medi¬ 

tated for six years there, for another sbe on the mountain of Lu Hao, 

and for three more at ICuang Chou. Kot undl then did I gain my 

emancipation. 
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3. ZEN UA8TER H8USH YBN’S STORY 

[From the CKon Aaan Ts't Ckin\ 

Time does not wait for people. Swiftly the next incarnation will 

be upon yotu Therefore, why do you not try to undersiand [Zen] 

and study in earnest with a humble mind to make it transparently 

clear throughout? How fortunate you arc to live here, surrounded by 

famous mountains and great lakes 1 How lucky you are to had your¬ 

self in a world full of Dharmas and great Masters! Yoitr monastery 

Is clean and neat, the food good and nourishing. Water and firewood 

abound near by. If you do not use this haxd-to*find opportunity to 

tinderstand [2cn] clearly and thoroi^hly, you arc squandering your 

life. You arc sinking yourself in self-abandonment and wilUngly 

abasing yourself to become a low, stupid person. If you feel ignorant 

about this teaching, why do you not question the elders extensively 

and ponder on what they say to discover the meaning? 

I had entered a monastery at the age of five. When I overheard 

my teacher discussing this matter with hi$ guests and visitors, then 

I knew that there was such a thing as Zen, and immediately 1 had 

faith in it. Soon I began to leam how to meditate. At sixteen I was 

ordained, and at seventeen I started travel-for-siudy visits.** At the 

dwellir^-place of the Master Yuan of Shuang lin I joined the 

meditation group. From dawn to sunset 1 never lef^ the buildings. 

Even when I entered the dormitory, I just crossed my bands within 

my big sleeves anH looked straight ahead without seeing anything 

to the right or to the left I fixed my eyes on a spot about three feet 

ah^ of me. In the beginning 1 obs^ved the word Wu. One day 

I suddenly turned my mind inward, seeking to discover where and 

how the thought first arose. Instantly I felt as if my mind had become 

frozen. It became clear, serene, and limpid, neither moving nor 

shaking. The whole day seemed like a passing second. 1 did not even 

hear the sounds of drums and bells, which occurred at regular intervals 

in the monastery. 

When 1 was nineteen I stayed at the Lm Yin Monastery as a 

visiting monk. Meanwhile, I had received a letter from Ghu Chou 

which said, *Dear Chin, your Zen is a dead Zen. That which you 

have been worldng on is like dead water - useless. Your work is to 

divide activity and inactivity into two. The Important thing in Zen 
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work [tsan Ck'sn] is lo arouse tlie feeling of “inquiry^^oubt” [i 

A small inquirynloubt will bring a small cnllglueiuncnt, nml a greater 

inquiiy'doubt will bring fort!) a great enHghtenmcnl.’ Chu Chou's 

words bit the mark. I then changed my hua iou from Wu to 'Dry 

Dung'i and continued my observation. Observing the hua lou from 

dillerent angles, I constantly doubted this and that. As a result I was 

besieged by drowsiness and errant thoughts. I could not hold a single 

moment of peace in my mind. 

I then went to Cliin Tsu Monastery and banded together with 

seven brethren of Dharma there. We vowed to meditate in a most 

strict manner. We put aside our quilts and refused to lie down on 

our beds. The chief monk, Brother Hsiu, remained outside [our nxim]. 

Every day, wlten he sat down on the mediution seat, lie appeared 

as steady and immovable as an iron pole thrust inio the grotmd. 

When he walked he opened hii eyes and dropped his arms in tliat 

he still looked like an iron pole. No one could become intinaate or 

talk with him. 

For two yean I did not lie down. Ttitn one day I became so tired 

that I gave up and lay down and had a good sleep. Two momhi 

passed before I collected myself and was ready to work again. The 

relaxation I had had in those two months refreshed me. I felt very 

vigorous and lively. From this experience I learned that if one warns 

to understand one cannot go completely without sleep. A sound sleep 

at midnight is necessary to refresh oneself. 

One day I noticed the chief monk, Hsiu, by the balusuade. This 

was the fint time I had had an opportunity to speak with him. ‘For 

the past year I have wanted to talk to you. Why do you always avoid 

me?’ I asked. Hsiu replied, 'One who really practises the Tao has 

no time even to cut his nails. Who has the leisure to talk to you?' 

1 then asked him what to do about the drowsiness and errant thoughts 

wliich afflicted me. He said, 'These things happen because you are 

not earnest enough. You should sit erect on your seat, keep your 

spine straight, make your whole body and mind become one hus leu, 

and pay no attention to drowsiness or wild thoughts.' Working in 

accord with bis instructions, without knowing I forgot both my body 

and mind - even their very existence. For three days and three nights 

my mind stayed so serene and dear that I never closed my eyes for 

a single moment. On Che afternoon of the third day I walked through 
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the three gates^^ of Che xnonastery aj if I were still sitiing ui meditation, 

i^ain 1 came across Hsiu. *What are you doii^ here?’ he asked. 

‘Working on the Tao,’ I answered. He then said, 'What Is (his you 

call the Tao?’ Not able co answer him, I became more confused and 

perplexed. With the intention of meditating further 1 turned back 

cowards the meditation hall. But accidentally I met Hslu again. He 

said, 'Just open your eyes and see what it is I’ AAer this instruction I 

was even more anxious to return to tlrn meditation hall than before. 

Just os 1 was going to sit down, something broke abn^ly before my 

faee as if the ground were sinking away. I wanted to tell how I feli> 

but I could not express it. Nothing in tim world can be used as a 

simile to describe it. Immediately I went to find Hslu. As soon as he 

saw me he said, * Congratulations) Congratulations I’ Holding my 

hand, he led me out of the monastery. Wc walked along the river 

dike lined with willow trees. 1 looked up at the sky and down ac the 

earth. [I actually felt] that all phenomena and manifbitationi, the 

things I saw with my eyes and heard with my ears, the things that 

disgusted me - including the passion*def Ires and the blindnesses - all 

flowed out from my own bright, true, and marvellous mind. For the 

next fortnight no moving phimomena appeared in my mind. 

Unfortunately, ac that time 1 liad no advanced Zen Master to 

instruct me. Thus I mistakenly lingered in this state for many years. 

This is the io<aIled state wherein 'The view is not thorough, there¬ 

fore it hinders genuine understanding*. I could not hold the 'view* 

while sleeping. [Literally: *During the state of sleep, it (the view) 

broke into two pieces.*] At this stage I could grasp the koani that 

were intelligible, but whenever 1 met any of chose impenetrable 

'lilver-mouniain-like* and ‘Iron-wall-Hke* koans, I could not under¬ 

stand them. Although 1 had practised for many years under my 

deceased teacher, Wu Chun, none of hit private discussions or public 

talks struck my heart. None of the Zen books or rvOur meant much to 

me. This obstacle was an oppression within my heart and breast for 

ten years. Then one day, when I was walking in the hall of Tien 

Mou Monastery, I lifted my head and saw a cypress tree standing 

before me. Suddenly, in a flash, I understood. The experience here¬ 

tofore gained and the obstacle weighing upon my heart and breast 

all melted away. The feeling was akin co experiendng the bright sun 

shining suddenly into a dark room. From that time on I had no 
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doubts about birth and death, no questions about Buddha and the 

Patriarchs. Then when I saw where that old roan, CSiin Slxan, stood, 

1 gave him chirty blows! 

4. ZEN MASTER MEMO SHAK's STORV 

[Prom the Ch*an Ktian CWn] 

When I was twenty years old I already Icnew of tills matter p^], 

[From chat time on] until I was thirty^two, 1 studied with snroc 

eighteen elders to learn how to practise Zen. Nevcrilielcss, I received 

DO cleaf'cut teaching Ixom them. Later I studied wth the elder of 

Wan Shan, who taught me to observe the word Wu. In doing so lie 

said chat one should, in the twelve periods of a day, be ever alert 

like a cat waiting for a mouse, or like a hen intent on hatching an 

egg, never letdng up on the task. Until one is fuUy and thoroughly 

e:iljghtened, one should keep on working uninterruptedly, like a 

mouse gnawing at a coffin. He who can keep practising in such a 

manner will in time discover [the Truth]. Following these instructions, 

I meditated and contemplated diligently day and night for eighteen 

days. Then, whQe 1 was drinking a cup of tea, I suddenly understood 

the purport of Buddha's holding up the flower and of Mahakasyapa’s 

smile. Delight overwhelmed me. I queadoned three or four elders 

about my experience, but they said nothing. Several otheia told me 

to identify my experience with the OceaQ'Seal Smadh^^ and to 

disr^ard all else. Their advice led me to an easy confidence in myaelf I 

Two years later, in the month of July durii^ the Fifth Year of 

GhmTing [2264], I contracted dysentery at Ghungkii^ in Szechuan 

Province. My bowels moved a huntked times a day and brought me 

to the brink of death. All my former understanding became useless, 

and the so'Called Ocean-seal SamadH did not help me in the least. I 

had a body, but could not move. I possessed a mouth, but could not 

speak. I lay down. Just waiting for death. All the kannas and other 

fearful hallucinations appeared simultaneously before me. Frightened, 

puzzled, and lost, 1 felt crushed, annihilated under pressures and 
miseries. 

With the thought of approaching death before me, I forced myself 
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to make a wiJl, and so disposed of all my worldly affairs. This 

accomplished> 1 slowly pulled myself up, burned a hiH censer of 

incense, and seated myself stea^ly on a hl^h seat. There I prayed 

silently co the Three Predous Ones and the Gods in the Havens, 

repenting before them of all the sinful deeds I had committed in 

life. I then made my last petition: If my life is about to ecd^ I wish 

through the power of Ftnjna and a sober state of mind that I may 

reincarnate in a favourable place, wherein I may become a monk 

at an early age. If by chance 1 recover from this sickness, 1 will 

renounce the world, become a monk, and strive to bring enlighten¬ 

ment to young Buddhltls everywhere. Having made this vow, I 

then took up the word Wu and observed it inwardly. Before long 

my bowels rolled and twisted a number of times, but I ^nored them. 

After I had sat for a long while, I felt my eyelids become fixed. Again 

a long period of time elapsed in which I did not feel the presence of 

my body at all. There was nothing but the hua tou continuously 

presendr^ itself In my mind. It was not until night that I rose from 

my seat. I had half recovered from my illness. I sat again and medi¬ 

tated until after midnight. By then my recovery was complete. Both 

my body and my mind felt comfortable and light. 

In August 1 went (o Chiang Ning and became a monk, 1 remained 

there in the monastery for one year and then started my viating 

journey on which I cooked my own food. Only then did I realiae 

that the Zen task should be worked out at one stretch. It should 

never be Interrupted. 

Later I stayed at the Yellow Dragon Ivlonastery, When I sat in 

mentation the first time I became drowsy, but alerted myself and 

overcame it. I felt drowsy a second time, and alerted myself again 

to overcome it. When the drowsiness came for the third time, I felt 

very, very sleepy indeed. Then I got down and prostrated myself 

before Buddha, trying in different ways to pass the time. I recumed 

to my seat again. With everything arranged, I decided to overcome 

my drowsiness once and for ail- First I slept for a short while with 

a pillow, then with my head on my arm. Next X dozed without lying 

down. For two or three nights I struggled on in this way, feeling 

sleepy all day and evening. My feet seemed not to be standing on 

the ground, but floating in the air. Then suddenly the dark clouds 

before my eyes opened. My whole body felt comfortable and light 
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« if I had just had a warm bath. Meanwhile the ‘doubt-scnsatk>n’ 

m my imnd became more and more intensified. Without effort it 

automatically and incessantly appeared before me. Neitlier sounds, 

^ews, nor desires and cravings could penetrate my mind. It was 

^ the clear sky of autumn or like pure snow filling a silver cup, 

j ® I thought, ‘This is all very well, but no one here can give me 

advice or resolve these things for me.* Whereupon 1 left the monastery 
and went to Che Chiang, 

On the way I suffered great hardships, so that my work was 

retarded. On arrival I stayed vdih Master Ku Chan of Chin Tien, 

made a vow that I would attain Enlightenment or never leave 

the monastery, After meditating for one month I rcg.'vincd the work 

Iwt on ^journey; but meanwhile my whole body became covered 

with boils. These I ignored, and stress^ my work, even to tJic point 

of disregarding my own life. In this way 1 improved and learned liow 
to work even when ill, 

One day I was invited out to dinner, On my way I took up the 

Aufl to ud worked at it, and thereby, without realising it, I passed 

my host's house. Thus I learned how to keep up my work in activity, 

When I reached this sute, the feeling was like the moon in 

wa^-transparent and penetrating. Impossible to disperse or 

obuteraie by rolling surges, it was inspiring, alive, and vivid all 
the time. 

On the sixth of March, while I was mecUiaiing on the word Wu, 

the Chief Monk came into the hall to bum incense. He struck the 

mcense box, making a noise. Suddenly and abruptly 1 recognired 

mys^, and cauglit and defeated Qiao Chou,*’ Whereupon T com- 
posed this atanaa: 

1ft despair I reached the dead end of the road; 
1 stamped upon the wave, which was but water. 
Oh, that outstanding old Chao Chou, 
His face h as plain ai this! 

»utimm I saw Hsueh Yen ar Ling An, as well as Tui Kcng, 

Shih Keng, Hsu Chou, and other great elders. Hsu Chou advised 

me to consult Wan Shan, which I did- Wan Shan asked me: ‘Is not 

the saying, "The glowing light shines serenely over the river sand,'’ 

a prosaic remark by that foolish icholax Chang?’ I was just about to 
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answer when Master Shan shouted at me, *Get ouCl’ From that 
moment I was not interested in anything; 1 felt insipid aitd diJl at 
all times, and in aU activities. 

Six months passed. One day in the spring of the next year 1 came 
back to the city from a journey. While climbing some stone steps I 
suddenly felt all the doubts and obstacles that were weighing me 
down melt away like chawing ice. 1 did not feel that I was walking 

the read with a physical body. Immediately, 1 went to see Master 
Shan. He ojiked me die sfune question that he had put before. In 
answer 1 just turned Ills Ixtd upsUlc down on to the ground. Thus, 
one by one, 1 understood some of the most obscure and misleading 

koans. 
Friends* if you want to practise Zen, you must be extremely 

earnest and careful. If 1 had not caught dysentery in Ghungkingi I 
would probably have frittered my whole life away. The important 
thing is CO meet the right teacher and to have a right view. This is 
why in olden dmes teachers were searched for in all possible ways, 
and their advice sought day and nighc. For only through this earnest 
approach may one clear away one's doubts, and be assured of the 
authenticity of one’s Zen experience and understanding. 

5. 2SK KASTSn KAO PEKO's STORY 

[From the Ck'an Kuan CAsn] 

To understand this matter [Zen] requires great determination 
and earnestness, for as soon as you have them, the real ‘doubt- 
sensation* will arise. [Ac times] you will doubt this and doubt that 
- the doubt automatically and instinctively arising by itself. From 
dawn to dusk it sticks Co you from your head to your feet. It becomes 
one whole, continuous piece which will not be dislodged, no matter 
how hard you attempt to shake it. Even though you try to prish it 
away, it will persist in sticking to you. At all times it is clearly 
before you. Now this is when you can progress. On reaching this 
stage you should keep your mind straight and refrain from having 
secon^ry thoughts. When you find yourself not knowing that you 
are walldng while walking or alttir^ while sitting, and imconscious of 
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cold} hfiftt, hunger - then you are about to reach home [EnJighten- 

ment]. Henceforth you will be able to catch up and liold on. [You 

do not have to do anydung] but wait untU the time comes. But do 

not let this remark induence you to wait idly, nor excite you to exert 

yourself-strivij^ for such a state with anxious mind. Nor should 

you just let go and give up. Rather, you should preserve yoiu mind¬ 

fulness, keying it steady until you reach BnUghtcoment. At times 

you will encounter eighty-four thousand soldier demons waiting their 

chance bdbre the gate of your six organs.** The projections of your 

mind will appear before you in the guise of good or bad, pleasant or 

unpleasant, strange or astonbhing visions. The sli^uest clinging to 

these things will entrap you into enslavement to their commands 

and directions. You will then talk and act as a devil. Thenceforth 

the right cause of Frajna will die away for ever, and the seed of Bodhi 

will never sprout. At such a tirr,&. you should refrain from stirring up 

your mind, and should make yourself like a living corpse. TJien, as 

you hold on and on, suddenly and abrupdy you will feel as though 

you were being crushed to pieces. You will then reach a state which 

will frighten Che heavens and shake the earth. 

I entered a monastery at fifteen and was ordained at twenty, 

staying at Chin Tsu. I vowed to learn 2cn within three years. Fii^t 

I worked under Master Tuan Ghiao. He taught me to work at tlie 

hua tcuy ‘Where was 1 before birth, and where will I be after death?* 

[I foUowed bis instructions and practised, but could not concentrate 

my mind because of the dichotomy in this very hua tcu.] My mind 

was also scattered. 

Later I saw Master Hsueh Yen. He taught me to observe the 

word iVu. He also requested me to report to him each day. Explaining 

that this was like setting out on a journey, he said one should find 

out every day what pregress one had made. Because his explanations 

were so systematic and understandable, [I became » dependent on 

him that] I did not ntake any effort in my own work. One day, when 

I had just entered his room, he said to me, ‘Who has drag^ this 

corpse here for you?’ He had hardly finished this sentence when he 
chased me out of his room. 

Later I followed the example of Chin Shan and stayed in the 

meditation hall. One day in a dream I suddenly remembered the 

koan, 'AH thmgs arc reducible to one, but to what is the one reducible?’ 
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At (hat moment a *doubt-sensa(ion’ suddenly arose within me, ao that 

I did not know cast from west or north from south. Duilng the sixth 

day in this state, while 1 was chanting prayers with the assembly, I 

lifted my head and saw the last two sentcnecs of the stanza composed 

by the Ch’an Master, Pa Yen:*® 

Ob, it is you, the fellow 
I have known all the time, 
Who goes and returns 
In the thirty thousand days oTobc hundred yean! 

Immediately I understood the sentence: 'Who has dragged this 

corpse here Ibr you?’ (For it had stuck in my mind wnce the day 

Master Hsueh Yen had put it before me.) I felt as if my spirit had been 

actlagoished and my mind blown away and then revived again froin 

death itself. It was like dropping the burden of a carrying pole wdghing 

forty pounds 11 was then twenty'four yean old, and so had achieved 

my ori^al wish to realize Zen within three years. 

Afterwards 1 was asked, ‘Can you master younelf in the day¬ 

time?’ I answered, 'Ym, I can-’ ‘Can you master yourself when 

dreaming?’ Again my answer was, 'Yes, I can.’ ‘Where, in dreamless 

sleep, is the Master?’ To this question I had no answer or explanation. 

The Master said to me, ‘From now on I do not want you to study 

Buddhism or learn the Dharma, nor to study anythii^, cither old or 

new. I just want you to eat when you are hungry and to sleep when 

you are tired. As soon as you wake from sleep, alert your mind and 

ask yourself, ‘Who is the Master of this awakening, and where does 

he rest his body and lead his life?* 

1 then made up my roind that 1 would understand this thing in 

one way or another even though it meant that I should appear to be 

an idiot for the rest of my life. Five years passed. One day, when I 

was questioning this matter while sleepily, my brother monk who 

slept beside me in the dorautory pushed his pillow so that it fell 

with a heavy thud to the floor. At that moment my doubts were 

suddenly broken up. 1 felt a# if I had jumped out of a trap. All the 

puzzKng koans of the Masters and the Buddhas and all the dlStrtni 

issues and events of both present and ancient limes became trans¬ 

parently dear to me. Henceforth all things we« settled; nothing 

under the sun remmned but peace. 



3 
THE FOUR PROBLEMS OF 

ZEN BUDDHISM 

There u a growing interest in 

Zen Buddhism which has given rise to much misundersianding in 

the West. Most Westerners, after reading a /ew books on the subject, 

treat it as a pastime or a topic of conversation. Some may be serious 

enough to study Zen, but reach hasty conclusions from the meagre 

sources available to them in English and other European language. 

A few even practice meditation with high hopes of Erdightenment, 

196 
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or at least of having some mteresiing experiences, after a few hours’ 

work. They are content to dream of ‘here and now*, of the easQy 

reached * Enlightenment’ of‘I am God and an ass’, and the like. 

Most Western students have merely reached the stage in which 

they feel empty of spirit and confused in mind by the endless ‘jargon’ 

of Zen. This, however, is a normal state for beginners in the East as 

well. Before diese misunderstandings can be cleared up, fresh 

information is needed, and four vital questions muse be raised and 

aruwered. 

I. Is Zen as completely unintelligible and beyond the reach of 

human understanding as some recent boolo make out? 

3. Wliat is *Zen Enlightenment’? Is it the ‘perfect Enlightenment* 

of orrltodox Buddhism? Is it a once*and-for«aU experience, or is it 

many experiences? If the latter, how do these experiences di^er from 

each other in essence, or in depth? 

3. How does Zen teaching compare with that of Yogacara and 

Madliyamika, the two ntain schools of thought in Mahayana Bud* 

dhism? 

4. Is there, beneath die surface of the seemingly irrational Zen 

koans, any system, order, or category which, when understood, will 

make Zen intelligible? 

IS ZEN COMPLETELY UNINTELLIGIBLE? 

The fate of Zen as vital knowledge and spiritual truth depends 

upon how this question is answered, for if-^as some authors have 

repeatedly emphasised - Zen is incomprehensible and irrational, how 

can any human being understand it? If all conceptual knowledge and 

intellection have to be abandoned, the enlightened Zen Masters of 

the past must have been complete fools. 

But history shows otherwise. These Masters were wiser than the 

average, not only in their knowledge of Zen, but also in many ether 

subjects as well. Their brilliant achievements in art, literature, 

and philosophy were int^putably of the first order, and stand out 

prominently in all fields of Chinese culture. Then it is possible that 

the mistake in presenting Zen made by some authors lies in their 
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failure to distln3:uish between ‘to understand' and 'to realize*. To 

understand a thing does not mean to realize it. To understand Zen 

through an intelleetual approach should not be confused with the 

direct realization of Zen Truth. Thus what they ought to have said 

is not that *(o understand Zen’, but, instead, that *to realize Zen, 

one must abandon all one has acquired by way of conceptual know* 

ledge’ (in certain stages). To understand the wonderfully cold, sweet, 

and pidauble taste of ice cream is not to have actually experienced 

that taste. To imdersiand it os cold, sweet, and palatable, but not 

bitter, hot, or pungent is comparable to tmderstanding Zen as being 

direct rather than indirect, immediate rather tlian abstract, and 

transcendent rather than dualistlc. 

Any student of Buddhism knows that 'to understand*" is very 

different from *to realize*.* The fonner belongs to the domain of 

'indirect meoiurement’i^ the latter to that of 'direct discernment*.* 

To confuse these two categories is almost comparable to a man 

saying to a solemn priest of d\e Cbrisdan Church that Jesus Christ is 

merely *A slick of d^ dungl’ 1 am sure this man would be driven out 

of his Church; but, of course, not in the sense of Zen I 

To understand Zen through an intellectual approach is not 'repre¬ 

hensible*, but is the only way possible for the beginner, for who can 

get into Zen without having drst some understanding or 'conceptual 

knowledge* about it? There is no exception to this for anyone. 

A complete denial of the value of intellection is obviously unsound 

from the viewpoint of philosophy, religion, and Zen - especially Zen. 

For if Zen is to be considered, as it indeed is, the essence of Buddhism 

through which the ultimate Truth is expressed, it must be obstruction- 

free* and all4nclusive.' This agrees wi6 Hua Yen philosophy which 

BUtes explicitly that if the ultimate Truth is ubiquitous and all- 

pervading, it must be all-inclimve and iree Irom all obstructions. 

Thus even the stick of dry dung is found with the Buddha. The moun¬ 

tain is a mounuin and water is water; when hungry I eat, and when 

sleepy I sleep; the birds sing and the fish swim. What is wrong, then, 

with inteUecdon and conceptual knowledge? Are they not Included 

in the great Taa? Are they not acts in the marvellous play of Buddha- 

hood? Are not both intuition and Intellection equally glorious and 

md%>ensable in the great drama of Dhamadhatu (the all-embraclr^ 

Totality) ? 
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From the ultimate viewpoint of 2cn, what excuse can wc have, 
then, to favour one 9,nA detest the other? 

What Z^n obj«u to U not tnklloction or eonctptud knowltdgs os such, 

but clingifig to inUlltction, or u> conuptuolization within tht elisiging potUm. 

Now let U5 see how Zen deals with human clinging. 

Hsiang Yen (ointh century) once posed this problem to his disciples: 

'A man wlio has climbed a tree is hanging from a branch by his teeth, 

bis limbs suspended In the air without any support, when someone 

asks him: “What is the meaning of Bodliidharma^s coming from the 

West?*’ If the nmn does not answer, he falls short of replying; but 

If he does, he will fall from the tree and lose his life. At this moment 

what should he do?’ 

This interesting koan can be interpreted in two ways. First, it is 

typical of the technique of^en used by Zen Masten to compel the 

disciple to retreat to the dead end of the tracks which his habitual 

thinking and associations have always followed, thus setting up a 

condition in which he has no way of allowing his thoughts to function, 

Then, by pushing the disciple one step beyond to die unknown, the 

Master may open his wisdom eye. Second, if we look upon this koan 

metaphorically, it reminds us of the ever-grasping or clinging nature 

of the human mind. It is indeed true that we as humans must have 

something to hold or to cling to all the time. It seems unthinkable to 

us that the mind can function without having an object to think about. 

Never for one moment can we do without an object to make mental 

or physical activity possible. 

Furthermore, on most occasions we must have more than one 

object to grasp or cling to. If we lose one we can always resort to 

another: a blind man always falls back on his senses of hearing and 

touch; a frustrated lover resorts to drink or religion or something of 

the sort. But Zen Masten always drive ui to the absolute dead«eod 

state, where we have nothing to grasp, cling to, or escape from. It 

is right here, at this point of desperation, that we must give up our 

habitual clinging for the Absolute Great Release, and it is right here 

that we must withdraw from the last ditch of our tbought-tracks 

and surrender, with both hands empty, with nothing for them to hold 

on to, before we can jump into the unknown abyss of fiuddhahood. 
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That it is the clingini and not intellection which is condemned 

by Buddhist sages is confirmed by the following quotation from tlic 

sermon on the teaching of the Mahamudia preached to Naropa by 

his Indian Guru Tilopa, who founded indirectly the bKah-rgyud-pa 

(Kagyutpa) school in Tibet. 

is not forms that have bound you in Seingwey 
It is the that has tied you down. 
It is the clinging that made you - Oh Nampa!' ^ 

It is true that Zen emphasizes direct experience and denounces 

mere intellection, which is esacRiially abstract and indirect. Zen 

Masters were unwilling to encourage speculation on Zen if they 

could help it. Tltey disldced speaking too plainly about what they 

undentood, for if they did so people would simply form another 

notion about Zen which would lead back into tlic old vicious circle 

of intellection and philosophy. Thus Co use any method or trick 

which would bring the disciple <^rect]y to the point and never to 

speak too plainly* about Zen became the unique 'traction of Zta* 

cherished with pride by all its followers. This does not moan that 

Zen Masters were always obscure in their remarks. Contrary to 

present belief in the West, they spoke very plainly and sincerely on 

most occasions. Even the heroes of the extremists like Ma Tsu and 

Lin Chi were plain and understandable on many occasions. Their 

instructions remind one of some good*hearted minister preaching m 

simple words with great sincerity. This is because Zen is most practical. 

It cares only to bring the individual directly to Enlightenment. How* 

ever, since individuals vary greatly in their capacities and aptitudes, 

Zen Masters must use ^fierent methods and teachings for difTerent 

individuals in cUfierent circumstances. And so Zen styles and expres* 

sioQS vary greatly, from the most enigmatic and irrational koans to 

the plainat and most understandable instructions. The ironic fact is 

that, though Zen claims to be a 'special transmission outside the 

scriptures with no dependence upon words and letters’, Zen monks 

wrote many more books than those of any other Buddhist sect in 

China. 

Concluding the discusMon of the first question, my answer is this: 

t. Zen is not altogether beyond the reach of human understanding, 

a. The 'realization of Zen' comes through 'understanding Zen*. 
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S. Ultimately, it is wrong to exclude or degrade any Dhanna. 

This, of course, Includes intdlectbn and conceptual knowledge, for 

they are embraced by and are identical with the supreme fiuddhahood.’ 

4. The abandonment of conceptual knowledge is only temporary, 

being a practical means, not a strived-for aim. 

5. Intellection is rejected by Zen Masters only ibr certain types of 

individuals at certain stages. 

WHAT IS ZEN ‘ENLIGHTENMENT*? 

'Enlightenment', or Wu,* is the heart of Zen j but what is this iVu 

experience, and is it one, or many? Wuisthi dirtet uptmna ^bthclding, 

un/oiding, or rsolieing ths Mind^isstrut in tirjvhyir. In essence it is illu* 

minating yet void, serene yet dynamic, transcending yet immanent, 

free yet all*embracing. JVu experiences are one and also many - one 

because they are identical in essence; many because they differ in 

depth, clearness, and proficiency. This gives a brief idea of the meaning 

and nature of Wi. 

Now, before examining the Wu experience further, let us first 

examine the meaning of the Chinese word IVu. means ‘to awaken 

to the fact', or, loosely, 'to undenund*. The use of this word u shown 

in the Zen tradition to denote the inner experiences of the awakening 

to Pni/na-tmth (the truth realized through transcendental Wisdom) is 

not the same as that of CAsng tag oAuih (SorfyaAsamAodM), which is 

the final and perfect Enlightenment of Buddhahood. Clh'an Buddhists 

seldom talk of CAng (Scmbedi) or speak of their Gh*aii experience 

as C/uuA (£cd/ti). Although CAuiA and Wu are very close, a diHerence 

still exists between them. Pyu refers more to the awakening experience 

in its immediate sense, while CAusA denotes permanent and complete 

Enlightenment. For instance, Td eAuth Is used only In reference to 

the Buddha and is seldom applied even to the celebrated Gh*an 

Masters except in a complimentary sense in honorary titles. There are 

many other reasons which verify the fyii experiences as being different 

from the final, perfect, and complete Enlightenment of Buddhahood 

as generally understood. The frequent use of fVu instead of CAtuA by 

Gh'an Bud^isCs illustrates this point. 

Since fVu is in the main an experience of awakening to Prajna- 
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truth, tht person who attains this Wu experience may not be able 

fully to master, deepen, and mature it. A great deal of work is needed 

to cultivate this vast and bottomless Prepte-mind before it will blossom 

fully. It takes a long time, before perfection ii reached, to remove 

the dualistic, selfish, and deeply rooted habitual thoughts arising from 

the passions. This Is very clearly shown in many Zen stories, and in 

the following Zen proverb, for example: 'The truth should be luider- 

stood throu^ sudden Enlightenment, but tlie fhet [complete realizn> 

tion] must be cultivated step by step/* 

Thus Zen Enlightenment, or Wu, varies greatly, from the shallow 

glimpse of the Mind>easence of beginners to full Buddluihood as 

realised by the Buddha and a few advanced Zen Masters. However, 

these experiences are different only in degree of profundity, not in 

essence or in basic principle. To understand Zen Buddhism, there* 

fore, one should study the works relating to this subject, such as the 

Oxherding Pictures, the Principle of the Three Gates,^ the Pive 

Positions of the Prince and l^nister,* the Four Distinctions of 

Lin Chi,' and other sources, with their commentaries. Without some 

understanding of these theses, one can hardly expect to understand 

Zen even in a superluial way. 

In order to give the Western reader a more genuine picture of how 

Zen Enlightenment takes place, I here translate a short autobiography 

of Tieh Shan, In which he recounts his personal experience of IVu 

during his long striving for Enlightenment. This is first'hand informa¬ 

tion, which is better than any explanation or description given by 

learned but inexperienced scholars. 

Tieh Sban writes: 

'1 knew Buddhism from the time I was thirteen. At the age of 

eighteen I entered a monastery . . . then one day 1 read a thesis 

brought by a monk from Hsueh Yen, called **Advance in Meditation**. 

This made me aware that 2 had nor yet reached the stage in ques¬ 

tion. Therefore 1 went to Hsueh Yen and followed his instruction in 

me^tating on the one word Wu. On the fourth night sweat exuded 

all over my body, and I felt very comfortable and light. I remained 

in the meditation hall concentrating on my work without talking to 

anyone. Ailer that I saw Miao Kao Feng, who told me to continue 

meditating on the word Wu without a moment of intemipdon, day 

or night. When I got up before dawn the hua U)u (“the essence of 
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the sentence”) * immediately presented itself before me. As soon as 

1 felt a Uttle sleepy I left the seat and descended to the ground. The 

ftua tau remained with me even while 1 was waUang, preparing my 

bed and food, picking up my spoon, or laying down the chopsticks. 

It was with me all the time in all my activities, day night. He 

who can fuse his mind into one whole, continuous piece cannot help 

but attain Enlightenment. As a result of following this advice 1 

became fully convinced of my actual arrival at such a state. Oti the 

twentieth of March, Master Yen addressed the congr^ation: 

' “My dear brothers, it is of no use to feel sleepy while sitiing for 

a long time on your meditation scat. If you arc sleepy, you should 

leave the seat, walk about, and wash your face and rnouth and freshen 

your eyes with cold water. Then return to your seat, sic with spine 

erect, freshening your mind as if you were standing on the edge of a 

ten-tbouiand-foot precipice, and concentrate on caking up your hua 

Icu. If you keep on working like this for seven days, you will certamly 

come to the Realization. It was such an effort as this that I made 

forty yean ago.” 

T began to improve as soon as I followed this instruction. On the 

second day I felt that 1 could not close my eyes even if I wanted to, 

and on the third day that my body was floating in the air] on the 

fourth day I became completely unconscious of anything going on in 

this world. That night I stood leaning against a balustrade for some 

time. My mind was so serene as if it were in a state of imconiciousness. 

I kept my fma Mi constantly before me, and then returned to my 

seat. As I was about to sit down, 1 suddenly experienced a sensation 

chat my whole body, from the crown of my head to the soles of my 

feet, had split. The feeling was rather like having one’s skull crushed, 

or like being lifted right up to the sky from the bottom of a ten* 

thousand-foot well. I then cold Master Yen about this [indescribable 

ecstasy] and the nonattaching Joy that Z had just experienced. 

‘But Master Yen said: “No, this is not it. You should keep on 

working at your meditadon.” 

'At my request he then quoted from the words of Dharma, the 

last lines bdng: 

*To propagate aad glonfy the “upgoing" affair 
of Buddhas and Patnarehs 
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You sdll need & good bemmer-^u^c 
Oa Che baek of your head, 

'1 kept on saying to myself: "Why do I need a hammering on the 

back of my head?” Qcarly there was aiill some slight doubc in my 

mind, something of which I was not sure. So I went on meditating 

a long time every day for almost Iialf a year. Tl)en» while I was boiling 

some herbs for a headache> 1 recalled a koan in which a question was 

put to Naja by Red Nose: "If you return your bones to your father 

and your Aesh to your mother, where would 'you' then be?” 

'I remembered that when 1 was hrsc asked this question by the 

guest master t could not answer, but now, suddenly, my doubt was 

broken. Later I went to Master Meng Shan wlm asked mo: "When 

and where can one consider his Zen Work completed?” 

'Again I could not answer. Master Meng Shan tlten urged mo to 

work harder at meditation and so wash away worldly 

habitual thoughts. Each time 1 entered his room and gave my answer 

to his interrogation, he always said that I still had not got it. One 

day I meditated from aRemoon to the next morung, using the 

power of to sustain and press forward, until 1 directly reached 

[the stage of] profound subtlety. Arising from Z went to the 

Master and told him my experience. He asked, "What is your real 
face?” 

'As I was aboiu to answer, the Master drove me out and closed 

his door. From that time on I gained a subtle improvement every day. 

Later I realized that the whole ^Aioulty had come about because 1 had 

not stayed long enough with Master liuch Yen to work on the subtle 

and Ane part of the task. But how fortunate 2 was to meet a really 

good Zen Master. Only ihwugh him was I able to reach such a stage. 

1 had not realized that if one exerts himself in an incessant and com* 

pelling manner he will gain some realisation from time to time, 

lessening his ignorance at each step of the way. Master Meng Shan 

said to me: "This is like stripping a pearl, The more you strip it, the 

brighter, clearer, and purer it becomes. One stripping of this Idnd is 

superior to the work normally done in one incamadon.” 

‘Nevcrthclcsi, every time I tried to answer my Master's question, 

I was always told that I stiU lacked something. 

'One day In meditation the word "lacking” came into my mind. 
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and suddenly I felt my body and mind open wide from the core of 

my marrow and bone, through and through. [The feeling was] as 

though old piled-up snow was suddenly melting away [imder Che 

blight] sun chat had emerged after many dark and cloudy days. I 

could not help but laugh heartily. 1 Jumped down from my seat, 

eat^hc Master Meng Shan’s arm, and said to bim: ‘Tell zne, cell mel 

What do r lack? Wliat do I lack?” 

‘The Master slapped my face tlirice, and I prostrated myself 

before him three times. He said: "Oh, Tieli Shan, it has taken you 

several years to get lierc," *’ 

2BN AND MAHAYANA BUDDHISM 

How does the teaching of Zen compare with that of the two main 

schools of Mabayana, namely, Yogacara and Madhyamlka? 

From the NCahayana viewpoint, the only real difTcrences between 

Zen and conventional Buddhism are the unique techniques applied 

and the unconventional expressions used by Zen in illustrating the 

FV^Wc-tTuth of the Mind»essence. Zen agrees with the basic philosophy 

of both Yogacara and Madhyamiki and embraces the essence of both 

these teachings. First let us see in what way Zen resembles Yogacara* 

and ^en 

The Mind-oniy {Vifneptimaira) philosophy of Yogacara is sum¬ 

marized by Hsuan Chuang in his translation of the Cfun Wfi Sfuft Lta 

as follows: 'No dharmas* found in either Sangfora or are apart 

from consdousness. Some of them can be aKribed to the self-forms 

of consciousness; others to Che counterparts of and the objects trans¬ 

formed by consdousness; and others to the divisions, realms, and 

essence of consciousness.’^ 

The Hrst and the last are the most important points of the Mind- 

only philosophy. Through them wc can dearly sec the parallels 

between Zen and Yogacara. 

According to Yogacara, each of the Eight Corudousnesses^^ has 

three functional divisions first, the objective or seen portion (fobdfu- 

'hhaga), equivalent to what the epistemologbts call seiu^daia; second, 
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the subjective or seeing portion {darsanaJ>h^a)y the cognitive faculty 

which many philosophers erroneously take as the mind per se\ and 

third, the self-witnessing portion {saksalkan-hhogs). This self-witnessing 

or self-awareness portion is considered by Ybgacara as pure con¬ 

sciousness itself, while the other two portions are considered (o be 

merely false imaginings created by consciousness through its habitual 

patterns. This emphasis on the lelf-awareness portion is of great 

importance, and of far-reaching effect, especially from the practical 

viewpoint. It is also found in Zen, Master Shen Hui (666-770) said: 

The one world “knowledge” (<A/A) is the gateway to all mysicrlcs/** 

What he meant here by chih was deep self-awareness or Prajnan 

intuition, as Dr. Suzuki lias rightly pointed out in hia 'Reply to 

Hu Shih.’^* This etahy or self-awareness, it intrinsically nondualisiic- 

It can be aware of itself, and can be aware of such, wiAout any outer 

object as an indispensable ‘support’ or stimulus whereby ehoughu 

within the dualistic pattern are brought into piny. Thus the retaining 

of sclf-awtrenc« will automatically stop the functioning of the first 

portion (the objective known) as well as the second portion (the 

subjective knowing). The cultivation of self-awareness or pure con- 

Kiousness will thus eventually annihilate all dualistic thoughts and 

bring one to Buddhahood. ^>s is the core of Yogacara and the 

reason why both Yogacara and Zen claim the importance of teeing 

one's mind'cssenoe by wardmg off the dualistic pattern of thought. 

Both Zen and Yogacara claim that no dharma exists apart from 

the mind, of which they are manifestatbns and imag«. The only 

difference between Zen and Yogacara is their ways of approaching 

and expressing the same truth. For instance, Yogacara explains the 

states of mind through an analytical approach in a pedantic and 

somewhat wearying manner- With great patience it goes into all 

details and classifications of every state of mind, wliereas Zen expresses 

them in a more lively and dramatic way- In contrast to Yogacara’s 

detailed descriptions as to how the Ale^ (Storehouse) consciousness 

conjures up the outer world, projects its own images, holds the seeds- 

of-names-and-forcis, seeds-of-habicual-thoughti, etc., Zen explains the 
same truths in a very simple and illuminadDg way. 

Tbis art of dudicadng the profound and obscure Truth through 

simple and lively words is found in many Zen stones. Hui Neng’s 

(63^7^3) remark on the moving flag and wind is a typical example: 
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Two monks were arguing whether it was the wind or the flag that 

was moving- For a long time they could not aetde the prohleui. Then 

Hui Neng arose from the audience and said: “It is neither the wind, 

nor the but the mind chat moves.” In contrast to Yogacara, 

Zen explains the profbundest truth in the simplest language and the 
easiest manner. 

Another sharp contrast between Yogacara and Zen is that the 

former cakes the gradual approach towards Enlightenment, while the 

latter goes straight ahead to grasp it directly. The gradual approach 

of Yogacara is typifled by its meditation process, called 'Observation 

on the Mind*onIy Doctrine in Five Steps', as systematired by K'uci 

Qii (632~$8a). l^e third Is the crucial step. It is called 'reducing the 

offshoot! to the main consciotisness*. In this stage the student it taught 

to scrip off the flitt and second positions and come to ielf*awareness. 

The fourth step is called ‘curtailing the inferior and unfolding the 

superior conaciouinen*. In this stage the student ii taught (o absorb 

himself in pure consciousness and dissociate himself from functional 

activities. The ftCth stage is called ‘discarding forms and realizing the 

nature of consciousness', ‘fbrms' meaning the 'shadow* or the 'cling^' 

of pure consciouioess. In other words, one cannot fully realize tlie 

nature of ultimate Reality uncU one has annihilated all the inborn 

and acquired clingings, including those to the ego and things. These 

progressive stages of unfolding pure consclouinesi remind us of the 

fkmous Zen Master Te Shan's remark: ‘If you do not understand, I'll 

give you thirty bbws, and if you do, I’ll give you thirty blows just the 

same.'** 

It is easy to understand the justiiication of b^ng struck if one 

does not understand the truth. But why dees one deserve a blow 

enlightenment? Superficially, it seems to be the Master's intention to 

test the disdple, but when we think about it, do we not sense that 

the blow pven after one's enlightenment ia aimed at bringing the 

disdple up to a stage of further enlightenment by driving him out of 

clinging to the shallow experience that he hitherto had attained? Zen 

Masters seldom explain their intention plainly if they can help it. 

They love to act rather than explain, to demonstrate rather than 

expound. Here and here only does Zen sharply differ from Yogacara. 
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Madf^mika and ^tn 

Theouut&ndii^ and unique conO'ibution of Buddhism to pbiIo»phy 

is its vast and profound teachiog of Voidness (5ii^£d). Glancing over 

the history of philoiopbyj both Eastern and Western> it is difTicult to 

find a Kbool of thought that can equal Buddhism on this subject. 

It seem chat one of the main interests that has inspired the philosophers 

and theologians of die West to search after Truth is this: Wliat is 

existence and how do things exist? We may even go so fur os to say 

that this is the springboard of Western philosophies. In contrast to 

this ‘emphasis on Che study of existence’, Buddhism has put all Us 

stress on the 'study of voidness, or ncn*exlstcnce’. Present-day Western 

thinkers may not yet have seen clearly the importance and signiCeance 

of Sunj>eUi, for it was only recendy that this philosophy was introduced 

to the West, except in fragments through limited iranslaiions of 

Buddhist texts. While the whole field of Swiyata studies remains to be 

explored fully by Western thinkers, the philosophy of Voidness had 

incalculable influence on both Buddlust and non-Buddhist thinkers 

throughout Asia, as history has shown. 

When Sunyaia was practised and speculated upon in the old days 

of Buddhist history, the theory of non-ego {analmem) and the thought 

of '/firvana without residue’ (mrupadhistsanirvanm) were fonnulaied, 

and many Arhats were also produced. When Su/iyaia was examined 

by the analytical*mindcd Yogacara scholars, the Mind^nly philosophy 

with its theory of the twofold Voidness, together with the elaborate 

system of Buddhist psychology, was founded. When it cor\joined with 

Tantra, the Diamond Vehicle (Vdjrayatta) emerged. When thoroughly 

absorbed into the minds of the faithful and candid Tibetans, it over* 

whelmed them and finally superseded rituaJiidc Tibetan Tantrism, 

giving birth to the widely practised teaching called ‘the Mind'cssence 

Practice' (Tibetan, ims ngc) of the rNyin-ma and bKah-rgyud Khools. 

When Sunyata is treated not as a game of pure speculation but as the 

only means by which all serious problems of Buddhism can be solved, 

one is led to search out the practical, instead of the purely theoretical, 

teachings of Smyaia that help one to reach Enlightenment. This 

impulse was so strong and so earnest that, once conjoined with the 

practical Chinese mind, it could not help but produce Gh’an (Zen). 

It is therefore impossible to undentand any form of Buddhism, 
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cspecklly Zen, witUout a cliorough undenCanding of the philosophy 

of Voidness. 

Tliere is not space here to discuss in full the relation between Zen 

and the Prajru^aramita of Madhyamlka phUosophyj lo only a few Zen 

stories and some common sayings of Prcjnoparamita will be given to 

illustrate the similarities between the two. 

Madhyamlka (Tlie Middle Way) is also called the Doctrine of 

Voidness. Its central philosophy is the study of Voidness, but Voidness 

is difTicuit CO describe or define in Its direct and unmistakable sense. 

Tlie human mind is completely and helplessly bound up with the 

belief in existence. Forms of human chotight-good or bad, shallow 

or profound, synthetic or analytical - all are produced by ‘clinging 

to things*, whicl) makes Voidness inaccessible to iltc mind. As a 

consequence, the use of any word or idea to define, or even describe. 

Voidness is sure to fail. We can best describe it only through impUca* 

tlon. For instance, ‘void* means containing no-thing, etc. No matter 

how hard we try, we can describe or de/tne Voidnesi only through 

the annulment of existence, although this is obviously an Indrect 

and useless approach. The definition brought out in this way can 

never be positive and satisfactory in meaning. The very absence of a 

positive ^finltion of Voidnesa rehecu the truth and the practical 

value of the Eight Negations'* of Madhyamlka. Although Voidness 

can be reached through both negatbn and assertion, as many Zen 

stories show, the best avenue of approach for most people is through 

negation. Negation is the best antidote for the inherited overbearing 

tendency towards the ego- and dharma<lingings of the mind. Thus 

these Eight Negations, given in the Madkyamka Sastra» should be 

treated, not as negative philosophy, but as instructions with practical 

value for Frefne-meditation. The ultimate Truth Is expressed here 

through absolute negation. This is called 'to illustrate through 

negating', which is a favourite method wisely used by Zen Masters. 

We may even go so far as to say that the majority of Zen koaiu were 

based on this approach. 

The ingenious Zen masters used colourful phrases and expressions 

to illustrate the FrqjBa-truth. Tou UP is % very good example. Ton 

means ‘to penetrate or break through*, ic means *to release or to 

strip off’. To break through the walls of clinging and to strip off 

dualistic conceptions is the only way to obtain Enlightenment. The 
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purpose of preaching: the Eight Negations, Eighiccn Voidnesscs* clc-, 

in sastraa and sulras was merely to make xis break through and strip 

off I Bat note how easy and how simple the Zen expression is: the 

bulky literature of Prcjnaparamiia and Madhyamika is explained in 

two words! In short, the teaching of Madhyamika is in essence 

identical with that of Zen, the only difference being that Zen expresses 

it in a more practical and lively manner. The blows and die unexpected 

answers of Zen that ‘knock one out’ are a more three t more 

practical method than the Eight Negations and Eighteen Voidiiesses, 

etc., ever could offer. They carry one right to the heart of f’r^ne-trulh. 

The Sixth Patriarch asked Huai Jang (?-744): ‘WJtcre do you 

come from?’ Huai Jang replied; ‘I come from Mount Su.’ The 

Patriarch said: ‘What is it and bow does it come?* Huai Jang 

answered: ‘Anything I could say would miss the point.*^^ 

In contrast 10 the Eight Negations, this remark is surely more 

explidt and direct in illustrating the undefinablc and incompre¬ 

hensible nature otPrajna. 

A monk asked Chao Chou (778-896): ‘All things arc reducible to 

one - to what is the one reducible?’ 

Does this question not reflect typically the profound aspect of 

the ‘Thorot^hness of the Void’, which transcends all monotheistic 

principles and characterizes Buddhism as a ‘super’ religion? But 

Chao Chou repEed: ‘When I was staying at Chin Chou, I made a 

robe of doth weighing seven How illogical this answer seems 

to be, and how stupid the idea that one would make a nine-pound 

robe to wear! This statement, which makes no sense whatsoever to an 

intellectual, sounds very stupid even to the most ordinary man, But 

if we think about it carefully, this down-to-earth, seemingly stupid 

statement demonstrates vividly the limitatioia of human thought - 

solidly moulded in derivative and sequential patterns. It suggests 

that should go beyond conceptualization to get the unanswerable 

question answered. Chao Chou was indeed a remarkable Master, but 

sometimes he was too profound to be understood. Even Huang Po 

(?-850) AUed to foUow him,^* while B&ueh Feng (822-908) called 

him the ancient Buddha and bowed to him at a disUnce when he 
was asked to comment on him.*® 

On the other hand, Zen stories and sayings do not shock or puzzle 

Madhyamika scholars. They merely find the Zen approach interesting, 
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with some good as weU as some bad points. They perceive, too> that 

there is a great danger of falling into nonsensical without inner 

understan^.ng of the subject This is what has actually happened In 

Zen, whose Masters called this type of worthless imicadon *Zen from 

the mouth^ To h^dhyamilca scholars, the Zen claim of the Buddha’s 

being a stick of dry dung is neither sacrilegious nor suiprisli^, for 

tliey know what the ^ajuap^ramitohrii^a says so very clearly: 

*Tlie void nature of all dharmas is not arising or extinction, not pure 

or impure, not increasing or decreasing. . . He who understands 

that Reality is neiilier pure nor impure finds die Buddha in the dung 

as well as in Heaven. 

In closing our review of Madhyan^ca and Zen, we may draw 

the following conclu»on: The study of Zen leads to a better under¬ 

standing of Madhyamika and the study of Madhyamika will lead to 

a better understanding of Zen. 

THE ‘FOUR DISTINCTIONS’ OF LIN CHI 

Beneath the surface of the seemingly irrational Zen koans is there 

a system, order, or category which, when followed, will make Zen 

more intelligible? 

The answer is ‘Yes’- Many Afferent systems have been Itud down 

by Zen Masters tc classify the koans. Amoi^ them Lin Chi’s Tour 

Disdnetions’** may be considered as the best and dearest, and through 

them many eo^matic koans may be deciphered. They were given by 

Lin Chi to his disciples, when he said: 

'Sometimes 2 snatch away the person, but save, or do not snatch away, 

the object; 

Sometimes 1 snatch away the d^eet, but save the person; 
Sometimes 1 snatch away both the object and the person; and 

Sometimes 1 match away neither che person nor the object.’^ 

To make che above <)uotation understandable I shall Cjuote first 

Lin Chi’s own abstruse explanation, then Tsu Yuan’s (seventeenth 

century) comment, and give in conclusion my own Interpretation. 

But first let me explain this peculiar expression, the ‘Four Distinc¬ 

tions* : ‘To snatch away the person' means to rgect, refuse, repudiate. 
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diApprove, or 's(o&] ewa/ the person who corner to the Zen Master 

for instructions; *to save the object’ (ehmg) means not to disapprove 

the remark made by the person. Tlic word thing as used by Chinese 

Buddhists has many meanings, such as the scene, domain, sphere, 

object, understanding, etc. Zen Buddhists seemed to have a special 

usage for this word; for instance, thing pu shtng measu a certain specific 

experience of Zen which has not yet arisen in the disciple. Thus thing 

meaos the ^eclfic experience or underatanding within one’s mind, 

which, of course, can be referentially treated as an ’object’ visualized 

or comprehended by the xnind. For the sake of convenience, therefore, 

I now translate It as ^object’, although this should not be taken too 
literally. 

Generally speaking, 'to snatch away the person but save the 

object’ means to disapprove or reject the questioner but not to reject 

his remark. The other three Distinctions can be understood by analogy. 

These 'Four Dlstinctloas' are methods used by Zen Maaten in 

dealing with their diKiplea on four different lev^ of Zen imder« 

standing. 

Zin On’s own explanation is found in his ’Discourse’:** 

The disciple asked: ’What does U mean to snatch away the person, 

but save the object?’ 

Lin Chi answered: 

’When the tun » bright dowers cover all the earth, 
The baby’s bur hangs down as white as snow.’ 

The ^sciple asked again: What does It mean to snatch aw&y the 

object, but save the person?’ 

Lin Cbi answered: 

’The king's comizunds are sanctioned by the atdon, 
The general, free from smoke and dust, has gone abroad.’ 

'What does it mean to snatch away both the person and the 
object?’ 

Lin Chi answered: 

'When BO aussage comes from Ping aod Feng 
At last one Is alone.’ 
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‘What, then, docs it mean to snatch away ndther the person nor 

the object?* 

Lin Clu answered: 

‘WhUe the emperor ascends his royal throne 

Old peasants sing their songs.* 

TItese stanzas are very enigmatic, especially the second and third. 

Although the lint and ruiirih arc rcasoiuibly clear, the gist of the four¬ 

fold method is still very dlfTicult for oidinary people to understand. 

To make the passage nu>rc iniolligiblu I now quote (he explanations 

given by Tsu Yuan hi his inllucnliul luuk, Miud-^Ov Source (f All 

Vfmnna.*^ 

Tlte disciple asked Tsu Yuan: ‘What dues it mean to snatch away 

the person but not snatch away [save] the object?* 

Tsu Yuan answered, Tn the realm of self«awareness, if one can 

empty one's mind, what obstruction can there be from an outer 

object? [rherefore], when a Zen Master teaches a disciple of low 

capacity, he should snatch away the person but not the object.* 

The disciple asked: ‘What does it mean to snatch away the object, 

but not the person?' 

‘In the realm of self-awareness, [one] does not dwell on outer 

objects but reflects with one's mind alone. [TlicroTore], the Zen Master 

should snatch away the object but not tlte person when the disciple is 

of average capacity.' 

‘What does it mean to snatch away both the person and the 

object?* 
Tsu Yuan answered: 'In the realm of self-awareness, both the 

mind and the object are empty; whence, then, comes the delusion? 

Therefore, the Zen Master should snatch away both the person and 

the object when the disciple is well-endowed.’ 

‘What, then, does it mean to snatch away neither the person nor 

the object?’ 

Tsu Yuan said: ‘In the realm of self-awareness, mind naturally 

remains as nund and objects as objects. The Zen Master therefore 

takes away neither the object nor the person when the disciple is 

highly gifted.' 

These explanations may not be completely satisfactory or clear 
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enough to illustrate the riddle of the 'Four Distinctions'. Nev'ortheless, 

they do give some clue by which to unravel die liidden meaning 

of the subject. I will therefore use some Zen stories with my own 

interpreialions to explain how these methods are used on four 

different levels. 

A ohief monk asked Lin Chi» 'Are not tlie teachings of the Three 

Vehicles and the Twelve Divisions given for illustrating Buddha- 

nature?’** 

Lin Chi answered, 'The weeds have not yet been cleared away.’ 

This reply employs the first method, namely, to snatch away the 

person but save the object. What the monk liud said was correct, but 

from the practical Zen viewpoint one would say, 'What is die use if 

one cannot have his Buddha-narure unfolded?' 

As one Zen proverb says, 'Much talk about ibod will never stUl 

one's hunger.’ Or again, 'If the teaching of the Buddha cannot 

octuaUy bring one to direct enlightenment, what difference remains 

between common weeds and bulky suirasV There was nothing wrong 

with the remark made by the monk, but tlie fault lay in his lack ^ 

a ^ct experience in Fr^ffo-tnath. This was why Lin Chi said, "The 

weeds have not yet been cleared away.' The monk then fought back 

by asking, 'But can the Buddha ever cheat me?' Lin Chi replied, 

'Where is the Buddha?' 

To a person who has no direct experience of the Innate Buddha- 

hood within himself Buddha is merely a name, a notion or shadow 

which does not mean anything at ail. That is why Lin Chi said 

mockingly to him, 'Where is the Buddha?’ 

The ibliowuig koan illustrates this first method even more clearly. 

One day when Lin Chi saw a monk approaching liim, he raised his 

dust-whisk. The monk then bowed before him, but Lin Ghi beat him. 

After a while another monk came, lin Ghi again raised his dust-whisk. 

When the monk paid no respect to him, Lin Chi beat him as well. 

The paying or not paying of respect was obviously not the real reason 

for the beatings. The fact was that as soon as Lin Chi saw these two 

monks he immediately knew what kind of men they were. No matter 

whether they bowed or not, he beat them both. This shows clearly 

that what Lin Gbi cared for was not the outward action but the inner 

realization of the person.** 
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Now let US see how the second method, *to snatch away the o^ect 

but save the person’; is applied. 

Lin Ghi once in a sermon, 'In the lump of red flesh there is 

a True Man of No Position. He constantly goes in and comes out 

by the gate of your face. Those who have not seen him should try to 

do so.’ 
A monk then came forward and asked Lin Ghl, *Whac is this 

True Man of No Position?' 

Lin Chi imme<^ately descended from his seat, held the arm of the 

monk, and said, 'Say it! Say id [snatch away the person]-* 

When tire monk was al»ut to answer, Lin Ghi released his arm 

and said disdemfully, 'What kind of dry dung is this True Man of 

No Position !'•* 
This is a typical example of'snatching away the object*, i.e. the 

topic in question or the notion one has in mind. The koan shows 

how the Zen Master sets the trap with a fancy idea and a strange 

name and waits fer the dinging-bound and the constantly pursuing 

disciple to fall into it. This lund of surprising shock will not only 

knock all notions from one*s sequecuial thought but also bring one to 

the state of the beyond. 

The third method, 'to match away both the person and object’, 

is a little deeper than the first two. The following koan is a good 

example of it. 
One day Lin Chi was invited by his patron to give a sermon. When 

he ascended to his seat and was just about to preach, Ma Ku came 

forward and asked him, The All-merciful One [Avaiokitesvara] has a 

thousand arms and a thousand eyes. Which is the main eye?* 

liti Chi answered, 'The All-merciful One has a thousand eyes. 

Which is the main eye? Say it! Say iti* 
Ma Ku then fordbly dragged Lin Chi down from the seat and sat 

upon it himself. lin Chi walked very close to Ma Ku and said to him 

[very humbly], '1 do not understand, sir.’ 

Ma Ku was about to say something, when Lin Chi immediately 

dragged him down from the seat and again sat on it himself. Ma Ku 

then walked out of the hall. After Ma Ku had left Lin Chi also 

descended from the scat, and no sermon was given.** 

ras koan shows how both Lin Chi and Ma Ku tried to 'snatch 

J 
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away’ each other, aad how both the questioner and the answerer 

tried to strip off from each other every bit of objective understanding 

and subjective attitude. The highlight is in the last part of the story: 

affer Lin Chi had ascended the seat for the second time, Ma Ku 

went out of the hall. When Lin Chi saw Ma Ku leave, he also 

descended from the seat, and no sermon was given. If Ma Ku liad 

not walked out, or if Lin Chi had remained on his seat as the victor, 

each of them would then have fallen into the trap of the other and 

would have been caught in die smre-of-olingings. Since it would 

take too iong to explain this koan in detail, 1 have given here a clue 

to its meaning aad will let the reader find the explanation for himself. 

Now let us come to the fourth realm of Zen understanding, ‘to 

snatch away nether the person nor the object’. 

Generally speaking, koans of this category are somewhat easier to 

understand. The Icgeiidary first Zen koan is a typical example of 

this method. When Buddha Sakyamuni held the flower in his hand, 

smiled, but uttered not one word before the congregation, no one in 

the assembly understood what the Buddha meant. But Mahakasyapa 

smiled quiedy as if in understanding. The Buddha then said, ‘I 

have the treasure of tbe unmistakable teachings, the wonderful Mind 

of Nirvana, tbe true form without form, the marvellous and subde 

Dharma, beyond all words, the teaching to be given and transmitted 

outside of the [regular Buddhist] doctrines. I have now handed it to 

Mahakasyapa. 
Then there is the welhknowtt Zen saying, ‘A mountain is a moun¬ 

tain, water is water, when hungry 1 eat, when drowsy I sleep; I do 

not search for the Buddha, or look for Dharma, yet I always make 

my obeisance to tbe Buddha.’ 
Another interesting story may also be helpful in understanding 

the koans which illustrate the fourth realm of Zen undersiarw^ng. 

One day Lin Chi was standing in front of the hall. When he saw 

his Master Huar^ Po coimng, he closed his eyes. Huang Po pretended 

to be frightened and returned to his room. Then Lin Chi went to his 

Master's room, bowed down before bim, and thanked him.® 

My iaterpretation is this: When Lin Chi saw Huang Po coming, 

he purposely closed his eyes, completely disregarding and riycctic^ 

his revered Master - this would snatch away both the person and 
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object. However, HuAAg Po was even more profound than Lin GhL 

He mockingly pretended to be frightened by this blow- Lin Ghi's 

intention was brought out into the open, and his blow thus missed 

its mark. Surpassed by his Master in profundity and with his under¬ 

standing sharpened, Lin Chi went to Huang Po’s room to thank him 

and to pay his respects. If my Interpretation is correct, this story 

shows a cros^g of swords between a sage of the third realm (Lin 

Ghi) and a sage of the fourth realm (Huang Po). The result was the 

complete defeat of tin Chi—his eloquent gesture of closing his eyes 

was annihilated by his Master’s taunt. What choice did Lin Chi have 

but to bow down at the feet of his Master and thank him heartily? 

The above explanations of Lin Chi’s Four Distinctions give some 

idea of how 2cn Masters express themselves and instruct their disdplcs 

on different levels. 

One other important point should be studied before one can hope 

to understand koans in an iniell^ble and systemade way - namely, 

Tung Shan’s (S07-869) doctrine of ‘The Five Positions of Prince and 

Minister’^ {PVti fVet Cba CA'/ng), which is one of the most important 

subjects of Zen Buddhism. Unfortunately, there is no space to deal 

with it here. 

Zen is the most difficult, puszling, and complicated subject in the 

field of Buddhist study. To understand it on an intellectual level, one 

must be well-versed in the philosophy of Mahayana Buddhism and 

also acquainted with the unique traditions of Ch’an (2«n). In addition, 

one must also have some direct Zen experience through actual practice, 

because, after all, the essence of Zen consists in one’s own direct 

personal c^criencc, not in philosophical speculadon. All these factors 

make Zen extremely difficult to study and to explain. Owing to the 

complexity and profundity of Zen Buddhism, no one can proiray it 

in a flawless manner- It is impossible, therefore, to paint a perfect 

picture of Zen. When one side is brightly l%hied, the other side is 

often obscured; when one aspect is stressed, another aspect is often 

distorted. Tbertfore, a balanced way of introducing Zen becomes all 

the more desirable and necessary- 
In other words, all the important fecels of Zen should be presented 

in an even and impartial manner. Both the negative and positive 
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aapecu should be introduced - its eva«veness as weU as its immediacy, 
its passivencss as well as its dynamics, its mtelUgibility as well as its 
obscurity, etc.-all should be elaborated. To understand Zen one 
must examine it from all its different angles. One must study it 
historically, psychologically, and philosophically, as well as within 
its literary, yogic, and spiritual frames of reference. It is only through 
studying it from aU these differcni angles and levels that one may 
r«ach a correct and impartial understandiDg of Zen. 

Since it is not possible to present a complete and perfect picture 
of Zen Buddhism in a single volume, all that has been attempted here 
is to present a balanced view and to explain in part tltose facets which 

hitherto have not been fully introduced to the West. 



V_/ 

4 
BUDDHA AND MEDITATION 

Contrary to Western belief, 

Zen can neither be practised nor understood without some knowledge 

of the concept of Buddhahood and the principles of meditation. Each 

requires a book to do it jtistice. Nevertheless, the following brief 

account of the three aspects of Buddhahood, the six patterns of human 

thought, the seven Afferent types of meditation practice, and the 

three succewvc stages of meditation will be usefiil to the beginner- 
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THE THREE ASPECTS OF BUDDHAHOOD IK 

RELATIOK TO THE SIX PATTERNS OF HUMAN 

THINKING 

What b ‘Buddha’ ? To thb question there have been many answers, 

Some religionists say that He founded a form of heatlicnism called 

'Buddhism*; ilie mao in the street says that He is an idol worshipped 

by misguided Orientals; some philosophers say that He was a thinker 

who taught and established the philosophy aad religion cailed 

‘Buddhism*; historans say that ‘The Buddha’ is a reverential title 

attributed to a person called Gautama Sakyamuni, who lived some 

lime between 560 and 480 b.g. - and so on. 

But how do (he devotees of Buddhism ihtmselces envision Buddha 

from thdr religious point of view, and how do tliey define Him as 

representing a supreme goal - one to be adored, imitated, and 

achieved? This qiustion is of the utmost importanoe, because it 

penetrates direedy to the very heart of Buddhism itself, and is akin 

to the inquiry into the nature of God which has always been regarded 

as the central theme in the study of most religions. There is a Tibetan 

proverb which says: ‘If one understands the meaning of the term 

“Buddha*’, one knows all of Buddhism.* Prom the viewpoint of an 

outsider, this statement may seem to be an exaggeration; but the 

orthodox Buddhist holds it to be very close to the truth. In the past 

twentV'Hve centuries many Buddhist scholars have spent their whole 

lives studying this question, and have written endless and complicated 

commentaries on it which only add to the confusion. Fortunately, the 

subject can be simplified by the following definidon which is accepted 

by most Buddhist devotees: A Buddha is ont who fiosnssis Prrjees Wisdom, 

Peifut CoTopasMn^ md Perfect Fewer. Let us consider, one by one, these 

three esseutlals of Buddhahood. 

The Perfect Wisdom of Buddha 

The Perfect Wisdom of Buddha has two facets, one called 'The 

Wisdom of Blowing the Thing as It Is’ {Ju toyuchih), and the other 

called ‘The Wisdom of Knowing All* {Chin so yu ehih). The former 

may be understood as ‘Vertical’ and the latter as ‘Horizontal Wisdom’. 

ImagiDe the water in a cup. The ordinary person will see it as 
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nothing but a cup of plain water, that is, a liquid with which to 

quench his thirst; a chemist, as a compound of hydrogen and oxygen; 

a physidst, as the complex result of electronic movement; a philoso¬ 

pher, as something expressing ‘relationships' and ‘causation'; an 

enlightened Bodhisattva, as the manifestation of his own mind; and 

Buddha, as the outflow of perfect Buddhahood. Converging vnxhin 

this simple object - a cup of water - are a great many realms of 

exbtence and depths of B^g for our intelligence to reach, measure, 

and comprehend. Tire shallowness or depth of our intelligence 

determines die realms to which It is capable of penetrating. The 

‘Vortical Wisdom’ of Buddlia, chcrcforc, Is a penetrating insight- 

successively piercing through all the difTcrent levels and realms of 

existence to touch the very depths of Being itself. It is a wisdom of 

profun^ty, a wisdom that goes beyond the realms of common sense, 

science, philosophy, and rclig^n; a wisdom that probes into the 

uttermost depths of Dharma - the indescribable and unthinkable 

‘Suchness'. This is ‘Vertical Wisdom'. 

On the other hand, the mearung of ‘Horizontal Wisdom*, or 'The 

Wisdom-of-Knowing-All’, is clearly indicated by the term Itself. It 

denote the omniscient aspect of Buddha’s \^sdom, which is capable 

of knowing everything and is therefore rather difficult for modem 

people to accept. The famous Chinese philosopher, Ghuang Tsu, 

said: ‘Life Is fmite while knowledge is Iniinitc. To pursue infinite 

knowledge in this fimte life is indeed hopeless!' Men of the twentieth 

century feel especially sympathetic towards statements such as this. 

In the old days there were undoubtedly certain great scholars or 

sages who were regarded by their contemporaries as wise men who 

'knew everything’, A Chinese proverb says: *A Gonfuclan scholar is 

put to shame if there is one branch of leamb^ that he does not know.’ 

But nowadays we think it presumptuous for a man to claim to know 

everything, even in w field of leaming. Therefore, to many people 

It seems that All-knowing Wisdom is something supernatural aad 

beyond the reach of the human mind. 

Contrary to this common belief, however, Buddhism asserts that 

every sentient being is a potential Buddha, capable of reaching 

Buddhahood (which includes this All-lmowing Wisdom) if he makes 

a correct and sufficient effort. Tf this be so, how then does Buddhism 

convincingly explain such a possibility as ‘knowing all’? To answer 
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this question we must Jirst analyse the patterns> or moulds within 

which the huxoau mind funcdons. 

As a result of such analysis, Mabayana scholars have concluded 

that the human mind functions in accordance with six basic pacieros, 

or ways of thlnku^, chat is, cuznuJadvely, limitatfvely, discordantly, 

delusively, impoteutly and wastefuUy, and ‘cUnging^Iy’. Induenced 

by these faulty and deep-rooted habitual ways of thought, we find it 

natural to believe that ^Omnisdeat Wisdom’ Is something very 

attractive to contemplate, but completely beyond our grasp. 

But suppose we could transform these faulty patterns within which 

our have so far functioned into new forms, elevating the mind 

to new horizons and freeing it from all its former ‘attachments', 

would the WUdom-of-KnowIpg*All sdll appear to be as remote and 

unattainable as before? The vision of the human eye is limited, but 

with the assistance of instruments its scope can be extended to hitherto 

inaccessible regions of space. WoiJd not a simile such as this be 

applicable to the problem of the limited human mind versus the Wisdom 

of Omniscience? Before attempting to answer this question, we must 

first examine the dx basic patterns of human thought mentioned 

above, and see in what manner they have moulded the functions of 

the human mind. 

I. Tht human af Ainking is €umidaiiv€. This means that human 

knowle^e is gained through a ‘buOding-up' process, a process of 

gradual accumulation. For example, when we were children in school, 

wc were first taught the alphabet; then we were taught to read words 

and sentences and later to write letters and essays. Finally, the hnow' 

ledge accumulated and the talent developed may have enabled us 

to write books, or to express creatively highly complicated thoughts 

and new ideas. This process through which human knowledge is 

gained is one of building and adding to, of wel<^j^ newly acquired 

segments of knowledge to the old mass. AU is linked tog:cther by a 

process which is finite, partial, ilmitadve, and condiiional in its nature 

and origin. Because the very nature of this cumulative process has 

preconditioned and predetermined its outcome, it eon never cme to an 

end. There is no terminal point on the road of accumulation - wc 

shall always find plenty of room in which to add something more. 

To collect drops of rain water from the roof of a house, even for a 

lifetime, will add nothu^j to the level of the ocean. Likewise, through 
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& cumulative way of thmking, one will never be able to attain the 

All-lmowing Wisdom of fiuddhahood. 

a. The human way of thirOting is limUiHot. This is obvious since we 

all know that the human mind can usually think of only one thing 

at a time. We rarely find a gifled person who can give his attention 

to several things siiaulcaneously, or deal with several problems at 

the same time. I remember that as a boy, when I was Eving in 

Peiping, I often loitered away my free time in the market place. My 

lavouritc spot was a certain ‘general store’, the owner of which was 

a remarkable man. He could fix his mind on a number of difterenc 

things simultaneously. He oficn sat on a high diair baok of the 

counter, with a Chinese brush-pen in his right hand, writing up 

his accounts. Meanwhile the five fingers of his lefi liand were oon> 

staitily moving up and down at great speed on an abacus; and at 

the same time KU mouth never stopped talking to a customer or 

instructing his boy helper. Besides all this, his two big black eyes 

never slackened their watchfulness, lest a customer surreptitiously 

pick up somethii^ from a remote shelf. This man might be regarded 

as quite an unusual person. Nevertheless, the genius of his mind was 

still basically limitadve, for even he could not think of as many as 

ten, let alone a hundred, a thousand, or an infinite number of things 

at the same time. Since the hiunan mind almost invariably follows 

the ‘one-at-a-time’ pattern to carry out its funedonings, it has no 

choice but to remain in the region af finiteness and llmltadon. 

3. The human wey of thinking is dUconiant. Emotion and reason 

are two paramount, yet confiicting, elements that consdtute the major 

portion of the ever fluctuating human mind. Emotion fills us with 

strong feelings of what we would Wu to do, but reason warns us coldly 

of what we should not do. Driven by these two conflicting forces, life 

is mainly a constant battle between the cold of reason and the heat 

of the emotions. In examining these two opponents, we find that they 

are not only opposite to, and ofisetdng each other, like water and 

fire, but also discover the interesting fact that they do not arise 

firnulUmeourlj. When reason has reached its highest peak, emotion la 

at its lowest ebb, and vice vem. For example, when our minds are 

absorbed in trying to solve an abstruse problem in philosophy or 

mathemattcs, the reasoning faculties are in high gear, but the emotions 

are scarcely perceptible. On the other hand, when we are bve-making, 
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or furiously fighting au enemy, die emotions rise proportionately and 

reason drops to its lowest point. For this reason, we never hear of a 

mathematician or scientist formulating a new hypotliesis or producing 

a new discovery when quarrelling or making love. In the human mind 

reason and emodon are hostile forces offsetting, but not coexisting 

with, each other. 

If this were also true in the Mind of Buddha, the consequences 

would indeed be catastrophic. Ima^e tluc you are facing a vita] 

problem and have no other resort but to send an urgent and dcs* 

perate prayer to Buddha. But He responds, 'Wait, wnit, my friend! 

Bo not pray to me now; this is not die proper time, l)ccause my 

reason is very active at present but my emotions are low - I am not 

in the mood to grant favours. Try again tomorrow, when I may be 

in a better frame of mind!' This may sound ridiculous; but it ilitu* 

crates a deep and significant truth of Buddhahood. A perfect Buddha 

must first have brought His reason and emotion together into com* 

plete and unalterable harmony before he could ever have uaehtd 

Buddhahod. Emotion and reason, now transformed into Compassion 

and Wisdom, rAwfd ariss simuUa/ueusfy at ail tima without imbalance 

or fluctuation, and should merge together into one great, inseparable 

whole. The simultaneous arising of Compassion and Wisdom is indeed 

one of the great wonders of Buddhahood - a fascinating and vital 

topic much discussed by Mabaytna Buddhist scholars everywhere. 

4. Thi human w<ff thinking it ddusiu, Suppose we are looking at 

the wall in our room; our eyes tell us that it is an upright, smooth 

surface standing stably and silently before ui. We walk one step 

forward to touch it, and And that it is something Arm, cold, and solid. 

Then we remember what chemistry and physics have to say about a 

wall. They assert that it is composed of various compounds and 

elements containing innumerable atoms, electrons, protons, etc., all 

constantly moving at incredible speeds in their innumerable orbits. 

So our senses and our minds tell us radically different stories about 

the same thing. To which should we listen? We human beings are 

perpetually bombarded by discordant information conveyed by our 

Afferent 'sense^agenis’; but fortunately we have a good *com* 

promiser* or ‘arbitrator’- the mind-which synthesises, integrates, 

and smooths out the conflicts between its agents, which are constantly 

reporting to ^headquarters’ from their various outposts. Although our 
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conscious muid is a remarkable agent in itself’* practical, intelligent, 

and Imagiaative, its main ccncem in our everyday lives is not to 

check on whether the senses have conveyed the most reliable informa¬ 

tion, nor to give a verdict on their discordant lindiogs, but rather to 

see that these agents work harmoniously together. 

But here a serious question arises: Is the pragmatic approach taken 

by the human mind necessarily sound, and does not this integrating 

and ‘compromising’ process result, perhaps, in a mutilation of the 

truth? If ‘right is right’ and ‘wrong is wrong’, as our reason tells us, 

and ’light’ cannot possibly be 'wrong' at the same time, whose iinduigs 

sliould we accept - the ’static wall’ of the eyes or the ’dynamic wall’ 

of the mind? From the viewpoint of the eyes, the static wall is right, 

from that of the mind, the dynamic wall, but from that of the nose, 

both are wrong. It is impossible to dedne right and wrong without an 

absolute standard. Fundamentally they are meaningful only when a 

certain standard or criterion has been established. Without such a 

standard, right and wrong both become meaningless. An absolute 

and final standard has thus been sought by philosophers and thinkers 

throughout all ages. Some argue that it is reason; others, that only 

God, or His Will, can be regarded as absolute, and so on. The dnal 

settlement of this problem seems well-nigh impossible. The search and 

the arguments go on id irifinitum. 

While no filial conclusion can be drawn, the Hua Yen philosophy 

of Mahayana Buddhism suggests one solution. It holds that if any 

standard is by nature exclusive and ’fixed’, it can never be considered 

as ‘absolute’ or final, for if absolute, it must be ’all-inclusive’- a 

standard of totality-and so not an ordinary standard arbitrarily 

established to measure one thing against another. Such a standard 

cannot be otherwise than arbitrary and ‘deadly fixed’; its very nature 

sets it apart from the dynamic totality of Dharmadhatu.' 

The absolute standard should include, permeate, and embiaee all. 

It is not a standard as such, but is, rather, a realm of wonder, a suie 

of the perfect interpenetration of all Dharmas - the indescribable and 

Inexplicable marvd of fiuddhahood. 

We seem to have an instinctive urge to seek the Truth, but some¬ 

how lack the capacity to find it. The dilemma of trying to set up an 

absolute standard is merely one of the many puzzles that have harassed 

mankind since the dawn of civilization. Man’s search for Truth has 
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been a ncvcr-cfiding obsession. Buddhist thinkers atiributc this pre¬ 

dicament to the delusive way of human thinking which, they say, if 

not qualiadvely transformed, will drag man down for ever into the 

morass of futile pursiut. 
Another gulf that the human miod cannot bridge separates the 

realms of ‘iadircci understanding* and ‘direct realaation*. We can 

understand the atomic structure of a thing, but we cannot see or 

experience it directly. Out minds can only ^ve us the indirect 

measure of a things they cannot put us in £wl conUul with it- We 

can appreciate the grand idea of 'all in one, and one in aU’; but 

what we actually see around us is still die 'ail in all, and one in one’. 

With hard work and deep thinkii^ we may come to understand the 

profound truth of Sai^aia - the void nature of being as taught by tlic 

Prqjnapsramiia; but all that we see and experience in our daily lives 

is within the Sojtgsoric realm of existence and subsistence. All these 

predicaments are asusei by what BuddHsls ceil 'the delnsm ucy of human 

tinnkuti'. 

5. The human my of thinkiAg is impotent and wasteful. According to 

the Buddhist sage, the major portioo of our mental power or talent 

has never been fully utilized, thus lies Idle and dormant, in die 

deq) recesses of our consdousnes; even the small portion of power 

that if tapped by the average human mind is often diffused and 

squandered. If one can leam to concentrate, and thus more fully 

utilize one’s meutal powers, one’s ability and perspective will be 

vasdy cohanced. A great mind Is not stolid or dull, nor is it feeble or 

capricious. Leaders are always keener minded and more stable than 

the average person. Their magnetism is also greater. Leadership is 

characierlsoc of a form of 'natural concentration’ which die common 

man lacks. The qualities that go to make a man more efficient and 

suooessfoJ are the result of Inborn or acquired powers of conceinradon, 

by means of which a man focuses all his mental forces and aims them 

directly at the problem in hand. 

But, accordii^ to experienced Buddhist yogis, even If one can 

concentrate and control one’s mind reasonably well, one is still far 

from being able to utilize the major portion of the potenual power 

that lies dormant In one’s Al<^, or 'Store Consciousness’. This 'Store 

Consciousness' is a vast reporitory of power, talent, and knowledge 

that has accumulated throughout countless lives In the past. Beiog 
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^norant and incapable of titiliaiog this potential power of the Store 

Consciousness, the averse man wastes his life away in trivial pursuits 

and futile endeavours, while the inexhaustible treasury available to 

him remains untapped. Buddhist sages therelbre have stated that the 

human way of thinkit^ is impotent and wastefuJ. 

6. TStf human we^ of thinking is ‘clinginf. This sixth point, the most 

important point of all, delineates the Innate tendency of the human 

mind to cling to the apparently ’existent’ or ’substantial’ aspect of 

things; it also Implies that human thoughts sire always of a 'ri^' 

or ‘fixed’ nature. The human mind seldom or never recognizes the 

void insubstantial, and ‘indefinite’ aspect of tilings. ‘Qinging’ here 

means the light grasping of the ‘existeiu’ lacet of all objects which 

are then regarded as real and definitive - as if they were in possession 

of their own self-natures. 

In short human clii^wg is by nature arbitrary definitive and 

exclusive - and so is diametrically opposed to the Buddhist teaching 

of Voidness and the Whole. All human thoughts are derived from or 

produced by the fundamenul idea of ’is-ness’, which is essentially 

arbitrary, stubborn, and fixed, tf we pierce into the very core of this 

idea of *is-ness‘, we sense it as b«ng nothing but a deep-rooted, colossi 

‘clinging’. 

The study of human ‘dingii^’ is a vital subject in Buddhism; 

its great mfiuence is reflected in Buddhist rel^lon, philosophy, 

psychology, literature, and art - in practically all fidds of Buddhist 

thought. The emphasis on the study of this crucial and ugnificaut 

subject is one of the outstanding features that have distinguished the 

teaching of Buddhism from that of other religions and philosophies. 

The reader is therefore advised to study this subject from whatever 

sources are available Co him. 

The above examination of the six patterns of human thought shows 

incontroverdbly that if the All-knowing Wisdom of Buddhahood is 

attainable at all, it can never be reached through any of these six 

faulty paths. The innumerable Buddhist teachings are all aimed at 

correcting such &ulty patterns in order to achieve Buddhahood. 

Among these teachings Dkyana (meditation) and Prajna (innutive 

wisdom) are crucial. Throi^ them the human consciousness can 

be transformed, and perfect Buddhahood achieved. Since Prajna is, on 
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th« one hand, the essence of Zen Buddhism, which has been brieHy 

touched upon in the preceding chapters, and, on the other, a vast and 

comprehensive subject that must be studied exhaustively and inde¬ 

pendently if it is to be properly understood, this chapter will be 

con£cied to the survey of the different aspects of meditation practice 

in their relation to Buddhahood, 

T)u PtrfM Compassion <ff Budifui 

The Perfect Compassion of Buddha is all-embracing and non- 

disciiminative. It is an absolute and unconditioned Love, which 

like everything else in this world has a great many depths and 

grades of profundity' The greater love is, the leas it binds itself to 

‘conditions*. Religious love ii greater in scope and profoundcr in 

depth than personal or family love, or love for one’s country, etc., 

bemuse the latter fbrms are eondilimsd, and so are confined within 

the narrow boundary of human limitations. 

However, there remains another boundary which even religious 

love seems unable to cross. For example, reli^n teaches us to love 

both our neighbours and our enemies, but seldom to love ‘pegans’. 

It admonishes us to love God, but forbids us to love ‘devils’. Heresy has 

always been considered to be among the wont of crimes. *Thou shall 

not wonhip false gods' is the paramount commandment in many 

religions. The spirit and love of a religion can easily transcend the 

boundaries of family and race, of lift and death, but rarely that of its 

own nature. This limitation is implicit in the very tenets of the religion 

Itself. The fervent claims of many religionists that the love of their 

god is nondiscriminative and unconditioned is true only when their 

god alone is worshipped, their exclusive dogmas aceepted, and their 

own creed adhered to. The doctrine of exclusiveness that has caused 

so many misfortunes and confusions seems to have been impregnated 

in the very core of the religious intolerance reflected in the 

tenets of so zzuany faiths. If we study these tenets in the light of the 

PraJnapanmiUj, we shall soon discover chat behind all the pledged 

love and grace exalted in to many of the scriptures, there is a dttp- 

rooted tf/wgwig - a clinging to the ‘one true God’, the 'one true religion’, 

the 'one true principle', etc. ^ that characterizes and predestines their 

narrow limitations. 
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According to BuddhUm, uUimaU and itneonditiened Low con only 

bi odiirvod through a ihonugh rtaliiaiion of Voidnoss (Suny&ta). Thi 

Hgtusi Compassion is olloimd mly wfun tfu highssi Wisi&}m is attained. In 

other words (he ultimate Compasuon of Buddhahood is brought 

forth only by destroying all dinging through a realization of the 

truths of and Sw^ata. In the ultimate sense, the Compassion of 

Buddha arises, not became He possesses an eye or heart which sees 

or feels the ocean of miseries that genuindy exist on this earth, but 

it arises in a most natural and spontaneous way. This spontaneous 

Compassion, a unique possession of Buddhahood, can be brought 

about only through a deep realization of Swtyaia and complete identi¬ 

fication with Totality. Only through the total destruction of clinging 

can the ultimate Compassion be gained; only through negating 

Buddhahood is Buddhahood achieved. Because there are no sentient 

beings to be pitied Buddha has tlte greatest pity; because from the 

very beginning no sentient being ever existed, Buddha 'came down* 

to the earth to save sentient beings. Is this paradoxUl? If it is, it Is 

only because w* are paradoxical, not the Truth. From the human view¬ 

point a paradox is something contradictory and disharmonious; but 

from Buddha’s point of view it is liarmony and unity. 

Thus the P^ect Compassion of Buddhahood is an all-embracing 

and unconditioned Love, a Love that conrifts in and is identical 

with Perfect Wisdom, that arises not from any form of clinging but 

from a total liberation from all attachments. 

The Per/eet Power ^ Buddha 

The Perfect Power of Buddha is the greatest and purest power that 

can possibly exist, but it is not omnipotent. Buddha ir aU^htewing and 

ail-7nerciful, but not almighty. If any being can be said to be almighty, 

this means that he is capable of doing anything he wills. In other 

words, an almighty being could kick this globe to Heaven lake a 

football, thereby eliminating all the troubles and miseries on this 

planet in no time, if He so desired. But Buddha does not have this 

arbitrary power, nor He ever claim to have it, although many 

other regions claim it for their gods- It should be plainly evident 

that all-knowledge, all-mercy, and all-power cannot posribly exist in 

the same being at the same time. An ^mighty and all-knowing God 
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could not pouibly be ail-znerdrul as well; otherwise, his iniendon of 

creatir^ this world, with all its resultant miseries and sins and Its 

supposed eternal hells, etc., would become inexplicable and ridiculous; 

and as a result, His good conscience and wise foresight would also be 

reduced to a joke. 

Buddha is mighty but not almighty. He cannot impose His will 

on anyone, nor can He perform or accomplish on someone’s behalf 

something in violation of the Law of Cause and Effect. Buddha does 

not punish anyone or send anyone to an eternal hell. Such a tblog 

would be impossible to an all-merciful Buddha 1 1£ anyone goes to 

heU, be goes there as a result of his own evil doinp. In the Buddliist 

scriptures there is no saying to the elTect that Buddlia will punish 

someone by sending him to hell should he disobey the will of Buddha. 

On the contrary, the spirit of Buddhism is to encourage people to go 

down into hell. As the compassionate Bodhisattva Ksidgarbha sai^ 

7f 1 do not go down into bell, who else will go to save the poor 

creatures there?’ 

The blessing power of Buddha is like the sun, without which no 

plant could grow. But the growth of a plant dott not depend entirely 

upon the sun; air, water, soil, and, most important of all, the seed 

Itself, are also indispensable. The air, water, and soil are comparable 

to one’s own efforts towards Enlightenment, and the seed to the 

fiuddha-nature latent in one's own mind. The combination of all 

these different &ciors makes the attainment of Bv^ldhahood possible. 

Lacking any one of them, Buddhahood would become very remote 

from us. In short, the Perfect Power of Buddha can give us great 

assistance and provide favourable conditions for our spiritual growth, 

but it cannot do everything for us. This is perhaps one of the major 

differences between Buddhism other religions. 

From the Mahayana viewpoint, chough the Perfect Power of 

Buddhahood does not imply complete omnipotence, it is not too 

remote from it. The Mahayana Buddhist maintains that the Perfect 

Power of Buddha, like the power available from the sun, is infinite 

and mexhausdble; but the b€wfii that one can draw from it depends 

entirely upon one’s individual capacity and effort. With a small 

magnifying glass one may focus enov^h heat from sunlight to ignite 

a match; but with more powerful lenses one may collect enough heat 

to warm an entire house. If the almighty power of God is understood 
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in Mu lighc> there is no ixrecondlable ground bcrweca Buddhism and 

other religions. 

Mahayana Buddhists believe that the diBerent teachings of the 

various religions are all benefirial and necessary for people of different 

capacities and perspectives. Some of these teachings may be of an 

‘expedient’ or ‘peisuarive* nature^ devised for the izamature minds 

of the masses; others are truly the final teachings, only suicable> at 

our present stage of evolution, for a minority of highly endowed 

people. But all religions have played their constructive roles in pro- 

moting human welfare and spiritual growth. As a Buddhist sees it, 

in the big family of divine doctrines there is a distinction only between 

the preliminary and the advanced, between the ‘expedient’ and the 

final teachings, but not between the 'right* and the ‘wrong* ones. 

A SURVEY OF THE PRAOTICE OF 

BUDDHIST MEDITATION 

All the six basic patterns of human thought refemd to In the 

preceding pages have a common characieristic - they are all of an 

ever-fluoruatlDg, shifting, and changing nature. The human mind is 

like a river, constantly flowing onward, meandering and winding 

hither and thither, full of rapids and whirlpools, seldom quiet, never 

still. Seemingly the human mind can function only by following this 

acting, fluctuating, and moving pattern. Common sense maintains 

that the mind like everything else in this world - must be acHvt In 

order to fujiction, chat an ‘operating’ mind must be In motion, and 

that a ‘static’ mind is dead. 

But is this true? Is there any other way In which tlie human mirid 

may perform its duties without binding itself to this pattern of flux? 

According to Buddhism, the nature of mind, or consciousness, is 

‘awareness’, which nrither more nor less than *che state of 

bring aware*. The term itself si^ests no action, moving, or changing 

of any kind. Only on the human plane is it true chat awareness is 

coupled with perpetual movement by the driviz^ force of blind will. 

This condition need not be true on a higher level of consriousness. 

The consciousness of Buddha never moves, fluctuates, or changes. A 

consciousness that oscillates, moving flem one point (of attention) to 
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another, or changes its form in various ways, cannot possibly be the 

consciousness of BuddhahooA Buddha’s aU-^bracing consdou^ 

needs no moving from place to place, for it permeates ^ things 5 

Buddha’s transcendental consciousness requires no fluctuations, for it 

transcends aU nccesrity for chaste; Buddha’s Consciousness of Totality 

needs nether alterations of fbnn nor adjustments of function, because 

aU the innumerable fonns and capacities embodied in the infinite 

matrix of the Supreme Consciousness of Buddhahood are simul¬ 

taneously arising in a perlcct harmony of interpenetration. 

To a^eve this Supreme Oonsdousness, Buddhism believes that 

the first step is to quiet the ever-flowif^ thoughts, bringing them to 

as complete a halt as possible, so that one may have the oppern^ty 

to elevate one's awareness to a higher and steadier level until it is 

brought to its final consummation, Meditation is, therefore, the 

practice that Is fundamental and indispensable for transfonning 

human consriousacss into the enJightened Wisdom of Buddhahood. 

The theory and practice of Buddhist meditation and iw related 

subjects arc so vast and comprehensive that a lifetime may not be 

sufficient to exhaust them, The most, therefore, that can be done 

here is to sketch in brief outline a contour of the medication practices 

as environed by Buddhist yogis within the framework of the Buddhist 

aa(ition. We shall begin our discussion by reviewii^ the three main 

facets of Buddhist medication, namely, its general characteristics, its 

techniques, and the successive stages leadk^ to Samadhi. 

I. THE POUR 5AS10 OHARAOTERISTICS OP SAMAOHl 

The English word 'meditation’ is not a good equivalent for the 

Sanskrit words Df^ana or St^tnadki. In coizunon English usage medi¬ 

tation means ‘to muse’, ‘to plan', or ‘to think things overi, which is 

not at all the meanii^ of Dhfona or Sa^iodh. Although Dhjana Is 

derived from the root dW, ‘to think’ or ‘to contemplate*, it does not 

mean to chink things over in the ordinary sense- The Chinese transla¬ 

tion of the term Dhyana is Chin Xu, meaning ‘contemplation in 

quietude’; the Tibetan is bSam gTun, meaning ‘the stabilized mind', 

which is perhaps a better rendering of the central idea of Dkfcna. 

The Sanskrit word Samedhi means ‘putting things together’, or 'union 

of the meditator with the object mediated upon’. In short, both 
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Dhyana and Samadki denote a state of perfect mental concentraciOD. 

Smadhi is usually considered by ‘Hinduism" as the highest stage of 

yogic accomplishment - the state t£ MM, or the ftnal liberation from 

Sangsaro. Buddhism, however, considers Somadki as merely a higher 

state of mental concentration, having Uttle to do with liberation or 

Airwatf. This is witnessed by the fact that the names of hundreds of 

different Samadld: are listed in the Mahayana suiras. 

The followii^ are some of the basic characteristics of SemedH: 

r. In SamMhi the yogi's mind is absorbed in perfect concentration 

on the object upon which he is meditating- It is a state of fusion, or 

unity, of the mediutor and the object meditated upoa- 

a. In Samadhi the yogi always experiences an intensely blissful 

sensation, which is both physical and psychic. The intensity and 

profundity of this blissfulness is far greater than any bliss which the 

average human being has ever experienced. Allegedly it is many times 

greater than any rapture known in the sexual experience. 

3. In SamMki the yogi invariably experiences the presence of a 

great ‘illuminadon’. This is not a vision of a luminous nature, but 

the clear and bright aspect of the awareness of his own comclousiLeas, 

an experience almost impossible to describe. All one can say 2$ that 

the very universe itself seems 10 vanish into one great whoJc of trans¬ 
parency and light. 

4. In an advanced stage of SamodH no thought arises in the yogi's 

mind, not even a thought of the object originally meditated upon. 

This is because every thought is a complete pnew, containing the 

stages of arising, subsisting, and dissipatii^^; and this 'perishable' 

process is the very thing that meditation ftims to subjugate in order 

to bring the mind to a state of 'no-thought'. This ‘thoughtlessness’ of 

Samadhi is not torpidity or insensibflityi it is a stabilbed, illuminated 

awareness, devoid of any thought-in-motion- In short, humoA tfumghi u 

QWQuruss in wticn, whiU Samadbi is awarews at fast. 

(*)» (S)» (4)> namely, blissfulness, illumination, and 

‘thoughtlessness', are the three basic experiences of Samadhi. if any 

one of these is lacldng, the Samadhi is incomplete. 

5. Another major characteristic of Samadhi is the stoppage of 

breath. Without a complete cessation of breathing, the progressive 
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will never cease it* perpetual motion. A number of 

different terrni have been used to designate Sanutdhi, one of them 

being 'stoppii^ the breath' {ehih sfu), which unmistakably points to 

the fact that Smadhi is a state related to this condition. The reason for 

this common and very natural phenomenon of Samadhi is clearly 

expounded by Tantrism in it* theory of the ‘Principle of the Identical- 

ness of Mind and Pram; according to which every individual thought 

is brought into play by a particular Pnwo-in-action. If the is 

pacified or halted, so is the mind, and vice versa- More detailed ex¬ 

planation* of this theory have been given in my ‘Yogic Commenwry’, 

pp. xli and xlii, in Evans-Went*** Tibitan Tcga and Sanl Dacirws.* 

The foregoing five experience* may be regarded a* the five cardinal 

feature* of Samadhi. 

2. tKB IBVSK DIPFnaaNT TYPES OP UIDITATION PRACTICE 

Comparative study of the manifold meditation technique* of the 

different religions, schools, and *ecis i* a difficult and fascinaUng 

subject, beyond the scope of this book. But the major meditation 

practice* of Mahayana Buddhism can be summarized in seven groups. 

PractiMg MtdiUiticn through Brulhing Extreisos 

According to the basic theory of the Idendcalnes of Mind and 

Pram, if one can ume one’s breath, one’s mind will abo be tamed. 

The breathing exercise is, therefore, one of the best approaches to 

Samadhi^ 
The term ‘breathing exercise* alludes to the conditioning of one’s 

breath through certain repeated manipulations according to a pre* 

determined scheme. The commonest methods are either counting the 

breath, or suppressic^ or bolding it. 
Of these two approaches the first is perhaps the easiest and safest, 

it has been highly recommended by many Buddhist teachers, and 

widely praetbed by most Buddhist meditators for centuries. Unlike 

the others, this type of meditation may be practiced without absolute 

reliance on the constant guidance of the Guru if one has a good know¬ 

ledge of breathing techniques and understands the basic principle of 

Dhycna practice. The great Master, Clhih I, the founder of the Tien 
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Tai School of China, explained the 'counting and folio wing’ breathing 

exercUes very clearly in his celebrated book lu Mw Fa Mm, or 

The Six iVoidnus EnlranceF [to JSnlighiwmnl]. These 80*called Six 

Wondrous Entrances arc interpreted in ten different ways from the 

viewpoints of ten respective fields of study, thus making a total of 

sixty items or angles of approach to the principle of the ‘Six Wondrous 

Entrances\ 

When this prinaple is applied to the field of breathing, six 

successive steps or stages are formed. 

The first step, called ‘The Stage of Counting the Breath*, is to 

focus one’s mind on the count of each inhalation or exhalation- 

never both at the same time. Count from one to ten very slowly and 

calmly. If the counting is interrupted by a single distracting thought, 

the yogi should go back and recommence at ‘one’, ‘nirough repeated 

practice he will gradually become welUversed in cKb counting exercise, 

all distracting thoughts will be eliminated, and the process of counting 

from one to ten will be completed without interruption. The breathing 

will then become very subtle, light, and tamed. Now the need for 

counting the breath diminishes - counting has even become a burden 

to the yogi. This experience is called 'Realising the Counting of 

Breath*. When the yogi has reached this point, he stops and proceeds 

to the second step, kriown as 'Following the Breath’. 

Here the yogi's mind merges itself with his breathing, fol lowing 

it in and out with case and in perfect continuity. He will now feel 

that the air he takes in spreads throughout his entire body, even 

reaching to the tip of every hair; and his mind will become very 

calm and serene. This experience is called ‘Realiziiig the Following 

of Breath*. When the yogi reaches this point, 'FoUowing the Breath’ 

also becomes a burden, and he should then abandon it as he did the 

counting and proceed to the third step, known as the ‘Stopping 

Practice’. 

In this stage the yogi should completely ignore the breath and 

‘stop’ his mind on the tip of the nose. He will now feel extremely 

tranquil and steady, and soon both his body and mind will seem to 

have vanished into nothiogneas. This is the stage of Dhyaut ~ a st^e 

of perfect cessation. When it has been reached, the yogi should remind 

himself that, although the experience of Dfyana is wonderful, one 

should not, as Buddha has admonished, cling to it or linger In It. 
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After this the yogi shouid take the fourth step, called ‘The Observa- 

tion Practice’, by observii^ his extremely subtle breath and all the 

contents of his physical body - the bones, flesh, blood, muscles, excre- 

meat, «tc> This will bring him to the realization that all of them are 

transient, momentary, and delusive - having no self-nature whatsoever, 

By repeatedly applying this scanning or ‘Observation Practice’, the ‘eye* 

of the yogi’s mind will gradually open, he will be able to see clearly 

all tho minute functions of his organs and viscera, and will realize 

that both physical and psychic existence are within the bounds of 

misery, transiency, and deluiicn - subject to the illusory idea of ego. 

When this point is reached the yogi should then enter die liftli stage, 

or the * Returning Practice’, to bring his mind back to its original 

itati. 

In this 'Returning Practice’, the yogi must observe carefully the 

very nature of all the meditation practices which he has so far 

employed, He will then see that all of them are bound within a 

pattern of dualum, for there ii always a mind that practises and an 

object or scheme that is practised upon. To relinquish this face-to-face 

di^oiomy and bring the mind back to its primordial state - the one 

absolute Void-Whole - is the central theme of the ‘Returning Practice’. 

This primordial state is to be entered into by contemplating the non¬ 

existent or void nature of the mind. If one realixei that one’s mind 

is void by nature, from whence could the i^chotcmoui ’subject and 

object’ poalbly come? When the yogi arrives at the realization 

of this truth, the great Transcendental Wisdom will suddenly 

blosMm as he dwells ruiturally and spontaneously in the primordial 

state, 

Kevercheless, (he yogi should still go one step farther to work on 

the sixth and last stage, the 'Purity Practice*, in order to cleanse the 

subtle ’defllementH^f-doing’, and to perfect and complete the transcen¬ 

dental Wisdom that has blossomed within him, 

’Observation’, ‘Returning*, and ’Purity’ practices are actually not 

Dhyona but Prafna practices: the Observation Practice is to observe 

the voidness of sentient being; the Returning Practice, to observe the 

voidness of ‘concrete’ things (dharmas); and the Purity Practice is 

to observe the voidness of dichotomy and to me^ one’s mind with 

the aJI-embradzig Equality. It is only through practice of Voidness 

chat any form of Buddhist meditation is brought to completion. 
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The foregoing six stages of meditation practice comprise the six 

succea^e steps highly recommended by the Tien Tai School of 

Chinese Buddhism. 

Pracdsing meditation through ^suppressing or holding the breath* 

Is perhaps the moat powerful and direct approach. It la capable of 

producing prompt yogic results, and thus quickly bringir^ the yogi 

to the atatc of Samadhi. However, it may be very dangerous and 

harmful if not properly applied. It is, therefore, not advisable to 

attempt thU technique without proper guidance from a tcacheri 

together with a sound foundation of easier breathiog practices of 

the 'sofler* type (such as counting the breath, etc.)* 

In these breath-holding exercises the Prana in the earlier stages 

should be held below the navel, and in the advanced stages, in dilTcrent 

centres of the body for i^flerent purposes and uses.* 

Praeiising Midilaiitn bj CenwilraHng OnPs Mind an a Paini 

This is an apparently simple, yet actually difikult, way of medi¬ 

tating. Many Gurus recommended that the yogi should hrst have 

mastered the breathing exercises to a certain extent before he engages 

in this 'eocicentrating-on-one'point* meditation; otherwise, he will 

lind it very difHculc and boring. To concentrate on a point outside 

the physical body, viz., to focus the attention on any object in front 

of one is safer than, but not as effective as, concentrating the mind 

on a particular spot wifAin the body. Focusing the attention on any 

part within the body will produce extraordinary and sometixnes 

astonishing results. A specific psychical experience will always be 

brought forth by concentrating on a specific body centre. For instance, 

concentrating on the point between the eyebrows will produce the 

experience of 'light', and on the navel-centre that of blissfulness. 

When the concentration is on the heart-centre, the positive and nega¬ 

tive forces of the body will soon become united and will thus. In time, 

produce the 'illuioinadng-void’ or 'blissful-void* experience. Buddhist 

Tantrics assert that each of the five main centres {efukras) of the 

body has its special functions and preferential applications. Only an 

accomplished Guru can explain them with authoritative intimacy. 
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Dctail«d information concerning this topic may be found in the 

literaiurc of Tibetan TanCrism. 

Meditation though Visudkaiicm 

A person who has not studied or been uadned in the practice of 

mind-control can hardly realize the difficulty of laming his own 

mind. He takes it for granted that he can order it to think anything 

he wishes, or direct it te function in any manner he vdlls. Nothing 

could be further from the truth. Only those who have practised 

mediution can understand the difficulty encountered in controlling 

this ungovernable and ever-fluctuating mind. For instance, if we 

close our cy« and try to visualize a picture, we will soon discover 

how difficult this 15. Tht ^turc is usually hazy and unsicady; it 

fades, fluctuates, and refuses to stand still or to ‘come whole’. Tq 

untrained people this so-called visualization is, at most, a /teling 

rather chan a ‘seeing’. Once I meditated for one hundred ^ys in a 

hermitage on a remote mountain in Central China, practising the 

visualization of an image of Buddha sitting upon my head. Every 

day 1 worked from eight to nine hours at nothing but this one 

visualization. In the first few weeks the picture was very hazy, 

indistinct, and unsteady. When I visualized the head of the Buddha 

I lost all traces of his arms and torso; when I saw the arms and torzo, 

I forgot the head and legs, Only once in a great while could I mcinen- 

tarily visualize the whole of DuddhaU image clearly without iu 

wavering or fading out. Finally, after about seven weeks of continuous 

practice, the visualization gradually became so vivid and clear that 

it appeared even more distinct than the image itself seen with the 

naked eye. Some people may find this hard to believe, but it is a 

fact to which yogis who have practised and experienced this type of 

meditation tatiiy. 
Buddhism declared centuries ago that human beings do not see 

things with their eyes, but with their minds. The organs of the eye 

are stimulated by the differing degree of light reflected by various 

otgecis around us. This stimulation, in turn, is interpreted by the 

luind and rmoived into visual pictures - resulting in what we call 

sight. Since whatever wc ‘see with the eye* is necessarily a processed 

product, no matter how closely or how accurately it has been repro¬ 

duced, it cannot be a perfect replica of the original. This processed 
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'vUiori'of-the-eye' compared to the vjuon projected directly from and 

seen by the mind, can hardly be considered perfect. If this theory 

is valid, the claims of the yogis are neither exaggerated nor the product 

of pure imagination. 

Visualization Is one of the best exercises for mastery of mind and 

Prana. Tintrics especially emphasize its usefulness, and apply it in 

almost every form of meditation except Mahamudra. Hundreds of 

diflerent visualization practices are provided for different individual 

needs and for special applications. Visualizing a static object or a 

picture outside of the body is generally considered as a preliminary 

and preparatory exercise; visualizing a moving ol^ject circulating in 

a deknite orbit within the body is regarded as a more advanced 

practice. The attempted visualization of a highly complicated picture 

with all its details is excellent for beginners who are learning to 

harness their errant minds; but visualizing a simpler picture or 

object is advisable for higher meditations. Certain specific effects may 

be achieved by the cUflerent colours, forms, shapes, positions, and 

orbits of movement of the objects visualized. In the more advattced 

types of visualization the yogi has to construct a large picture in a 

very small space. Many ‘nbetan yogis can visualise clearly a vast 

MandaU* within the space of a tiny bean I Visualization, therefore, 

on the one hand can unfold the great potential power and flexibility 

of the mind, and on the other can bring the yogi to the advanced 

suge of SamadM. 
Although in its beginning stages visualization is mainly an exerdse 

for the training of the sixth comdousness (mind) and is therefore 

confined largely within a dualiitic and ‘clinpng-bound’ pattern, its 

advanced stage may well be very dose to the realm of the nendualistic 

higher consciousness. It is the most comprehensive and complex of all 

meditation practices. 

Practicing Mciitation threugh Mantram Toga - the J2sei<i"g 

or Intoning 0/ Incantations or Mystic Words 

WhQe ‘visualization* is a meditation practice employing the mind’s 

eye, Mantram Yoga employs the mind’s ear. Sound, as well as sight, 

can be utilized as a means of bringing one to the state of Semadk. 

To recite a prayer or Mantram, or to intone a dngle word of blessing, 
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such as Om, or AJt, is i major medUaiion practice widely followed 

in the Orient. Although BuddJiism docs not stress the importance of 

sound to the extent that Hinduism does, still Sound {Shaida) Yoga 

has always been one of the mainstays of Buddhist meditation, and is 

extensivdy practised by Buddhist monks and laymen. There arc 

three reasons for Its popularity: it is the eanest and safest type of 

meditation, it is a highly devotional one, and it fulfiis the religious 

needs of the masses. The previously mentioned types of meditation- 

breaihii^, concentration, and visualization - are mainly paycho- 

physi^ exercises, having little of the 'relipous* element in them, By 

themselvea they cannot satisfy the spiritual longings of the people. To 

meet such ne^ the meditation practice of reciting a prayer, a 

Manlram, or a name of Buddha wai established. It Ishhe most popular 

and influential of all the different types of meditation, and is widely 

used by Buddhist devotees at all levels. 

Practising Mediiation through Moimtnt 

Smadhi is a state of mind that can be attained by a number of 

methods of which, on the whole, the most direct is the 'stiir type. 

But this is by no means the only way of reaching it. Certain special 

movements can also lead to Sasnadhs. For instance, the famous Chinese 

Taoist Movement of 7W C4i (Primordiallty), invented by the great 

Taoist yogi, San Fung Chang of the Ming Dynasty, is an excellent 

way of practuing meditatbn. This Primordial Movement is a very 

gentle exercise ingeniously devised to bring the negative and positive 

forces in the body into perfect harmony, thus automatically taming 

the n^d, conuolliog the Prana, and even bringing one directly to 

the state of Smadhi. This Primordial Movement has now become 

one of the most popular gymnastio exercisei, widely practised by 

Chinese people in all walks of life. Despite the marvellous hygienic 

value of this exercise, its present application is considered by many 

Taoist yogis to be a degeneration of the Movement, which was 

originally devised for a much higher purpose. 

There is another unique meditation practice devised by the Taojsts, 

called 'One-Word Instruction' (I Tzu Chuck) by which a yogi may 

raise the hpidaitni (life force) in a few days by certain special move¬ 

ments of his thumbs. The exact manner of these movements Is 

kept h^hly secret. 
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Generally speaking, Buddimm does not emphasize the application 

of movement for meditation purposes, aliliough it does not rule out 

its usefulness, and even applies it on certain occasions. As a whole, 

however, Buddhism holds that ‘movement* is a good 8ub«idjary 

exercise, but that it should not be treated as a primary form of 

meditation practice. 

Tl^ese movement practices are taught in various ways by diiTerent 

religions. BcTuru beginning tliem, however, it is well to analyse and 

evaluate them cureridly su ns tn avoid wasting time, and to safe¬ 

guard oneself from any unwanted effects tliat come from inexperience. 

Praeiuing Mtdilation hy Ahsorlnng OwV Mind 

in Gofd Will, or Devotional Tkouihls 

From the spiritual point of view this meditation is much more 

important than any of the other dve types we have just discussed. 

There is a teaching, widely practised ^ Buddhist yogis, known as 

‘The Four Unlimited Thoughts*, which is used to cultivate devotional 

thinking and good will towards all beings. These Four Unlimited 

Thoughts are: friendliness, compossion, sympathetic Joy, and even* 

mindedness. The aim of meditating upon tliese virtues is twofold - to 

cultivate compassion towards all beings, and to reduce those barriers 

between oneself and others that have contributed 10 much to 

the misTortunes of the world. This meditation is regarded by Buddhists 

as the foundation of and preparation for all other meditations. In 

'Pibec the stanzas of these Tour Unlin^ted Thoughts’ are recited and 

contemplated upon befbre any meditation practice takes place. With¬ 

out the spiritual preparedness that is brought about by the cultivatbn 

of good will and devotion, any type of meditation can hardly bear 

wholesome fruit, and instead may oflen lead one astray. Yogis who 

were unable to gain enlightenment aAer a probnged period of znedi- 

tauon of^en found that their preparatory work in the devotional and 

spiritual held was insufheient Then they would turn back Co practise 

the groundwork such as the ‘Four Unlimited Thoughts*, the ‘Bod- 

hisaitva’s Vow', prayen, prostrations, etc., to remove their deficiency 

in this field. The devotional type of mediution is, therefore, the 

foundation of all others; and it should never be neglected by those 

who are serious in striving for Enlightenment. 
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Prcctismg M4dilalun by Identi^ing the Mind Essence 

This is the ‘efforileas’ meditation of Zen and Mahamudra. It is 

a mediution without any thing to meditate upon, the spontaneous 

and wondrous work of one's own mind, the pinnacle and essence of 

ali Buddhist teachings. To those who have not catered the ‘gate» 

this is the most difficoJt, but to those who have this is the easiest of 

aU meditationa. All other exercises and practices arc merely prepara* 

tjons ibr it. The critical point of this work is to rceognite the nature 

of ooe'i own mind, or at least to glimpse it. Once the Essence of Mind 

is recognised, the yogi will be able to absorb himself in it at any lime 

or pla« without difh^ry. In activity or in qiuetness the illuminating- 

void consciousness will always shine brighdy within him. Although 

after the recognition or beholding, of the Mind Essence there is still 

a very long way to go, the drst ^glimpse’ is regarded by all Buddhist 

sages as Che most important thing, that which every yogi must first 

try CO obtain. Once ^e 'gateless-gaie’ is entered, meditation vdll no 

more be a ‘practice’ or an effort. It now becomes a natural and 

spontaneous act of life. Sitting, walking, talking, or sleeping-all 

activities and conditbns of life become marvellous meditations in 

themselvtt. No eflbrc need be made, and no object or idea need be 

worked upon. 
But in order to reach cbii gaieleu gate, one must work hard on 

the practice of this 'noching-io«practice’ mediutioo, foUowing either 

the path of Zen or chat of Mahamudra. The former has been discussed 

in the previous chapter on ‘The Practice of Zen’; and for a discussion 

of the latter the reader may refer to Evans-Wents's Tibetan Beck cf 

the Creed Liberction and his Txhetm Toga end Secret Doctrines, Book 11. 

3. THE THREE StJCCBSSlVS STAOBS OF UBOtTATlON 

The First Stage 

The first thing that the mediutor experiences is his ever-armng, 

distracting thoughts. He discovers that his mind is so ungovernable 

that he can hardly control it even for a very ^ort period of tunc. 

Errant thoughts flow on and on like a waterfall, without halting for 
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a single moment. The tyro feels that he has znany more dbtractmg 
thoughts than ever before - meditation seenu to have increased^ 
rather than lessened, them. Many begumera are seriously baffled 
and disheartened by this iniiia] experience. In their frustration they 
begin CO doubt the effectiveness of their meditation practice, and 
become sceptical about the very .possibility of attaining Sarnadhi. 
Some chen change their meditation techniques from one type to 
another* and end up in utter despair, finally giving up their practice 
altogether. Tlie truth is that dUiracting thoughts are neiw iaaeastd 
by meditation; meditation only makes one more aworo of them. Only 
a quiet mind can become aware of this thought-flux, which up to 
now has always been flowing on practically unnoticed. Therefore, 
this meditation experience is a sign of progress, not of regrci^n. It 
is said chat if the meditator has really gained some progress in his 
meditation, he may experience many thoughts which come and go 

a fraction ^ a seeoni. This (act has been testified to by Buddha 
himself, in the Sutra the Eiud^ticn ^ the Hidden Projmdify.* 

Meet subtle and profound U the Store (Alqya) Censciousnesi, 
In it all Seeds [of thought] in correnci flow. 
I do not teach this Consdouinesi to fools 
Lest to It (hey should cling as the True Self. 

According to the philosophy of Yogacara, the ever*arising thought- 
dux experienced in meditation Is the hrinpng’inic-pi^ {hsien hsing) of 
the Tmpression-Seeds’ that have so far been utmodccd in the Store 
(Ale^) Consciousness. These 'Seeds’, infinite in number, unlimited in 
range, and well-preserved in the depository of the Alaya Consciousness, 
are the essential material consdtutiDg the basic framework of the 
human mind. The endre realm of Sangsaro is upheld by this Alaya 
ConKiousness smd is set in motion by these ^Seeds'. 

The work of mentation is, dnc, to recognize the action of the 
‘Seeds’ which manifests itself as thought-Hux; second, to halt the 
propulsive workings of the Seeds; and finally, to transform or sub¬ 
limate them into the indniie capacity of Buddhahood. Therefore, 
one should not be discouraged by the discovery of this ungovernable 
thought-dow, but continue one’s meditation practice until one reaches 

the state of Samadhi. 
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Thi Suond St^gt 

If thft yogi dUregards tho iaidal Acuity of comrolling his erraat 

thoughts and meditaws perseveringly, he will gradually become con* 

scious of a lessening of the thought>dow, and hnd it much easier to 

control chan before. In cbe beginning, wild thoughts gush fortli like 

torrents; but now the flow begins to move slowly like gentle ripples 

on a wide, calm river. When cbe yogi has reached this stage, he will 

probably have many unusual experiences; he will see strange visions, 

hear celestial sounds, smell fragrant odours, and so forth. Most of 

these visions, according to Tantiic analysis, are produced by the 

Prflaar stimolaiing the different nerve centres. Many of them arc of a 

delusory nature. The yogi is repeatedly warned by his Gum that he 

should never pay any aicentbn to them; otherwise he will be misled 

and go astray. The story told below is a typical example of the delusory 

visions that one is subject to in this second stage of meditation. 

On the outskirts of the Par Pong Lamasary in the Derge district 

of Eastern Tibet, there was a small ashram called the ‘Meditators* 

House’, where dwelt thircy-aix Lama yogis who had vowed to meditate 

for three yean, three months, and three days without stepping out^de 

of the uhram boundary, sleeping lying down on a bed, or seeing or 

talking to anyone except their Guru and their fellow meditators at 

certain limited times. Otherwise absolute silence was maintained in 

the ashram, and strict discipline was observed. 

At the end of the three years, three months, and three days' 

period of meditation, a great ‘graduation’ celebration was held, in 

which all the monks in the monastery and the people in the village 

took part, Then, after the necessary pr^rations, the next cl^ 

began. This programme had been carried on for over two hundred 

years in the Lamasary of Far Pong. 

In 1937 I studied there for some lime, and had an opportunity to 

talk with a Lama who was one of the ‘graduates’ of the Meditators* 

House. He told me the following story: 

‘In the middle of the fifth month of my stay in the House, 

one day, during my meditation, a spider appeared at a distance 

of a few feet from my nose-1 did not pay any attention to it at the 
time. 

‘A few days passed, durii^ which the spider did not vanish, but 

came closer and closer to my face. Annoyed by its constant presence, 
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I tried in many ways to get rid of it. Fiist, I mediuted on Compaasion 

- sending all my good will to the spider; but it would not go away, 

Then I called for help from the and recited his 

fierce in the hope of exorcizing the spider, but that was not 

effective either- Then I tried to meditate on the illusory nature of all 

beings, and to understand that this spider was not real, but merely 

a figment of my own imagination. Even dm was of no use. 

‘A few more weeks then passed, in wliich, despite all my efforts 

to drive it away, the spider grew larger and larger, and moved closer 

and closer to my nose. Eventually it became so large and so close, and 

frightened me to such an extent, that I could no longer meditate, I 

then reported the whole experience to my Gum. 

*He said to me smilingly, "Well, it seems that you have tried 

everything that can possibly be done, I don’t think there » anything 

I can do Ibr you in this case What would you do next?" 

This so upset me that I said, "If nothing can help, I have no 

choice but to kill the spider with a dagger, for as thing# now stand 

I cannot meditate nor can the spider derive any benefit from me. 

Although hilling any sentient being is a crime forbidden by our 

Lord Buddh^ the important thing now is that I cannot carry on 

my punuic of Enlightenment due to this hindrance I thus fail both 

myself and the spider. On the other hand, if I kill the spider, my 

hindrance will be overcome. Then once more I will have a chance 

to win Enlightenment, which will certainly bring true happiness to 
all concerned.” 

‘My Guru answered, "Do not be in a hurry) Do not kill the spider 

today. Wait until tomorrow. Now listen carefully, and do what 1 say. 

Go back to your room and meditate again. When the spider appears, 

mark a cross on its belly with a piece of chalk. Then come back here 
and see me again." 

T followed his inscructions and, upon the appearance of the spider, 

marked the cross on its belly as he had bidden me. Then I returned 

to his room and said, "Dear Lama, I have done as you told me.” 

‘My Gur« replied, ‘Now, let down your apron I" I was very puzaied, 

but obeyed him- Thereupon he pointed to ie lower part of my belly, 

and said, "Look for yourself!” I lowered my head and looked. There, 

to my astonishment, I saw a cross marked in chalk! If I had stabbed 

the supposed spider, I would have killed myself!’ 
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The Third Stage 

Thus, if the yogi pays no atwntion to dinracling though U, physical 

discomforts, delusory vi^ns, or other forms of impediment, but 

persists in his mef^ation, he will eventually achieve the lor^.for 

accomplishment, and reach the state of Samadhi. From there he may 

take up the more advanced practice of Prajnaparamila and set liis feet 

on the journey towards Buddhahood. 



NOTES 

Ou^ j. THE NATURE OP ZEN 

1. Koan, (he Japanae pronunciaiion of (he Chinoe tw/ an. This term 
hw many meaningi. Here it lignifiea 'itory' or 'event*. In the ranjority ©f 
caeee where thu term ippeon in Chapter !, it ii uMd in thli lense only in 
Chapter a, Tbe Practice of Z«n'. it is used largely in a specific sense, denctine 
the hue CM exercise. See Chapter a, p.di, 'The Ulacounea of Master Hiu 
Vun\ and Chapter $, Note fi. 

fl. Enlightemneot This word is used in this book solely to indicate the 
iranKcndental experience of realising univenal Reality. It signifies a spiritual 
mysiial, and intuitive realization, and should not be undentood as denoting 
an intrileciual awakening as its common application in association with The 
Age of Reason' suggests. 

3. Although the dragon and the photni* are both considered to be lucky 
anrniaU by ^ Chioeie, thb wpreaiion can be used in either a complimentary 
or a sareaslic sense. While this was ostensibly a compliment, Tien Jan was 
speaking urcaitically. 

4. Eight Worldly Winds is a terra widely used by Buddhists todmote the 
eight worldly fnfiuencca or Interciis that fan the passions and thus drive one 
on forever u a slave in Sangiara. They are: gain, loe; defamation, eulogy: 
praue, ndicule; sorrow, joy. 

5. No-birth (uv lAsag; Tibetan: aipwf uie mad la), This literal translation 
of the Sanskrit ^sia is somewhat znialeading for those who do ftot realize that 
It denota the non-existent aspect of being. A better traaslatioo is 'oon- 
ansmg, or *non-existicg* - for anything that is •exiiteni* must fint be bom. 

6. The Chinese phrase Aua jwt means 'flower-omament* or 'beautiful 
garland', denoting the title of an important Mahayana scripture called the 
Hue Ten Chin or the Geriend Sutra (Sanskrit; Apeumtaka Sutra). Because the 
system and tenets of this philosophy are based upon the Hue Tm or Garlmd 
Sutra, it has been called ‘The phUosophy of Hua Yen'. This pbflosophy was 
^blished by the founder of the Hua Yen School, Master Tu Hsun of the 
Tang Dynasty, and has been generally considered as one of the greatest 
achievements of Chinese Buddhist scholarship. At present, neither a transla¬ 
tion of the original text of the Garland Sutra not of its exegeses and comaieo- 
Caries is avaOable in European languagm. The personal opinion of the author 
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is that ud1«» tkt texts of this Sutra we studied, oae can hardly understand 

the spirit and philosophy of Mahayana Ehiddbisxi at iu highest level and io 

its profbundest sense. The Hua ftn Sttlra is, indeed, as the Chinese Buddhist 

proverb has said, *the King of all sutras\ It is our high hope that this supreme 

rtW, together with its commentaries, wUl soon be translated into the English 

language. At preaent the reader may refer to D. T. Suauhi’s excellent book, 

Tfu EsMtet^BuidJium, wherein some baric tenets of the Hua Yen philosophy 

am introduced, Briefly speaking, Hua Yen philosophy is that of tataii^, the 

elucidation of the unfathomable Realm of Buddhahood and the brave ipmt 

and profound understanding of the BodhUativai - thorn persons who strive 

for Enlightenment in order to save sentient beings. 
7. The Eight Consdouiaesses. According to the Yogacara philoiophy 

(Buddhist Idealism), the consciousoeai possessed by each sentient being has 

eight different functional aspects which are conveniently colled the ‘Eight 

CoAsciousnesK*’. Oftbeie, the first five are the Consciousnesses of the Eye, Bar, 

Nose, Tongue, and Body. The sixth is called Hhe Conieiouineas of 

crimination*, the seventh, The Consdousoeis of Corilanl Thought' or ‘Bgo', 

and the eighth, the Ala^ or *Store Consciousness*. See Chapter a, p. fit, ‘The 

DUcourvee of Master Yun*. 
6. Shen Hsiu'i stansa tc the Fiffb ?atriarch was: 

This body is the Bodhi Tree, 
Thii mind is like a mirror bright; 

Take heed to keep it always clean 

And let no dust collect upon it. 

A complete account of this event may be read io Goddard's Buddhul 

Jito, pp. 49&-5oa, ^ 
9. Tashita .yang. This Zen phrase is very difficult to translate. Ta means 

'great', and rii means 'the critical point, lime, or event'. Chi can abo mean 

'cleverneie', *adroim«’, or 'opportuaily', when combined with other words 

such as rU e/aaa cr thi hd. Ta thi thus means 'great opportunity', ‘great 

eleveraess', 'flexibility', or 'crisis', implying that the Zeo Master knows how 

to instruct his disciples under different circumsunees with great skill and 
flexibility. When tajvng, meaning 'great power and capability*, is combined 

with ta sU, the phrase becomes more expressive and forceful. 
:o. The Ten Succmiive Steps of Zen Practice tt suggested by Zen Master 

Yuan Chin are considered to be of great significance, but some of them are 

very enigmatie, mpedally points g and 6. Detailed commentaries 00 the 

text are not available at this time, The following brief explacaticos or 

interpretations of poino g, 5, and 6 may be helpful, however 5 

(a) Point 3, When one reacha the state of Satari, be experienem all, and 

all is embraced by and identical with the Great Tao, Both sentient and in¬ 

sentient beings axe alive in this 'Great Whole*. Thus even inseotienr beings 

are capable of preaching the Dharmsu 

(^) Pmnt sThe distinguishing ‘Eye of Dbarma* means tbe capability of 
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mftking; correct dbcrimmitions cv^atio&c of aU teaching and all 
thiogs. 

(c) Pome $: The meaning of this pomt is very obscure. The translator 
presumes that the 'Path of the Birds’ and the ’Road of Beyond', or 'Road 
of Wonder’, suggest that advanced yogis should live in solitude for a 
in order to mature their Zen realisation. 

ti. Trik^. The three bodies of Buddha. They are: the DhonTiak^, 
the Scmkftog4/uij>s, and the J^tmonako^. The D/umak^ is the telf'nature 
of Buddha, while the Svnkfvgakaya and ^itmcMkofa are manifestations of 
Buddha. The DkarmekBya is the void and abstract aspect, and the Scpf^kagaka^ 
and M'nncnaAd)*e are the active dynamic aspects. 

13. The original text of this sentence as found in the Qi'on tWi Mmg 
Chiae (p. 87), and in the OA Tmh Lv, is very obscure: hence dllTerent inter- 
pretatioDS may be given to it. The translator's opinion is that 'the sulyeet 
matter of the One Form' (i u (ntn AV\), referred te by the Chief Monk, 
implied his undentanding of'a length of white silk’ as being the illumination 
experience that one atiaini m the advanced stage of Dh^ono. This 'under- 
standing' was disapproved and discredited by the challenging monk, Chiu 
Feng, D. T. SuauU in bis An Intnduetion (a Bvdihim (p. 115), renders 
this story in quite a diRkrent manner. 7n the last paragraph of the story, as 
rendered by Susukl (p. 115, lines 91 to 97), there appears to be some distor¬ 
tion of the original text. For Instance, in line 9$, 'As to getting into a trance 
(IM t'o U u«v) you have shown a splendid example’, is definitely a mls- 
tranilation. The Chinese phrase M t'a means to 'liberate [oneself in] the 
sitting posture', and li wn/tg means to 'die while standing up'. The whole phrue 
Implies the capability of passing away at will In a sitting or standing posture. 
Though U ttWif may be interpreted as 'die right away’, because the Chinese 
word U could also ^ply ii Vo meaning 'at once', it should not be 10 inter¬ 
preted in this case. Furthermore, UoVeU loong is a technical Zen plirase widely 
used by all Buddhists. It has never meant 'getting into a trance', as Suauki 
suggests. (The original Chinsae text of this story is given on p. 198, under 
'Romanized Chinese Characters ibr the Notes’, Chapter t. Note ta.) 

Chepur 9. THE PRACTICE OF ZEN 

]. Mahamudra is the Pf^’fufxtramita applied in its simplest and most 
practical form. This teaching is considered to be the highest teaching of 
Tibetan Buddhism. As a whole, Mahamudra may be thought of as the 'Zen 
Buddhism of Tibet', although its style and idioms may net be identical with 
those of Zen. Mahamudra is a teaching through which one may realise bis 
own mind in its natural and pristine form. See Evani-Weatz’s 71u Tiktton 
Book oftk* GnsI Zohrotim, and Book IZ of his Tiitta/t Toga and Sterol £fo<trinat~ 

a. Serene-reflectioa meditation (w ekoo et^an) may also be rendered as 
'silent-observation meditation', or 'meditatioa of tranquil-eeatemplatlon’. 

$. H'a. This word, as used here, is pronounced according to Ae ‘second 
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tone', and is a completely differeot word from the other 'Wu' {Satori). The 
latter ia pronounced according to the *fbujth tone*. The former 'wu' means 
*nothingneu*, and the latter, ^Enlightenment*. 

4. Seven Days* Meditation. In order to avoid distracdons and intemip* 
tions so that they may seriously practise meditation under more favourable 
conditions, Buddhist devotees sometimes go into retreat for a period, or 
successive periods, of seven days in a quiet place - alone, or with tbeir fellow 
brothen in the Dharma. 

5. Not every day of the two periods of the ‘Seven Days’ Meditation* has 
been given here, for the reason that (1) the Master does not necessarily preach 
every day, and (a) only those discouises which are pertinent have been 
included. 

6. *Chang* and Xi’ are two of the most common surnames in China, 
7. The original sentence, if literally translated, would read, *The Mind, 

Tot^ect, and Conscicusness (CK», /, Shih; Sanscrit: Ciua, Manas, V\i>ma) 
are hindrances on the Bath more obsCnjctive than poisonous snakes and 
wild beasts. . . .’ Here Master Tsung Kao used the Yogacara terminology tn 
a very loose and free manner which is, strickly speaking, incorrect and mU* 
leading. What he meant was that 'eoncepeualization', but not the mind 
itself is blameworthy. A free translation in this case is, therefore, more 
dairable. 

8. This refort to the stab made of straw and the bamboo chain specially 
designed for nteditation purposes. 

p. / cAtng (pronounced *e« chio'). This is a very important Zen term 
meaning 'douboeeniation* or the fe^ng of doubt. 

The whole system of koan exeroses is baaed upon the generation and 
then the break«through, of this ‘doubt-sensation*. ‘Doubt’, as used here, is 
not doubt in the ordinary sense of the word; It Is, rather, a special type of 
doubt - a doubt without content - or, more lueelnctly, the pure sensatiw of 
‘doubt* p«f M. Sometimes the Zen Buddhists also use the term ‘doub>mass’ 
(i t’lien) to denote that this sensation is like a great min or load weighing 
upon one’s mind. Though iehing in iu original usage denotes the sensation of 
doubt brought about by the k^n exercise, Master Po Shan seems to have 
used it in his disceune in a much wider sense, not only denoting the pre* 
Uminary sensation of doubt originally suggested by the term, but also 
including aJmoic all the advaoc^ Zen experiences brought forth by the 
koan ocercdes. 

10. 'To revive after death* is a Zen phrase denoting the advanced stage 
of EnlightenmenL One who has reached this stage not only realizca the void 
aspect (allegorictUy, death), but also the dynamie aspect {allegorically, life) 
of being - sceiog them as a whole. This realization of the dynamic vitality of 
all things u what Zeo calls The Great Revival* (Ta Htu). 

11. The Ghiaeae term ytoig hta, the state of 'flexible*hollow7iess*, is 
extremely difiicult to translate adequately. Tunf means 'merging’, 'melting', 
'harmonious*; and /m means 'empty*, 'bollow*, *S]>acious*, etc. Wheo.y(0ig 
and km are combined, the term is xised in a special sense denoting an ‘all- 
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free' icMfttion that Zen practirionew experience. Aiihough ‘flexible hollow, 
nos’ h oot a very aati^sciory irtuisUtion fbr^un/ la», it is the bet the translator 
can find. 

ifl, 'The state of wonder' (Aaa eWa) is another untranslatable phrase widely 
used by Taoists and Zenlsts. Hua means 'iransrormation', ‘changing^ 'melting', 
‘vanishing’, and ‘wonder'; Mn means ‘realm*, 'state', 'experience', etc. Hm 
ehin ii thus a state of melting-down of all obstrucdoiu, a state of liberation 
and wonder. 

ig, Ti'mCh'an (Japanese: is to 'bore into the work of Zen*. Tr'an 
is a verb, meaning to 'bore*, 'pierce’, or ‘penetrate Into'. Tt‘m OCan thus 
implies that in practising Zen one should try to penetrate into the very depths 
of his mind. The exertion of'penetrating into* is what the word ts'en stresses. 

14. A Zen expression denoting freedom and liberation. 
*5, cAa is a very strange Zen term, literally meaning a ‘life sentence' 

or ‘live remark*, but its connotation is just the reverie of what the literal 
maning apparently suggests. These 'live remarks* arc the utterly uniaiel* 
ligible, inexplicable, absurd, and dud'Cnd type of sayings which Zen uses 
so Irequently, while the 'dad reraarki’ (rn s/«) are the intelligible ones. The 
book of the Nous <n th$ F«mt CHUn Lu) quotes Zen Mater Tung Shan 
a saying, ‘Thae remalcs within which one may fuid another remark 
[intelligible] are called “dad remarks", and those within which no other 
remarks or manings an be found [unintelligiblej are ailed “live remarks". 
(See Tht Grtat Bttii/ritl DieliMfy [in Chinese], by Ting Tu Pao, p. 1666.) 

16. Chinese Zen Buddhists divide Buddhism into two diitinet groups. One 
is designated a 'The Principle' (Tnng), and the other a *Tho Doctrine' 
(CUss), The ibrmer is the taching of Zen, and the latter is the teahing of 
all other Buddhist schools, including sJt the sects of Hinayana and Mahayina 
Buddhism. 

ty. As prophesied by Buddha himself, Buddhism ha been declining with 
(he degeneration of morality In mankind. According to Buddha's prophecy, 
the progressive decline anti degeneration of Buddhism will continue undl 
it disappeas from the earth. Then the Buddha Maitreya will descend to 
this world, and Buddhism will again prevail, this time over the entire earth. 
The Buddhism of the next period - that of the Buddha Maitreya - will not 
be sul:()ecc to the decliac«pattem that the Buddhism of this present period - 
that of the Buddha Sakyamuu - is now undergoing. 

:8. The Three Kingdoms. According to Buddhist cosmology, there are 
three realms or ‘universes* wherein dw^ three different grades of sentient 
beings. The higbot domain is called 'The Domain of Non*f&nn'. laving 
beings of this domain have do bodily form, existing only in the expression 
of differeoc states of consciousness. The second domain is ^ed *Tbe Domain 
of Perm'. Seotient beings of this domaio have bodily form, but no desires or 
lusts. The third domain is called ‘The Domain of Desist'. Sentient bciogs 
of this domain have many different kinds of desires and feats. Animals, 
human beings, beings in KeU, aod those in certain regions of Heaven all 
belong to this 'Domain of Desire’. Sentient beings of the two upper Domains, 
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Mmely, the ‘Dorosdn of Form’ end ihe ‘Domain of NonArm’, are th09t who 

have gained vario« of Sam^- Their .tawi of 
grtady, from ibe conKiouiBO* jUW of the TintDhjana to that of the Ei^th 

Havii^ aUorbcd them:elve* in the great Emtaay and 

tbme rcnlient being* comider that they have reached But ^ 

truth is that they are oniy indulging ihemselve* in an 
semblance to Orthodox Buddhist* deem these state* to be of UitJe 

value or significance. 
10 The year 15+5. The oripnal text reads: *T^ asth year of Chia Ohm 

of the Emperor Shft Tiung of the Ming [Dynasty]’, which ^ 

A.O. 1345. For the convenience of the reader, the 
given in ihl* autobiography have been converted into those of the Ghnsiien 

^o!^^ihe eld day*, attaining a high petition in the Government wm the 

ri^jor, if not the only, ambition of Cbbeae intelJeetuals. Study wa* mamly 

«!*ChJS^on Scholar (Ovmg Tumi In imiwal days the t^al Govern- 

ment of China held a national examination every ^ ^ 
select the 'most learned’ men in China. The champion of thu f^I national 

exsmmatloo, known a* the Chuang Vuan, would receive the highmt honour* 

the nation could bestow, Opporiunitiee /br Governmental iwilien* were also 

offered » him. To become the Champion SchoUr of the nation was, therefore, 

the chief ambition of iaiellectuali in those days. f ^ ^ 
93. 'The Master of Men and Heaven' was a tide of respect wnferrrt upon 

certain highly advanced monks. According to Buddhist tradition, only tho« 

moi^ capable of being Master* or Teacher* of all men and heavenly being* 

”^*B?^PnSmin*ry ofBcial cxammailon* were held by the district or provincial 

ffovemmeats in order to select their candidates for the final national eKamma- 

lion. Anyone who paased the district or provincial examinations would ^ be 
honoured by the government, and good opportunities fbr governmental poets 

were also offered to him. (See Note ai, above.) . 
*4. The Ten Mysterious Oatea Amen mtn) are the ten basic principlm 

of Hua Yen, by mean* of which the Hua Yen pbilcoophy of totality is 

«pounded. (For Ocean-seal sec Note 36, below,) ^ , 
95, The meaning of this sentence is not very clear. Subduing the Ox 

probably implies accomplishing the weemsive itage* of 2en work, u illmjmled 

in the 'Ox-Herding* pictures. See Rep’s S^fnFUsS, Fe«J, 1^ JO Bulb by 

Kakuan, transcribed by Nyogen Senaaki and Paul Reps, pp, 165-toy, 
a6. a'enpwg ('Zen-sickne**', or The sickness thatbss arisen through Zen 

practice') refers to the hindrance* and mishaps that one may encounter m the 

practice of Zen. , , ^ 
97, The Miraculoui Undeistanding of Avalolotmvara' (nu»« Jsn /van 

Taw). 'Kwan Yin’ b the Chinese translation ‘Avalobteavara’, but there is 

DO clear-cut definition or meaning of the phrase jwi twig. Tww means round, 

‘complete’, or ‘perfect'; and h<*tg mean* ‘thorough understanding', or thorough 
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awsk<ou)g'< *The Miraculoiu Uodmt&cdiag of Avalokitesv«r«’ i», th«re(br«, 
A free and tentative traoslatlon. 

a8. 'Mutual TWaiag-into* b a frequently used term in Hua Yen philosophy. 
(See Suauld’s TTtt Essenu ^Euddhim.) 

sg. Vajra^at, or Tlie Diamond Seat'. 
30. Maxireya it the coming Buddha. 
31. According to an old Chinese legendi under the jaw of a black dragon 

there lla a most predoui pearl. Hence the term li lung (black dragon) 
symboUua the most precious thing to be Ibund in (he world. 

за. ]Vu. The word uiu as used here, is i>roncu&ccd according to the 'second 
tone'. (Sec Note 3, above.) 

33. l’ravel-ror-8tudy*vitits. In order to (ind (he (Tura who may help one 
most, visiting dilfeTent teaclicn and studying under them are necessary (or all 
Zen students. Zen nuddluits, therefore, miablisbed a tradition and system 
called 'TraveMor-sliidy* (Stm fing) to fhcilitate and further the Zen stvident'i 
progfcai. After basic (raining in the monutcry, the monk is encouraged to 
begin his travel-for-siudy period. 

34. Sec Note 9, above. ^ 
35. Most Chinese monaiierici have three major eoum separated by three 

walls and gates. 
зб. Ocaan'Seal Smadhi (Aoi >a m mti) is the Samdhi ofBuddhiihood. 

Since the ocean is the deednatien of all rivers and is also a great mirror that is 
capable ef reflecting all Rianifataiiooi in the world, it Is (Iguraiively used to 
describe the alhreSeeting Wisdom of Buddhabood now expressed in the term 
Svnadhi. This expression is frequently used by Zen and Hua Yen seholart 

37. Chao Chou was a remarkable Zen Master. He was regarded i* one of 
the most acute and profound Zen teachers, and leok^ upon both as a lyrnbol 
and as an example to be emulated by all Zen Buddhists. ^ 

38. The six organs arc the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 'The 
organ of mind' is a very eontrovenial subject in Buddhist philoeophy. Many 
scholars of the Yogactra School believe that the Seventh, or Ego, Conscious* 

ness, is the organ of mind. 
39. Fa Yen (?-ti04). 

Chaptfr 3, THE FOUR PROBLEMS OF ZEN BUDDHISM 

I. This is a well-known saying of Mahamudra, widely used in Tibet. The 

Tibetan is! 
.TpuA wa na iym xhtn pa byU 
Shtn pa ktyad fyu J^arapa. 

9 Pv ikio po (‘not to speak too plainly*) was rightly translated by Hu Shih 
in his article, ‘Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism in China', PMiasopiv EastattdWul. Ill 
^Jo-1, Aprii 1958), 3-44, though his understanding and intcfpreution of Gh’an 
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were purely from ibe bislorian’* viewpoint and sc are act always philosophically 
sound- Suzuki gave ao elaborate cxplaaadon (£ pu 5k» po^ which covered 
almost three page* in his artide, ‘A Reply to Hu Shih’, im«,pftfEcit arid Wul, 
III (No. 1, April, «953,a5-46) HcreIamafi»id Suri^ ^ point. He 
stressed only the inexprcasiWe or inscrutable aspect of Zen Truth. 

3. There are three different school* of thought in Buddhism concerning the 
relatiomhip between the kUsoi (pasrioo* or desires) and Sod/a, Sanpara, and 
AffMWA Thcravada streases the necessity of dc*lroying the passions in order to 
auain Xtrwv. Generally Mahayana advocata the translbrmalion of the 
passioos Into SM "nie third view emphasize* the identity of the senUent being 
and the Buddha, of the passion* and BpdSi, and of Sangsva and PTirwa, since 
from the ultimate viewpoint there is no difference between the pure and the 
impure. This last view is held by both Zen and Tantra. 

4. Wily pronounced ia the ‘fburlb tone*. This word differs from the other 

a», S« Note 9, Chapter i, above. . ^ , j 
5. This a a well-known Zen proverb and is used widely by Zca studenis in 

China. . . 
6. Hirttoa {‘the essence of the sentence’), Suzuki use* ‘koan ezerasc’ instead 

ot'huatov exercise' io most of hi* writings. S« Suzuki, ^ Saddhiim, p. i3p. 
Although both ‘koan' and '/aia fc*' may be used to denote the ‘Inquiry 
exerdse of Zen’, the latter is original and more accurate. ‘Koan’ implies the 
entire Zen story, including all the events, plus the main question at issue, and 
therefore it is a general term, while ‘tee ten' Is very specific, tw d^tes 
only the quadon, not the whole sioryj and in most cases only the gut, 
‘highlight’, or ‘asence’, *0 to speak, of the question is implied. 

Wte <M also means bodi ‘before a word or thought* sad *lhc ends or edge* 
of s sentence’. To is'an (bore into) tea ton (a thought or sentence) therefore 
implio either to penetrate into the very end of a sentence, xo push ooe * mmd 
over the very edge of a quation; or to put the mind m» the «Uic prior to 
the rise of a thought. Biibcr interpretation means the *ame thing, since the 
resulting uv or wori is here a state of mind outside the time sequence. 

7. This story is selected from Ghu Hung (i535-»^*5)> £*tef<ce*ofl on iJie 
AdMMt Through O^an G6Us (Oi’on iTuen Ts« Chin), 

8. ‘Dbanna’ is a term widely used in Buddhism. While it has many 
meaoinp, the two most commonly used are (a) the Buddhist doctrine, or the 
teaching of Buddha, and (b) being, existence, subject, principle, etc. Dharroa 
is here used in the latter sense. 

9. Hwan Chuang (596-664), Cte* Wsi Sfah Lun {ViJru^i-maSTata-suidhi 

iShrfre), Clhapter 7. 
10. The Eight Coasdousnesse* are: eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mmd, ego, 

and Storehouse eensdousnesses. 
11. According to Sthiramati, there are only three pordons in each conscious- 

nes*. In contrast to Dharmapala’s theory of four portions, Stbiramali’s i* much 
clearer and simpler. The four-portion theory as propounded by Dbanuapala 
seems to be redundant and it has been criticized by a number of Yogacara 
scholars ia recent yan. Some explanation of the four portion* is given by 
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Junjlro Takakusu, The EssmtkU ^Buddhitt Phihs9phy (Honolulu: Unlvorsity of 
Hawaii, 1947), P- 88. The reader is also referred to p. 89, where ihe three 
olyeci-pcalma which are in close relation with the four-porlions theory are 
explained- However, Takakusu's explanation of the ol^ecl-rcahn of mere 
shadow is too concise and thus rDisIeading: . 2. The object-domain of mere 
shadow or illu^n. The sbadow-isnage appears simply from one’s own loafiaa- 
tion and has no real existence. Of course, it has no original substance aa a ghost 
which does not exist at all. Ooly the sixth, sense-centre, functions on it and 
imagines It to be.’ This passage gives the impression that the Sixth Conscious¬ 
ness—the most active and versatile among the Eight Consdousnesaes—which 
people generally call ‘mind', is a faculty which semes solely the delusive 
jmagea. This is not true, The Pa Shih Kugi Chu Sung, by Hsuan Chuang, explains 
the Sixth Consciousness in relation to the three olyect-realms in the following 
sentence: *Il Includa the three nature, three measurements, and also three 
object domains.’ This sentence describe the Sixth Consciousness as embracing 
all the three naturm—good, bad, and neutral; the three tacasuremenia—direct, 
indirect, and erroneous; and the three object realms of nature, of mere shadow, 
and of the origiaal substance. Thus we know that the Sixth Consciousness 
functiooa not merely on the dclunve images which characteristically belong 
to the erroneous measurement but also functions on the object-realm of Mture 
which belongs to the direct measurement, and in some cases on the object of 

the orieiinal substance. ^ . 
xa. For this sentence, see Hu Shih, 'Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism in China, 

P/ulMpfv East end West, III (No. 1, April, 1953), 3-«4- Hu Sbih translated it as 
The one word “Imowledge” U the gateway to all mysteries, 

13. SiBuki, ‘A Reply to Hu Shih,’ PhUenpiy East end West, III No. i, Apnl, 

14. DiuoarM ^the Six Patnerehs, p. 18. 
15. Tahuan gaU egen. Book VII: Dinnikm p. no. 
1$. The Sght Negations are: no arising, no cxtincuon, no eternity, no 

cessation, no oocnes, no maiiifoIdiMss, no coming, no going. 
17. Transmssien ^the Urnfi, Book V: Teishe Daizefyo, No. ao76i vol. LI. 

^ Chin is a Chinese unit of weight equal to about xj pound avmrdu^. 
19, See the Loan of 'Drawing the Bow After the Thief Had I^cft*, A'aftwwi 

rranrinttM a/Ae CeUeetim Work: in *3' ^ , 
no- See the koan of 'The Gold Fountain and the Ancient Stream, National 

TrensUtinn of the Cdleclw Worhs in Zfn Studies, XVI, 13, 
ai. See theFwjMporamiW-Vdijynd’atro. , 
a«. Szu lino cAim » expediently translated here as the Four Dutiocuons’. 

It may also be rendered as Tour Distinctions and Selections'- 

83. See the ‘Discourse of Zen Master Lin Chi Hui Ghcn of Cbeo Chou, m 

J/adenBl Translations of the ColUeUd Works in Z*n Studies, V, p. 5- 

34. Ibid. 

35. See pp. X«, >46- 
86. See 'Discourse of Master Lin Chi, p- 3> 
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87. Ihid.t p. SO. 
28. Ihid.y pp. 3^^. 
29. p. $. 
30. See Trovmcnm ^Oie Lmp, Book I, p. 4. 
31. See‘Discourse of MMCerlin Chi*»p. 26. 
39. See Tht FiM Fcsitioru ^ PriM* and MifdsUr, p. 11. 

Oiopltr 4. BUDDHA AND MEDITATION 

1. DhgrmAdhaiu is a term widely used by Hus Yeo jcholkn denotirig the 
infinite universes thAt penetnte wd embrace one anotlier in the absolute 
realm of TotaUiy. See D. T. Suauki’s 7b EtsiM ^ Buddhum, Lecture ZL 

2. The quotation referred to is u follows: 
‘Although it is not neceasary to expound here all the many aspects of the 

doctrinei one of the more iraportAnC of them should receive some attention, 

namelyi “the reciprocal character of ound and PraM", which means that a 

certain type of mind or mental activity is iovariably accompaoied by a Praia 

of corresponding character, whether transcendental or mundane. For instance, 

a parrieular mood, feeling, or thought is always accompanied, manifeated, or 

reflected by a Prana or breathing of corresponding character and rhythm. Thus 

anger produces not merely an inflamed thought^fecliog, but also a harsh and 

accentuated “roughness" of breathing. On the other hand, when there is calm 

coneontradoo on an intelleetual problem, the thought and the breathing exhibit 

a like calmness. When the concentration is in a state of profound thinking, as 

during an effort to solve a subtle problem, uncoruciously the breath is held. 

When one ii in a mood of danger, pride, envy, shame, arrogance, love, lust, and 

le on, simultaneously there arises the “air", or Prara, of anger, pride, envy, 

shame, arrogance, love, lust, and so on; and this “air" can be felt Immediately 

within oneself In deep Sanadfri no thought arises; so there is no perceptible 

breething. At the initial moment of enlightenment, which is also the moment 

of the total tnmsfonnation of normal consciouiaeas, the Prana, too, undergoes 

a revolutionary nnsibrmaiion. Accordingly, every mood, thought, end feeling, 

whether simple, subtle, or complex, is accompanied by a corresponding or 

reciprocal Pn/v. 

’In the higher states of meditation, the circulation of the blood is slowed 

down almost to cesiatioa, perceptible breathing ceases, and the yogi experU 

enca some degree of iQumination, or “brigbtneu", together with the thought- 

free state of mind. Hien not only doe a change of consciousness oecur, but also 

a change in the physiological ffinctsooing of the body. In the body of a fully 

enlightened being, the breathing, the pulse, the ciKulatory and neive systems 

are quite different from those of ordinary men. Much evidence in support of 

this Jhet is available from Hindu, Tibetan and Chinese sourca.' 

3. See the author’s 'Yogic Gommeatary* in Evans Wente’s Ti^tian Toga and 

Saerrt Dattri/m (snd edition), pp. xli and xlii. 
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4. Tor further details coiimlt Evaos-Wecn’s TtMan Yoga atJ Semt Doetmes 
(dnd edition)i pp« 167-^10; the author’s forthcoming £u«Rtid^ Tnuhiftgtjhn 

ihi TilKlan Tantrs', and other books refeRing to the subject. 

2. Mandala means 'circle*. In its general sense this terra Is used by Tantrics 

to denote any individual unit, either Songs^rk or ^inuAv, in the universe. In 

its specific sense it implies the ‘eicy’ or ^residence* of a spedfie deity. This 'City 

of Buddha* is usually depicted with a chief Buddha in the centre and a number 

of escorting deities placed in a circle around bun. The overfall picture of a 

Tantric N^dala is strikingly similar to that of the structure of an atom or 

solar system. The Mandala is considered by Tantric scholars as a symtxri of the 

Universe, in either its mocrocosmlc or its mierocounic sense. 

6. 9f Ot* fliddtn Snlra {ChUh Shtng Mi Chin; Sanskrit: 

Sandiii-nimMenc Sutra). 
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a. ting hsia i men 

b. ‘pa feng ch’ui pu tui^, i pi la kuo chiang* 

c. chi fecg Nven ta 

d. s»u shui 

e. ‘ch*ao chou pa «hih yu haing chio* 

f, Yuan chin shih men: ‘i hsu hsing yu chiao wai pieh cli’uan, crii 

hau chih yu chiao wai pieh chuan, san hsu hui yu ch’ing ahuo 

fa yu wu eb’ing ahuo> fa wu erh, asu hsu chien hsing ju kuan 

chaug ihang Uao Uao fen pieh, i i 't’ien ti yin xni. Wu, hsu ehu 

che fa yen. lu hsu hiing niao tao hsuan lu, chi hiu wen wu 

chien chi. pa hsu ta'ui hsieh hsien cheng, chiu hau ta clu ta yung. 

shih hsu h^ng i lei chung hsing* 

g. Ju shih mi shou 

h. tt*an hua t*ou 

i. wu 

j. Yun men wei, 'kuang pu t*ou t'o yu Hang pan pin. i ch’ieh 

chu pu ming, mien cb’ien yu wu sWh. yu t’ou co i ch'ieh fa 

k’ung yin yin (i shih yu ko wu hsiang ssu 1 shih kuang pu t’ou 

t*o’ 

k. ehieh wu, cheng wu 

]. 'wu shih shih lai sheng ssu pen, ch’in Jen huan cho pen iai jen' 
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m. tun wu cbicn hsiu 

o. Uao chih 

0. cbeog chih 

p. pi liang ching chieh 

q. liang ching chieh 

r. i ch’ich wu ai 

s. 1 ch’ieh yung she 

t. san kuan 

u. wu wei chun chen 

V. s$u liao chien 

w. t’out’o 

X. lu miao fa men 
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O. J 

q ^14SE^ 

s. — iJi 

U« Ate# ^ 

V. ©44 ^ 

w. iJ.fl!C 

X. 



ROMANIZED CHINESE 
CHARACTERS FOR THE 

NOTES 

CHAPTER I 

rt. 3. *]ung ih«ng lung eu, feng &heng ftng erh/ 

n. 9. ta chi u yung 

n. la.thui cbou, duu fengi tAo chien sh*an ahih wei ihih ahuang tz’u 
die, mi ahuang kuei chi, chung chin shou UO chi chu cb*ih. 
»hih pai chuag yuch, 'hsu ming te hsien ahih i shih k’o.* uo 
yueh, *hsien shib yu s}^ mo i.* shih yueh, *hiieR thib tao, 
haiu chu. b&di chu, long ch’iu cb*iu ci cK'u, i nien w&n nien 
ch'u, ban hui k*u mu ch’u, ku miao hiiang lu cVu, i tiao pai 
lien chu. ch'i yu t» pu wen, ju ho sliih i riao pai lien chu.’ 
uo yueh, 'che ko chib shib i sc pien shih.’ shih yueh, 
'yuan lai wei hui hiicn shih i chai.’ uo yueh, 'ni pu k’en wo 
na? tan chuang hsiang Iiu, hsiang yen tuan ch’u jo ch’u pu tc 
chi pu hui hAen shih i.’ sui fen h^ang, hsiang yen wei tuan, 
uo i t’o chu. Shih fu tso pei yuen, ‘ifc It wojtg Jii uv 
bsien shih i wei meng chien tsai.’ 

196 
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CHAPTER 2 

n. 2. xno chao ch'an 

a. 4. tacb'i ir-t 

n. 3. ich’mg 

B. 11. yung huo 

n. 12. huft chin ■ 

n. 13. u’an ch'&n 

n. 15. huo chu yi6} 

A. 24, shih hjuan men +tn 
A. 27. kuan yin yuan t’ung oe-tsiii 
A. 32, wu*» wu* 

A. 33. t»’an fang hsin chueh 

n. 36. Juki yin lan mei 

CHAPTER 3 

J1. 2. pushuop’o 

Q. 7. ch’aD kuui ts’t cbio 

T.iiLtt 
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AMimoji (Kon*fgi>)» tgd 

Avalobivfvart, im 
AtcitmMit SkUt (Ya\Chine),: 77, 
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Chang Wu Yuen, 74 
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nte 
Ck'tn Tuui MiHfCMoo, 179 n!9 
Ch» Chou HflehC), 99, ag, 90. $$, 35, 
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Chih I, (C^igi), Im Miao Pa Mm (Tb 
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mni]), 164-5 

CAiA rm retopptng the breath'), 164 
CUA Tm Im, (ikjpeviuoku), 179 nit 
CUn, defined, 185, nJ8 
Qdog Liai«, lot 
Ckce lb ('eontempiation in quietude’), to* 
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Chin of Huai Shang, 1 te-16 
Chin Shan ('The Golden Mountain*) 
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Detfu, m Te Yu 
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Diatma^Sw*. 98 
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*Doub(*mM* {f 100, no 
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*Orewii» tbe Bow After Ihe Thief Had 
Left* (Uen), 1B5 019 
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Eight Conacioumaae*, 97, 89-70, 93, 

tJ5-8, *78B7r J04-5ni» 

Eight Negetieni, >59-4*=*, 185 ni 6 
Etfht Worldly Wlndi, 8$, i?7 114 
Et^re. ancient, quoted, 77, 95 
Eit^UaliM ^ Aa Midden Aqnwdfpi Stdn. 

Enlf^tenmeni, 14, 37, 79-8o> 130-5; 
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m aUo ,Soton; Wa 

Eno, m Hui Neng 
£uam arPuUbn. The (.Suzuki), 177 If 

&6, :o6 nt 
*Csenee of the lenuneo, 'fhe* (/Am I'aa), 

tka TAttan TiiMM 

^kitaaald^, Tht 
(Tekaliufu), quoted, 184-9 nn 

fivane*Wentz, W. Y., Tha tmien Saak 
iA« Oaal LAmtim, 173; TibUM 
and Stmi Dattrtnas. 172 

Ezamlneiioni, oScial, tBa nai nnU 1139 

133-9, 164 no 
Bimtm Taaskinaffim 

(Cheng CKen C3ii), 
Enaatiob ftf dnddivii 

Pa Haa Stttra, 109 
Fe Kuang, t04-9 
Fe Yen, Hogm), >29, 183 njg 
Fe Yen aeet, 94 
Perry Monk*! k8an, 0] 
Fifth Patriarch, lat hung [en 
Rve Poeitiona of the king and the 

Minister, 'Five Poutioiu of Prince and 
Minister, The* {Wa Wai Oran Ck'eatt), 

tS2> <47 
rive SlAandkas, 8a 
Flexible hollowncM (TivtgAm), 80, i8n-i 

on 
Tollowing the Creeth*. tSq 
'Form, The Domelo of', iBt nlB 
Pour Diitinciioni of lin CI\l^3e, 141-7 
'Four Unlinuted Thougliu, Tlie\ 171 
Fo Ying, 29-30 
Pu Taohih (Pudahbl), quoted, 17 

CctUmdSvtta (Hua fanOiina). t?? nC 
Gautama Buddha, end Indra, 89 
Geiuha, m Hiuea She 
Coddei^, Dwigbt, SvddhiH 5t8i^i78 n8 
Golden Mountain Monastery, The, 83 
Good will, meditation through, >71 
Goto Hfigen, tea Pa Yen 
Graat Synhist Diuionaty, Tha (Ting Fu 

Peo), iBi ni3 
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Eat Triptuka^Ai-a 
'Gmt lUviv*!, The* (TsAm), j8o nto 

Gunin, Kt Hun^ Jen 

Haiyin m nn (Ocean*Mftl &n«dU), lao, 
1% ns$ 

Hu) Shun (Kaama) Autobiography, 
quoted, 97-125: Discouries, quoted, 
90^: dream* oTi 109-11 

Htari S^tn, 99 
Hjgh Heaven Metuieten, 63 
Hiiiayut Buddham, let nifi 
Tlorixental Wlirlom', 150-t 
Hiiatf ucend ejpeci of mind^ 38 
]]seii| Lin, q^ied, 16 
HaAng V«n (XyOaen), ltd, quoted, 299 
Hiaehl (uo Jan, 7^7 
Ha Lin, lOO 
Hrleg (metice, or work), 45 
Hdng Siu (Sdten Oyoehl}, 54 
Hrb tne^ {^e teofiMni of Mind*), 

•itemaie terai for Zen, 37 
Hdu, Brother, 118-19; quoted, ti^in 
Hdung Hiu Va, 77 
Hfuan Chuang, Chm W$! Shift Lm, 

quoted lu; fe dMA AWf Chv Suti, 
quoted, nl t 

K*uan &ha (Mnaha), quoted, Se-g 
Kw Chou, ifls 

Hiuch Feng (Seppd), Chao Chou 
(JdehQ), 140 

ECiueh Yen, taa, 104, lee; quoted, 
139-4: 'Advice on Mutation*, 
tge; autobiography, quoted, ti?- 
90 

Hiueh Larw, J07 
Hiu Shou Yuan, 75 
Hiu Tun Li, 7:^, 74-5 
Hiu Yud, DiKOuwi, quoted. 61-70 
Hua thin (itate of w^er}. defined, i$i 

nia 
Huai Jang {^>6), Mi quoted, 17-40 
Huai Shi, tiA 
Huang Po (Obaku), 94,9$-7, 146-7; 

quoted, 10, 69; ano Cbao Chou, 
Huang Po Cheng, 7:, 73-74 
Huang Tbao, 48 
/fve roif (*ihe essence of the aentenee*), 

^6fMd. 6<^i, 159-3, 164 n6, ew olu 
Kdan 

Hm Tm Cham (Gsriond Sutra), 177 n6 
Hua Yen pbiioaophy. 37,177 a6; on the 

abeolute Kaadara, 1^5; tea bade 
frindplea, 169 024; vievr of ultimate 

ruth, 148 

Kua YenieeK, toi 
Kui Chung (BobA), 94-5, 41-4, 44 
Hui K’o, Kuang 
Hui Ming, 91 
Hut Neng, 8«th Pairiareh (End), t6, 

34. 140: quoted. 17, si.M-s, 
40,13^ 

Huog Chih (Wanihi), quoted 57-8 
Hung Chow, 46, 43 
Hung Jen, Fifth Fairiarch (Cunln, or 

KSniah 40 
Mo cAa (live remark'), 90. tSi nig 
Hynkt^d, tta Pai Qiang 

/ chug MS DoubtMcnsation 

*IinpraBion^eed*‘, 173 
Incantatlene, 169-70 
Indra. jw Gautama Buddha, 
/ mitH (one diougbt), eoacontniien on, 

99 
'Inquiry^ubt', ttt 'Doubt’oenialloo’ 
InteMectuallzatioD, dangers of, 79 
Intellection, Zea objecuone to. 148-30 
/afrMSMftM f» Bttiihim, An (Susukt), 

179 ni8 
Iian Kclyu. rw I Shan 
/njunMn {'One Form*), gt, 179 nta 
1 Shan (Iiao Reiyfi), 9i-e, quoted, an, 

/rain (*Deubt4iius*). :9l ag 
Iiguefnith (*One‘Woid Instruelioa'), 170 
I Yang KCt. 54 

ihina, m 2cn 
inibO, m Shm Ksiu 
tehO, fH Chao Chou 

Ju t/iA mi t/tM {'Eater into the Master's 
room and receive the lecret inilruc* 
tion'), Ti'ao Tuag practice, criticised 
by Ua Chi sect, 35 

yunjutta (The Wisdom ef Knowing 
the ibing u It Is'), Igo-i 

Kagyutpa (bKak-riyiJ^) School. 130 
KaatM, '10 BuUi*. 169 nag 
Kao Fgpg, quoted, 67: autobiography, 

quoteaT •*3*5 
Kao Min (High Heaven) Moaaitery, 63 
KUtat (pasiioos or desiree), 18a ng 
K&an (Aung ee; Aw 14^7 
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^oMwii uravent >en»ctcffnc» ofi 
defuud, M*:, 177 n:; *ex|^kit' 
iEvmaiive% oAm^ei «, 
jmpmcr«b1e» or comtuation <a 
'oplidt^fSmidve’ ti>d *iniplidi« 
nq|fttive*, examples of, 93-51 
Smplicionegiauve', exAmplei of, 
sj-ji methods of worfcla^ on, 6^70; 
populirity of> amine in eleventh 
eefitury. 3^-7 > incetble to Tiuns 
Kao, 3^7; three types of, :9; use ol, 
in Z^j 6^i95M<«im 

Konin, nr Hun| Jv 
KstiigarUui. ^ot^ 160 
Ku M Chin TWn, >9S 
K'uei Chi, 117 
JtMds/ui (life ferec), 170 
Km/ (r, see KOan 
Kuo Tie I, 
Kwan Yin, 97. sS* lOj 
Kwan Yin Yuan Tun/ (* Miraculous 

Undeniandin/ of Avalokiu>vara')» 
to6, t8a no7 

KySfw, m Hsiang Yen 

'Leaving NoTVaeo' (Wan), 8t 
Tm Sm, see Am/ams Aim 

U, 70, 180 q6 
U (jvineiak, teulh), 67 

U Wen Hu, 74 
Life Ihrte, SH Awafwi 

^Cfesif AVi (ChOkO), too 
Li hsy (blsiM dngM), t6j n/i 
Lia ui (ELntai), so, a6-7, 46^. 130, 

T4i'7i quoted, 141*3: 'four Dfecine* 
(ioM\ ige, 141 *7, Quoted, 141; 
diKuSKd, ui-7;LinCSu'sexpliaation 

Yuan's explanation of, 

Lin^hl (Riniai) seel, 34: preservadoa 
of Indian elements by, 33; diflereaca 
£mm Ik'ao Tung sect, 55-7; use of 
kdea in, 57 

Z^Cfein IS (/M4t ia ihtPMii), idi 0:5 
Lia Yin Monastery, 1:7 
'live remark* (tha c4u), 90, tSi ntj 
£«(w Am, 113; quoted, 79 
Lu Lung U, 73 
Lu moe Ja man (Tht ^ Wondrous 

Betraaees ^to ulighteiunent)), 165 
Lung Tan (KyOtan Stehie), s6 
Luiu Ya, to 
Lu abua Yusa, 7s 

Madhyamika (Middle Way), 199 
Ma^Jamka Suira, 139 
Madayamika School, and Zen, (38>4t 
Mahuasyapa, 69-3,190,146 
Mahamudra, 53, m, 179 ni, 183 nt 
Ma/tsfir^jnapCTamUaaiara, 39 
Mab^ana Buddhism, i8t ntd; medita¬ 

tion, practices of, i&<-79i view of the 
human miod, ijs-o; view on klaat 
(passions), 104 ngt and Zen, 14, 
J35-41 

Msiireya, CIO, (8t ni7, 163 ngo 
Mi Ku, ss. 143 
^Sfidefe, (09, tS? ne 
Mantraira, of liuuha and of Zen 

Masters, dinerence between, 941 use 
of, 94 

Mancram Yoga, meditation through, 
td^TO 

'Master of Men and Heaven, The', too, 
]8s ns9 

'Master of Silence', gt'^ 
Masters, andent, quoted, 77, 78, 80,85, 

67 
Ma Tiu (Base), 44, aS, jC-?, 43.W, 

igo 
M’qre, 130 
UMttalion, t$l*.78ilbur basio character- 

isdes of, tSa^i methods ot, 83*3; 
seven ti^dquei of, 164-791 tnroe 
iiagM of, 179^; nt »Ih Dl^ona; 
Sama^ 

'MediletioA Assembly* (CA’an ofti) of 
Yun Ku, lOQ 

Meditation seats, 73, ido nd 
Meng Shan, tS4^» quoted, 134-3: 

autohiogrephy, quoled, leo-g 
Miao Peng, to$^,^rvn tug, iit-ie 
Mlao Kao reng, jgo 
Middle Way, stt Madhyamika 
Mind, Esseace of, 97-40; deAned, 40 
Mind, first aspect 0^ 97-81 human: 

six basic patterns of thought, 159-7; 
innercoreoC 37-49; organ of, 183 agB; 
second aepect of, 98; third uptu of, 
98-4:: three mala espects ol, 37-49 

Essence, roeditation through 
idendficadon of, t73 

'Mind-esfcnce Practice’ (rreir vs), 198 
Mind^ly, imporsanee e^bellefin, 99-3 
Miad-only (^T^^ttnaini) philosophy, 

Ming Che, M-S 
Miracles, 2^ atdtudc towards, 49-31 
'Miraculous Undentaodirgor AvaleUiei* 

vara' (ffcoM }r TaM Tisv), 106,183 
097 
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‘Mirror of X-eng Yen, The’, composed 
by Han $han. 113 

Afs Mae M’«a (terene<efleeiiob medium 
(•on), 37^ 179 03; Ten Sugf^escioru 
00,59 

Xfov^ent, meditation throufh, (7^1 
Movement, Primordial, nt Ta ffk 
‘Mutual Tumifif-into*, top, 163 asS 

Nan Chuan (Kanten), mioiod, td^to, as, 

45» ^ 
Nangaku F^o, MKuaoJons 

Nansen, uf Nan Chuan 
Nany6 Echo, rse Hut CKung 
Naropa, 190 
Nirmtnakaya, 170 nit 
//imtM, 36, 73,184 n« 
‘Nirvana wiinwi Ksioue*, 138 
No'binh (M's <AMr)i 54< >77 ^5 
K>4nlnd Vie), 71 
Non^bidlng Miule Way Doctrine, 

39-40 
Nea^^ld (aaoMM), 158 
'Nen-iem, 71m Domain of, i9t nid 
Not'Dehu f Hii ip»i), 81-a 
Ws(M ie M rartfi, ttt liitf QHin Lu 
Nothief/Nochinernrsi. m M 
Nxheufht (HV nun), 58 
‘Not CO speak too pamiy’, m fitt rVu 

P* 

Obaku, m Huirtg Po 
Obeervatlon, deAned, 84 
Obeervation of mind in tranquillity, 57' 
SineeiroSerene^llectioo meditaJeo 

»rvation Practice* (in brcaihiaf 
CMrciset), 164-7 

‘Observalioni on die Mindly Deelriae 
in Five Steps*, tsT 

Oceao^eal AeaMU {Hu yw ran oui), 
tse, 183 ns6 

'One Pom* \I H pint /lUA), 51, 179 nts 
Om tbougbt {/ nun), conoentratioB on, 

90-6 
‘C^Werd Instniuion' (/laMwM), 170 
‘Ox, subduiof the*, J05, iSa 025 
OK*berriin| Retures, 132,163 035 

Pal Chang (Hyakujd), 19-00. 38; 
Cfuoted, ai-e, 46 

Pang Wes, quoted, 46 

fl03 

Pao Fang, 8: 
Pao Kuang {Hie Precious Light) 

monsaiery, 63 
Far*Fong Lunase^, 174-5 
Fe Stdt nun OW irng (Hsuao Chuang), 

quoted, 184-5 
Phoenix, 177 ng 
'Piaia fecUng*, as kejeione of Zon, 15 
Pe Shan, DisoMcsss, quoted, 78-^ 
Fr«nfl, 90, 157-6 
FrqM exercaa, 160 
Fr^na ^EUHl Thnsand VtxM, 59 
^qiiaipraiiM, 59, 139-40, 178 
Frijnaptmniia-m^ outn. quoted. 141 
Frq^UjMwmSe Sidnw. 59 
Fr4/r»truth, 16, 17, igt-o 
Frm, 164 
l^redous light Monastery, Tbo, m 

Pao Kuang 
Principle, rsr li 
‘Principle, The* (Trinv), 181 nl6 
‘PriDciple of die Identicalneis of Mind 

and 
PrindpU of the Three Oates, 139 
Pseud^Zen ERperieoces, dei^ptlons 

and cerreceions of, 84-90 
PuHua, 48-^ 
Pure Consdousness, 38 
Pure Land School, 64, 88-9 
'Purity PiaocuB* (in breaihtng exereisei), 

186 
Fk thia Of ('not to speak too plainly*), 

lee, 183 n« 
Pu Yuan. 58 

KaiionaUuUoA, danger* of, 79 
'Kealiwion«kFs*, m Omg uw 

'Realiaing die Breath*. 185 
'Rcalixlng the Ccuadng os Bresdi', 165 
Rod Nose, C34 
'ReKmbUng'H'u'. 94 
'Returning naotiee' (la bnathing exer* 

CiKS), IM 
RJnaai, m Lin Chi 
Rinaai sect, tu Lin Chi Sect 
rNyuhiaa School, 138 
Ry6tao Scehin, ft* Lung Ten 

Simafia (^tdng thiagi together' or 
‘union M the iBMiiaUK with the object 
znsditated upon’), iBs; bade ebarae- 
teristics of, 169-4; ^ Di^mrs; 
Oeesji^al dbmMhi 
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utOwtt MofA 

S9B9dkj*i^t». Me CK0V ^ 
Sftfi Fuflg iTo 
S^mttn. 78« 75. T^, ^S> 84.9< > < H "3 

mind, 7$ 
Sotm, Me Wit 
S«hekr. ConAicaani 151 
8«cotvd rtffiarcb, m Shen Kuvtg 
Seed*, imprenion, ijj 
Seifsn Cydehi, eee Hunf MU 
SelTieO. ne Shih Shuan| 
SekritA, neShih Tou 
9Qir*«w«renea (CteA). jB, 39, 196 
Sma (*MiJig*maeivce Prtcuce ), 13O 
SerencrdlMiion, defined, 37-9 
Screae'reileccien meditenea, m Mo 

tfm th’m 
5«vat M*di»ti«n, 6$, iSe 
Sevenih (Iffo) Coiudeuweae, ids W 
Shen Heiu (JtnihO), 40; quoted, nfi n9 

Kuecs oe Hul K*e, Second 
Pelri&rch %bi), 19 

ShcA TWa (fihiiuM), 19^0 

5ttA(rM*ter\45,^ „ 
Shik Amm turn (’The Ten Myeteneue 

OeM'}, lot, l6» 084 
Shih Keaf, let 
Shih ShuAnl (SekaeA). 50 
Shih Tea Mecveitery, ftuader ei. 70 
Shih reu (Sekitd), se, 94 
'Silver aounuini end tron \velli', a$ 

^ ijSuiw^ie^ew r» Itd^Aleemnf], 
7Tii,m Im Miee Fe Mn 

Surth FwclMCh, ut Hui Neng 
SIMMi, Five, So 
Sdid iec(, S4 
'Sound Ve^'> t" Mennm Yofo 
Spider, viiioB or, 174-5 
&w flW ('deed reittifb^, tSi 015 
'Sutblbed mind. 'n>e* (ASem gTai), m 

Counting the Bretih, The', 
sZa^ 

Sute of wonder {tfav <Am), defiaed, 
i6t me 

SUurmmed, theory of cooseiouinefiee, 
j6i m: . . 

'Stoppinf the breath* (C%A tn}, 165 
Ston/Storehouee Gwaoiimcei 

m <<iye; weiie B^tCoceciouenor* 
'Subduing the Ox*, ff* Ox 
S^mle (Voidnem), 3* 159 , 
Supememml. Z«n alhtude towarde, 

49*^ 
Sarmgma Sutra, (07,1 ] $; quoted. 69,113 

Atfra q/* At All-mmjfal Out, 96 
Svtm. reciutien of, 94 

177^ (36 Qi; d« /erndwtin te 

y«t 179 me; 'Reply to Ku 
to’, 136, i3s-4n9, 185013 

Sot datn, $H lin Clii, Tour Dlsune* 
dona' 

ThicAi (Primordlaiiiy), 170 
7h thi tayvts (power and flexibility), 45. 

173 no 
TatitutA, 131 
Ta Urn C^ne Great Revival'), iQo nio 
Tahakueu, Junjiro, TA* RiwuAh nf 

Buddhist fiiiUnpirr, quoted, 184-3> 
Ta Mei (Daibai),«>7 
Thy Arie > mm (Inetantaneoua thouqht), 

Taairiasi, 138^ view on iUsas (|>aMioM), 
18403 

TaShlh Cbil, loi 
Ta Yu (D^* 
Temple of Gratitude, 115 
Ten Bulb* (Kahuan), nsj 
Tog Yin Feng, oai 3f^7 
*T«i Myiterloui 0^, (SMk Areoe 

m). 101, 18s n94 
'Ten Suecmaive Steoi of Zen Praeilee* 

(Yuan Chin), 45-0, 178 nio 
Te Shan (Tokwan), a6,35f quoted, st. 

(Yuan Chin), 45-6, 178 nio 
Te Shan (Tokwan), a6,33f quoted, st, 

Theravada Buddhure: view on himt 
(p«Mion»), (84 03 

Thought, aix base pattemi of, 159-8 
Thoughci, devotional, meditation 

through, 171 
Three Klngdocoe, The, 99,181 ni6 
Three Vehicle*, 144 
Ti (Sieenee ef the mbd), 39 
TThtian Soak ^ At Oraai Zibnifbn, Tha 

(Evane<W«ntt), 179 
riMon Tata and Stent Daetrintt (Evane* 

Wtttr), 179 
TSehShnn, auiobiognphy, quoted, (39*5 
Tieo Jan, 04*3 
Tien Tung, quoted, 63 
Tilopa, quoted, ISC 
Tirtf Pu Pao, 77ir Cnat Bnddhxst 

jSfrtwiey, (81 n(5 
Tokuaan, m Shan 
To revive afeer death’, 79,180 nio 
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Tqmo, m Tun| Shut 
Twl Enhthmamt S*n, 7^, quoted 79 
T« to ('w peiwimie or break through— 

CO reieaa or scrip OS'). :S9 
Tou Weog. t ijS 
TroiPoitAM V ^ 
*Travd (OrHWdy vkiti, i>7> <03 033 

'I'reanuc guard ^9 
Ttitti4ka&tm, 1:3 

7VslM, 461 179 ait 
Truth (/J), 07 
Ti'an (^0 we iato*), 64, Si> lot 1119 
Tt'on (^4* denrwd, 101 nig 
'l^’ao TuQg (SOtd) *«l, M} icwt 

WMhlri of, 35 s oinferBOMS from ^ 
Chin sect, 5J-7i otucrvaiion of mina 
in iranquillilr as main approach, 57^ 

I'tiiig Tien yu, 78» 75 
(^lie Prlndple’), I0i ni8 

Isu^ Kao (Dale im). ciiCical of 
Mcret leachitig of Ts*to fuAgMCt, 35* 
Dijcoursea. quoted, 71-® , 

Teu Yuan, Wfi^tA* Aww ^ All 
^AenM. quotad, 149 

Tuan Chlao, lOa 
Tu Heun, i?7n® 
TuiKeng. laa . . 
Tung Shan (V^)' 34-5* 

at; «o, 181 nia: 
Offtu (•The Five ^Uoni of Prince 

•TurnIni'liU?,«* iJiiual Tumlng^into' 
Txelve ulvisloni, 144 

Ummon, «r Yun Men 
'Ufl«lent&ndlng*Wu*, nt M*S wu 

Vi/n »oat, 109, . , o 
y^rottw (Dlasaond Vehick), >38 
• Vet^ Wisdom', m Wiid» 
VOfiaptMn (MiacUonly) philosophy, 

ViiK! del wry, 174-5 . 
Viiuahxation, nediuiieo by, lw-9 
Voidneai,;«« Adptfts 

Wan Shan, ub*^ 
Wen Kung, 74 
Wen Yuan, go 

ao? 

Wisdom, 'Horiaooeal’, ifiO-t; ‘Vertical’, 

I50>I 
•Wisdom of Kao%visg AJI, The, sn 

OdA ro^ Ml , 
•Wisdom of Knowing the Hung as It li, 

The’, 
Words, mystic, 
Wrongdoinge, common of, 04 , . 
Wu (Mv) (Nothiag/Nochingness), 00, 

*79031 iBgnga 
Wu (iam), 91; defined, igi: cwo kinds 

nr,_04r'3i work subsequent to, t3B*3 
WuUil, too, lOI. log 
Wu Chun, I tg 
Wu Peng, Bt 
mtArinlNornind), 71 
Wu Men, commeDt on Chao Chou, tp 
Wu nitn, M NO'theught 
Wi W« (Nowloln|),8i-« ^ „ 
Wu WH Cfm CVmi. nt The I^vt 

Pceidoos of Prinoe and Miniitar, The 
Wu Wen, autobiofraphy, quoted, 1:5-10 
Wu Yuan CW, 47 

Yellow Dragon Monastery, JBi 
Yen, King of, go 
Yin Peng, 47^ 
Yegaeara wool, and Zen, igs-7 
•Yofio ComnMAtan' (Chang ChenMdu), 

t04: quoted, 180 ne 
Yofii, two kinds of, 94 
Yaka, m Yung Chia , - , 
Yuan Chiae ^in. /•* Tuul 

mtnl Suira 
Yuan Chin, quoted, 43 
Yuan efSbuangUn, 117 
Yueh Shan, tig 
YuiiFaftf, 115 ^ . 

ant ajpact of mind, 9? 
Yung Cheng, Emperor, 6g 
Yung CSiia (Ydka), 98-41 quoted, 7*. 

AJ 

Yvii haM (Aexible hollownoi), 80, i Be nn 
Yung Mm Shih, 78 
Yunku, 100, loa ^ ^ ^ 
Yun Men (Ummon), 40* 07i quoted, Bb 
Yun Men sect, m 

5pi, ft* Ts'» CA'as 
len (Ch'an) Buddbion: appareot uo* 

graspabOitY of, 16: app^t um- 
t^Ugibility of, 197-9:5 Chinese ongia 
of, 14J diflhreace between laymans 
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and monk*! approacb to, 74; eariy 
period: chtrtcterisuci of, ^-5; &ur 
praUemi oT. is$-4S; four viul points 
m, 45-5«; history of. M-7i .'® 
be avoided in pcactieeoi, 70; mdefiiute 
nature of, !$; loteUeecuu approeeb to, 
iS7-d; laxnes to be av«dw io prac- 
lice d', 76; and Madhyamika School, 
j sS-41 i and Mabaysna Buddhism, 14, 
IJ5-41; methods and tediniqucn m, 
62-3; myitic or supemacural aide, 
illuicradoQi of, 47-5? i nature of, 13- 
ag; as pinnaele of Bvddhist thought, 
i9-t4; n Shan's four iffijmiant pose 
in work of, Si; prerequisiees for study 
of t47i realEsation in, 197-S: sole aim 
0^ 57; students, ^le am of, 43^t 
style sad art of, 14-37: leaching <x, 
traiumitiad outside regular Buddhist 
doctrine. ^-3: three xnaio aswets of 
mind in, 37-49; varleliee of, €5-6; 
varkiiei of expression in, 16; view on 

kUsat (pasdons), (84 n^; as & way of 
living, 44-52; Weerern misunderstand¬ 
ing of, IS6-7; Zen, aad Ycgacaia 
S^ool, t33-7 

Zen art; four purposes of, 25; to produce 
Eniightenrnent, esampt^ of, 25-7; to 
illustrate Buddhist tea^ngs, exampla 
of, 27-g: to express Zen humour and 
wit, eitanipln of, ap^s; to ten 
disciple's understanding, exampies of, 
32-3; to test behaviour of disciple, 
35-7 

Zen praedee: general reww of, 03-Ci; 
illuslrated In dlscounn of niasten. 
Si'pG; illustrated in autobiographies 
of masirrs. <J7-I8f,; Ten 8uceenive 
Steps of, 45-C, {78 IIin 

Zen questim, answer to, apontancliy 
essential In. $9 

Zas-stekftcss, rcr 0^'an ^lag 
Zen style, examples of, 14-37 
Zen work, two aspects of, 4G 
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